AGENDA
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
February 13, 2018 - 7:30pm

CALL TO ORDER: Mayor Len Prejna

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG:

ROLL CALL: MIKE CANNON, NICK BUDMATS, LAURA MAJIKES, JOE GALLO, ROBERT BANGER,
JR., JOHN D’ASTICE, TIM VEENBAAS
MOTION TO APPROVE CITY COUNCIL MINUTES OF THE JANUARY 16, 2018
COMMITTEE-OF-THE-WHOLE MEETING AND THE JANUARY 23, 2018 COUNCIL
MEETING

MOTION TO DEVIATE:

1) Public Hearing – CDBG Call for Projects
NEXT ORDINANCE NO. 18-08
NEXT RESOLUTION NO. 18-R-10

MAYOR’S REPORT:

WARD REPORTS:
MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR 20 MINUTES:

PENDING:
A) Ordinance No. 18-08 - Approve a 3-Lot Subdivision, Rezoning of the Southern 9.5 Acres from
C-2 General Commercial Services to R-4 Intermediate Residential,
Amendment to the Comprehensive Plan and Preliminary Planned
Development for 2819-2915 Kirchoff Road (2nd Reading)
B) Ordinance No. 18-09 - Amend Code for Ambulance Billing (2nd Reading)
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CONSENT ORDINANCES:
None

NEW BUSINESS:
C) MOTION TO APPROVE PAYMENT OF BILLS ON WARRANT 2/13/18

CONSENT RESOLUTION:
D) Resolution No. 18-R-10 – Commitment of Fund Balance from the General Fund’s Ambulance
Fees
E) Resolution No. 18-R-11 – Approve 2018 Wage Increase for the City Manager
F) Resolution No. 18-R-12 – Approve FY2018 Motor Fuel Tax Appropriations for Public Works
Street Maintenance Operations
G) Resolution No. 18-R-13 – Approve the Submittal of a Grant Application for Algonquin
Road/New Wilke Phase I Preliminary Engineering Costs
H) Resolution No. 18-R-14 – Award a 3-Year Contract Extension for Landscape Services –
Downtown Kirchoff Road and Other Sites
I) Resolution No. 18-R-15 – Award a Contract for Replacement & Upgrade of Security System at
3900 Berdnick Street
J) Resolution No. 18-R-16 – IMRF Resolution – Payments in Lieu of Healthcare

OTHER BUSINESS & REPORTS:
Mayor's Appointments:
Mayor's Proclamations:
City Clerk's Report:
City Staff Reports:

1)
2)
3)
4)

Community Items of Interest
Rolling Meadows Community Garden Update
Backyard Beekeeping Update
Presentation of the February 20th Committee-of-the-Whole
Agenda

MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA:

ADJOURNMENT:

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
January 16, 2018
MINUTES

Mayor Prejna called the meeting to order at 7:30 pm.
COUNCIL IN ATTENDANCE: Aldermen Mike Cannon; Nick Budmats, Laura Majikes,
Joe Gallo; Robert Banger, Jr., John D’Astice, Tim Veenbaas
COUNCIL ABSENT: 0
STAFF IN ATTENDANCE: City Manager Barry Krumstok, Deputy City Clerk Ginny
Cotugno, Assistant to the City Manager Lori Ciezak, Finance Director Melissa Gallagher,
Police Chief John Nowacki, Public Works Director Fred Vogt, Business Advocate Martha
Corner, and City Attorney Jim Macholl

1) Billboard
Mayor Prejna: First up is the billboard question. Mr. Krumstok, would you lead the introduction
please.
Mr. Krumstok: Thank you very much Mayor and City Council. Obviously we’ve talked about
3975 Algonquin Road in the past. Tonight Chris Lupo and Jim Perry from Lamar Real Estate
will actually do another presentation. The current owner is Luxury Automotive Import Auto and
Mr. Kim and the entire family is here. We’re going to be asked to help on homework soon in a
little bit too, but they have a small Power Point to talk about the billboard, and again it would
need some additional changes in zoning to allow them to put this billboard in place, but again we
believe that it’s an opportunity for the City Council to discuss this to give you really a
presentation from Lamar Billboard. This is completely different from the last time Oxford was
here when they were going to put up a billboard, give us a park, which then we would have been
in a park at that point in time. Pretty much the same understanding for the billboard is in front of
you. The one thing that was passed out at everybody’s place and also emailed to the City
Council is a new rendering. The rendering that’s actually in the packet was the first one that
made the billboard look larger on the lot than before. But with that, that’s really the main
subjects that Mr. Lupo and Mr. Perry will be talking about, but overall the action items before
you is would the City Council want additional information before proceeding? Would you like
staff to continue working with Lamar and Mr. Kim? And then if approved, then it does need to
go to Planning and Zoning Commission for the variances that are needed for this project. With
that I ask for Mr. Lupo, who’s somewhere behind me, to come up and actually just do this quick
presentation.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you for coming forward tonight. We appreciate it.
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Mr. Chris Lupo: Thanks for having us. I appreciate it. Lamar advertising is a billboard
company. We have experience working in the Village already. We have a billboard sign on
Village owned property of which we provide advertising for the Village already. Right now
we’re actually running a recycle program for your Christmas lights so that the constituents in the
Village know where to come and recycle their lights and don’t just discard them in the garbage
can. That’s just one promotion we have on there for the City. I believe within the next week or
two I’ll be contacted by, I’m sorry, I can’t remember her name. Thank you and we’ll have some
new copy going up in real short order for a March promotion that you guys are having in March,
obviously. So with that said we’re looking at the property at 3975 Algonquin Road. This is the
southwest corner of Rt. 53 and Algonquin Road. It’s the site of the location that used to house a
car wash and then it was abandoned and I’m guessing somewhere in the area of over 10 years of
no use and the new property owner, Mr. Kim, recently probably within the last 5 years had put in
a car dealership and so we were contacted by Mr. Kim as a potential location here to see if we
had any interest and we’ve been working with him accordingly. The site is right there on the,
again, southwest corner. The whole purpose of this survey was really just to show where the
sign is in relation to, I know there was a question with regards to the sewer inceptor that runs
through the property and if you, I’ll have to walk over there, if you look really closely (didn’t
have a microphone so can’t hear what he is saying), our foundation for the sign would be here.
Its 50+ feet away from the interceptor sewer. We did contact the Water Reclamation District to
make sure that we had adequate spacing away from them and with that said they said you only
need it to be 10 feet away from their easement, so we’re satisfying that five times over. This
here is just the representation again. It’s just an estimate rendering for illustration purposes only.
We realize that the sign is bigger than it would look normal, especially when you’re looking at it
from Rt. 53. The angle of that would also be turned toward Rt. 53 so the back end of the left side
there would actually be pulled forward, angled toward the road. We are also, we adhere to the
brightness guidelines for Dr. Ean Lewin, who is a lighting professional, Lighting Science &
Institute in Scottsdale, Arizona. He had done a light study for digital signs back in 2008 and
basically he’s synopsis is saying that light produced by the digital billboard should not exceed .3
foot candles over ambient light. So light produced by the digital sign should not exceed those
levels as measured and our sign is 14 x 48 bulletin so that’s the one that’s highlighted on the
bottom. That measures from 250 feet back. This diagram here if you look there’s, measurements
here is 200, 400, 600 feet away, so 200 feet away we’re at .07 foot candles. Over here .24 foot
candles, and as you continue going further out to 400, .08 and .02. So we’re 7/10 or 7% of
what’s actually allowed for foot candles above ambient light. Again, Dr. Lewin suggested again
.3 foot candles over ambient light as measured at 250 feet. At 200 feet, which is closer to the
sign, we’re only at .24 along the road and by the building .07, so its miniscule light. With
regards to traffic analysis, studies conclude that traffic accidents are caused by drivers being
distracted by things within the car itself or actions that are performed while driving. 80% of
these crashes are caused by driver inattention and distractions within these 3 seconds of the
crash. These here, based on the traffic analysis study, are the top 10 distractions listed and sited
by the NHTSA are as follows, reaching for something, dialing a phone, texting, eating, drinking,
interacting with passengers, daydreaming, billboard signs aren’t even in the conversation. With
regards to the sign, we also put up as well, we talked about putting up advertising pro bono for
the Village, we also use the sign with the State and Federal governments to place amber alerts for
missing children and silver alerts.
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Mayor Prejna: Any further, now we’ll open it up for clarification questions and I just have to
make one correction. We are a City.
Mr. Lupo: I’m sorry, my fault.
Mayor Prejna: Does any alderman wish to have any questions for clarification questions only of
what was presented tonight? Mr. Banger
Alderman Banger: Thank you. I’m fairly certain 2014 was the last time this came in front of us
and I guess my only question for tonight’s discussion has anything changed in terms of the size.
That was one of the big issues last time.
Mr. Lupo: Jim Perry from our office was in those presentations. He’s here today. He can attest
that there hasn’t been any change with regards to the size of the sign. The biggest change is that
we no longer have the park. There’s going to be no liability for the, donating a park to the City,
the maintenance for the City, the liability for the City, so those are completely the biggest
changes as well as now the property is owned by Mr. Kim, a business man in the community.
Alderman Banger: Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Any other, Mr. Cannon
Alderman Cannon: Thank you Mr. Mayor. So could you clarify, so this is how big is each side
going to be? What’s the dimensions?
Mr. Lupo: 14 x 48
Alderman Cannon: Ok, how does that compare with our current Code? Is that bigger than our
Code?
Mr. Krumstok: That’s why it has to go to Planning & Zoning Commission.
Alderman Cannon: Can you refresh me, Barry, of what our current Code is?
Mr. Krumstok: I think Public Works Director Fred Vogt might have that, but I do not remember
that on the top of my head.
Mayor Prejna: Fred is coming up to the microphone right now.
Mr. Macholl: I think its 200 feet.
Mr. Krumstok: The gross area is 200 feet. Per side, which I wrote it, but there’s more stuff in
there that Fred probably knows too.
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Mr. Vogt: Thank you. Going back to the 2013 Plan Commission Summary, the variation was
requested for excess of 200 square feet. So 200 is what is allowed in the C-2 District.
Alderman Cannon: So how many square feet is the sign then? 14 x 48….
Mr. Lupo: 672
Alderman Cannon: I got 772, did I add it wrong?
Mr. Lupo: 672
Alderman Cannon: Okay, so that’s substantially larger than what we had. Does anybody else
have a sign along there that’s similar size? Barry would you know that?
Mr. Krumstok: No, I would make the comment it’s very similar to the one we have on Winnetka
which Lamar actually owns. Most of those billboards in that area are about the same and on the
top of my head the Green sign one we did on Euclid is also about that same dimensions.
Mr. Vogt: Those are in the overlay District and we could certainly pull through the permits and
get you the comparable….
Alderman Cannon: That’s fine. The other question, Fred, so how does this, does this affect any
of our overlay districts that we’ve always talked about in the past?
Mr. Vogt: This is not in the overlay district. This is simply C-2 zoning and not in the overlay
district,
Mr. Krumstok: The overlay district is specifically off of that area over here. We never put
anything on Algonquin Road.
Alderman Cannon: How far does the overlay go south?
Mr. Krumstok: It stops right at Euclid?
Mr. Vogt: For the manufacturing and transitional districts.
Mr. Macholl: It starts at Euclid and then goes north to an area I believe south of Winnetka and
then we have another overlay district on the east side, that was Euclid to I think several hundred
feet north of that.
Alderman Cannon: Okay, I have some other questions but they’re not about….
Mr. Prejna: Any other questions regarding clarification? We had no one in on the sign in sheet
so it’s time to open it up for discussion on the item. Who would like to start first? Mr. Banger.
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Alderman Banger: I want to say this is maybe the third time that we talked about this and my
feelings haven’t changed. I would still not be in support of this. Thanks.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Further discussion? Mr. Gallo
Alderman Gallo: A couple questions. First, what are some of the benefits or advantages to the
City for having this, or proposing this idea? Can anyone help me understand that?
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Krumstok, who do you want to answer that?
Mr. Krumstok: I can start with this. So the only benefit for the City of Rolling Meadows is
obviously additional promotional items. This is not an item that was bought up by the City, per
se, and again the City has actually looked at this property in the past to see if we even wanted to
do anything on it. So, again, just some promotional. There’s really not that much out of there
because we have an annual fee that these pay for the sign itself. It’s really for Mr. Kim and
Luxury Imports Auto for additional revenue for them, additional if you want to say advertising
for them too, for anybody driving by that area, Algonquin Road or off of 53, so when you look at
the benefits for the City its limited to really just those annual fees and additional promotional
items on a larger billboard for people on 53.
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Gallo does that answer your question?
Alderman Gallo: For now, yes.
Mayor Prejna: Any further discussion? Mr. Cannon
Alderman Cannon: So Barry, maybe you could help me with this. So let’s just assume we
approve this, so between that sign and all the signs that are up farther north, how many other
signs would be allowed to be fit into that space? Do you have any idea? I know I’m kind of
hitting you with a hard one, but I just, but I mean right now they have what, 700 feet apart in the
overlay district? Is it 700 feet?
Mr. Krumstok: No, its 500 feet from those overlays. That’s why when Arlington Park came to
us it was actually just outside of our overlay area so in our overlay area I think one or two
potentially, but this Algonquin Road, that would be the one that we’ve heard that people even
want to use the property by the 53.
Alderman Cannon: I was wondering if we approve this if other people will come out and say
hey maybe we can make revenue off of our property also. There’s a couple properties I can
think of right off the top of my head.
Mr. Krumstok: And I can think of one on Golf Road that would probably be knocking on our
door to ask the same thing.
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Alderman Cannon: And I can think of one on Kirchoff too. So it’s a concern of mine. I don’t
know how, that doesn’t mean we should vote for this or not vote for it, but it’s a concern that
we’ll just have a whole wall of signs.
Mr. Krumstok: And that’s why we put the overlay over that one section which was the main
area that we’re getting a lot of calls and requests for.
Alderman Cannon: Okay, I guess a couple concerns, if we go ahead and approve this, a couple
of caveats I’d like to have attached to this in writing is how much advertising we’re going to get
actually so in case Mr. Kim decides that he wants to start a business somewhere else and we
asked that the new owner would assure us that we would still get access to the sign so many
times a week, or whatever we do right now.
Mr. Krumstok: The agreement would be between the City and Lamar Billboard itself.
Alderman Cannon: I’d like that in writing.
Mr. Krumstok: I think Chris heard that pretty well.
Alderman Cannon: Okay, that’s all right how, thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Any further discussion? So I guess at this stage to move forward is there any
other information that anyone wants that was not discussed tonight? Okay, does, seeing one,
okay. I guess we’ll ask for a Straw vote, should staff continue to work with Lamar and Mr. Kim
on the project? Those in favor please raise your hand. One, two, three, four, five. Those
opposed?
Alderman Gallo: Can I abstain for now?
Mayor Prejna: So it’s five, and one opposed. Alderman Gallo abstained. So right now what
we’re looking at Mr. Krumstok is for staff to continue to work with them and bring the project
back to us.
Mr. Krumstok: It would hopefully be, and again I ask for the straw vote also, Lamar Billboard
and Mr. Kim work with the City and also bring it back to the Planning & Zoning Commission
before it actually comes back so Lamar has some homework to do.
Mayor Prejna: Well they continue to work with us, then you could bring it back to us before it
gets to them, or?
Mr. Krumstok: We’re just trying to say at this point if we just work with them, dealing with
them, we’d like to keep in on the movement with the Planning & Zoning Commission.
Mayor Prejna: Okay, so then I guess the next question is after staff gets done with it that this
could proceed on to the Planning & Zoning Commission and then you’ll come back to us again.
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Mr. Krumstok: As an ordinance.
Mayor Prejna: So a straw vote for it to be able to move forward to Planning & Zoning. Those in
favor? Five, and against? So you have direction. Just wanted to make sure we’re clarified.
Mr. Krumstok: Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you for your time.

2) Council Chambers
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Krumstok, Council. Chambers
Mr. Krumstok: This is actually Alderman Cannon who will be running this presentation.
Alderman Cannon: Thank you everybody. As you know we were here a number of weeks ago
with just our initial thoughts. In the meantime we reached out to Dina Tsiolis, an interior design
consultant from EWS Consultants, Inc. Dina is a professional who has worked with a number of
cities in the area to help them with a similar program of remodeling spaces, especially City Hall
Chambers. So I think this week, I should say last week, Lori and I had a chance to meet with her
and we kind of finalized some ideas to bring forth to you. Our goal tonight would be to get your
buy in and move to the next level. A lot of the things that we’re talking about are on the State
contract so we don’t have to worry about bidding and all of that. The prices are kind of locked in
so we can give you some numbers. The good news is we can do a lot of the things that we talk
about for less than the budget we asked for and with that Lori is going to pass some information
out to you so you can get an idea of a couple of things that we’re thinking about. So even though
I’m kind of going to lead the discussion, Dina is here to help if there’s any questions that I can’t
answer or Lori’s here. They’ve been wonderful in putting this all together. They’ve done a great
job getting us to this point. That is a print of what the new dais would look like and staff desk.
So with that in mind, I’m kind of excited to show you what Dina has come up with. She kind of
made us think about things in a whole different picture. Many of us don’t think about that space
because we come here three or four times a month, sometimes more, and it’s just a place we
come to. But when you think about it, this is really the people’s space and it’s a space we
present to customers who might want to move businesses here and things of that nature and I
think all of us can agree that we need to do something to the room to make it look more
professional at minimum. I think Dina has come up with some very rational ideas that are within
a cost range that we can handle. We can accomplish a lot of the things that we’re going to
present tonight probably by the end of summer if we wanted to move that quickly. We’re
prepared to do that. So, with that, I would just ask you to look briefly at the plan so you can see
the one desk that we, our dais that we sit at that has the angles on it similar to what we use right
now and then you can see the concept we have for all the staff so we would propose that we put
the staff all on one side as opposed to splitting it. So here’s where I’d like you to start thinking
differently than what we’ve been doing right now, as opposed to just remodeling what we have
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up there. The proposal we have would ask you to think about changing the whole room and
here’s where we’re going to go. This would be the center of the space going forward. This is
where Mr. Prejna would sit facing this way. This is our concept that we have. To make you
think about one of the reasons we decided to do this, if we leave it up there and we remodel it at
any level we need to make it ADA compliant. It’s really, it’s not impossible, but is extremely
difficult to accomplish that without going through a lot of hoops. We’ve investigated kind of
redoing what we have right now. Believe it or not we actually can buy new furniture for not
much more and have the flexibility of changing things because they’re modular. The benefit of
modular as we all change and the City changes as time goes on, modular gets you the idea of
pulling parts apart and putting new parts in, making it bigger, longer, whatever we want to do.
But it gives us a lot more flexibility. When you do hard goods like we have up there, the
problem is that’s what you have forever. They don’t change. You have to rip it all apart to get it
changed. So, this is where the center of the new room, this would be the middle of the building
right there. Or the middle of our dais going forward, so we would offer that we would put the
ideas up off the floor just like it is over there, like 8” to 10”, and then proceed from there. We
would have large TV monitors, one back over there, one over here, and we would move that
large one there into the middle of the room. Obviously whatever plan we do these are going
away. So this is all again just in the first phase of it. As we talked before all the walls would be
redecorated. We’d get rid of that chair rail. Try to get a continuity in the sense I think Lori and I
counted there’s five different woods in here, different colors, so we would just like to make it
closer to be all one, or at least not five, maybe one or two. The Chief has suggested that we get
rid of some of the windows from a security standpoint and we relied on him. He’s been through
one of these programs over in Elk Grove Village so he has a lot of knowledge, plus he’s the only
guy in the room that can protect us if we run into trouble and he’s the only guy that has
something on his belt that could protect us all. I’d like him to see everything, so I think the new
setup, so as you stand here the design would be similar to what we have known. You can see it
on the plan what we have laid out. The big difference is we would have all of the staff members
lined up against that wall over there, starting here and going to the back so they’d probably go
back to somewhere where Ginny or Laura’s sign is up there. Somewhere in that area. We’re
going to lay all this out exactly if you guys give us the permission to go forward. But at this
point we just kind of wanted to get the general concern out there and see how you feel about it.
Okay, a couple of other parts to this, the audio/visual doesn’t have to change a lot right now. If
we do this Justin has assured us that for a relatively small amount of money we should be able to
move the cameras around and make them work functionally in the same way. Some of us would
like to get rid of that closet because all it does is hold junk so we might make a small
presentation area over there potentially or in the back where people can come in with plans, put
their plans up sitting there until their presentation so if the general public wanted to come in an
look at them they could do that also. It’s just something. We haven’t finalized that, but it’s an
idea. We’ve also, so let’s go back to the top. So if we, the desks, both desks and a new podium
would get us, we can do all of it for under $25,000 installed. All the products we’re talking
about, Dina picked stuff that’s on a State contract right now so it’s already been bid out and we
got a very, very good price on it. We think we can do all that work for less than $25,000. Not a
lot less, but under $25,000. In conjunction with that, we do have an option if we wanted to get, I
just wanted to show you, when you start doing interior design work, as Dina would tell all of us,
here’s choices you have for colors, finishes. So these are all laminates. If we wanted to do
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wood, we can do that, but it’s about $15,000 more. That would be actual wood veneer. The
other part of this is we can include this, remember we asked for $50,000, so we’re at $25,000
right now. Here’s the carpet sample that we’re thinking about using. This is what they’re using
upstairs right now. They just installed it I believe this week, right? Yeah, so it would be the
same thing. So we think we can do this for less than $10,000 for the whole room. So now we’re
at about $35,000. Now obviously we have some costs involved with building a new platform for
the dais. Fred’s guys think they can do the work with taking the windows out and putting new
studs in and dry walling it, repainting everything. We just don’t know, they’re time schedule is a
bit difficult because obviously with snow and stuff that’s their number one priority, but they’re
working on the museum now. This would be their next project. So we think we could probably
get a lot of the work done by middle spring, redoing everything. So, I think I have a lot of it
covered. Did I cover all of it? Is there anything I’m missing? Okay, so you guys get a general
idea of what we’re doing, guys and girls, excuse me. Anybody have questions?
Mayor Prejna: Questions for clarification I guess? Mine is that first off is that when we we’re
discussing this last time I thought we were talking about $10,000 in the beginning.
Alderman Cannon: We were but then we had a straw vote up to $50,000
Mayor Prejna: I just think that this is, well I’ll save my comments.
Alderman Cannon: Okay
Mayor Prejna: Go ahead. Who wants clarification? Ms. Majikes
Alderman Majikes: So just, so $25,000 and $10,000. You’re just saying $35,000 max?
Alderman Cannon: Well, no I’m not saying that. I’m saying that’s $35,000 and we don’t know
what the other things are going to cost because we haven’t costed them out. One of the things
we didn’t want to get too far ahead of the horses here and start doing a lot of work until we get
general buy in. If you guys agree that we want to go forward with this, we will get all those
numbers locked down and present them to you shortly, but some of these things because our own
staff is going to do it, it’s a little harder to get. We have to go out and figure out how much
would we need and who is going to do the buildout and that. So in the future, like we talked to
you before, if we decide to do this we’re going to have to do it in phases because there’s still
things we need to do. We still need to do stuff with the draperies, the ceiling needs to be redone,
and lighting in here is pretty poor. Most people would come in here and say this is ancient
lighting because it’s about 40 years old. A lot of the lighting could be redone and a lot more
professional look. I don’t know how much that will cost. I have no idea, but that’s another phase
down the line. We’re not worried about that right now.
Alderman Majikes: Okay
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Budmats
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Alderman Budmats: What are you planning on doing with those windows over there?
Alderman Cannon: We would probably either put black up stuff, black off of some kind to block
them right now. We’ll put some kind of shade up at some minimal cost just to get through
because we realized they can’t have light coming through them during the meeting. Eventually,
Nick, the idea would be to replace the draperies, but as you know draperies can get very
expensive and we don’t know what the best solution is for it yet because we really haven’t
looked into it.
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Banger
Alderman Banger: Thank you. One of my questions, you’re talking modular, flexible, but does
that also equal moveable, because I know sometimes…
Alderman Cannon: Absolutely
Alderman Banger: Okay, because we also have things in here for blood drives, voting booths,
etc.
Alderman Cannon: That’s the good thing about it Rob is you can do a lot of different things with
it. You’re not locked into one section and you can’t move it forever. That’s the beauty of
modular furniture no matter where you have.
Alderman Banger: Okay, so it can literally be picked up, moved to one side if we’re going to do
something in here.
Alderman Cannon: Yes
Alderman Banger: I guess another question of mine you did mention there’s, so there’s other
phases to this. Is this the first step, in other words should we save the ceiling to the last because
it will be easier to do it last, or would it make more sense to redo everything at once. You know
what I’m saying?
Alderman Cannon: In a perfect world. It’s like remodeling your house. You do two walls and
leave two of them blank. Ideally we’d be able to do it all, but I mean the other thing is we do
have some restraints about money. I mean none of us wants to spend any more money than we
have to, but we also need to get a newer look here. We need to get more professional looking.
When you see what other towns have we always compare ourselves to other towns, we really
look like we’re outside of the game.
Mayor Prejna: Further questions or for clarification?
Alderman Cannon: So I guess what I would ask tonight is to get some kind of a straw vote to see
if you’re willing to support this going forward. If not, we’ll stop it in its tracks right now, but we
need to have your support to move on.
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Mayor Prejna: My comment to this is as I stated at the last meeting that I feel starting out at
$10,000 simply to spruce it up was fine, but spending this type of money with other things that
we have coming out on the table I don’t support that. Just putting it out there. This is much
more expensive than what we were discussing the first time.
Alderman Gallo: Alderman Cannon, can you walk me through it again. At a high level $35,000
gets us a relocated dais, relocated position for the staff, flooring, and podium.
Alderman Cannon: Right
Alderman Gallo: No demolition of the closet yet.
Alderman Cannon: Again, those are fair questions. We don’t have numbers yet because we’ll
have to figure out how Finance would want to budget that relative to what we’re asking for
because I don’t know how we do that internally because we would be using our own employees
to do that. We’ve already talked to Fred. He thinks his guys can handle it, but he just can’t
promise us a timeline because other things that are more important than this, but he can do pieces
of it at a time and he thinks he can accomplish most of it by summer, but he can’t give me a date.
I’m not trying to lock him down on a date either.
Alderman Gallo: Understood, so then having addressed those components that leaves a couple
things like windows, maybe ultimately sealing the exterior windows and then sealing the interior
glass windows.
Alderman Cannon: Our goal, Mr. Gallo, is to take a couple, the Chief has recommended from a
safety standpoint to take some of the windows out. Now that’s changed a little bit, but out of
those four big ones, a couple of them will be gone for sure. That one there’s no need for because
no one uses the one over there.
Alderman Gallo: Okay
Alderman Cannon: So at least three of them will be gone as you see them right now, if not more.
Alderman Gallo: Got it. What I’m trying to do is wrap my head around the remaining punch list
so I can kind of quantify that in terms of a price value and see where we are from $35,000 to
what we’re initially addressing to what the projected cost might be to then move forward down
the punch list to see if we stay at $50,000 or if we’re going to be at $85,000.
Alderman Cannon: Well I think the first phase we’ll stay under the $50,000. It just depends, I
have no idea what a new ceiling will cost because I just don’t know.
Alderman Gallo: And video equipment relocation.
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Alderman Cannon: That’s not as major as you think because we talked to Justin about that. He
has a pretty good handle on it. It’s going to cost something. I don’t mean to sound like it’s not
going to cost anything.
Alderman Gallo: Right
Alderman Cannon: But you’re not talking $20 or $30,000, something like that. We have
relatively new equipment. He gets a new budget for audio/visual every 5 years so he’s 3 ½ years
into this equipment so a year and a half from now he’ll be asking for new equipment, whether we
move it or not.
Alderman Gallo: Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: My other question for clarification is what could we do for just $10,000 if we just
did that this year?
Alderman Cannon: Again, not knowing how we would do it. Obviously my first impression is to
get rid of the wall back there and I don’t know how much, I just don’t know how much from a
budget standpoint, Mr. Mayor, how much that costs. I’d have to talk to Finance to find out how
that would be costed out and the Chief would like to remove a couple of the windows and
redecorate the whole thing. Take the chair rail off, so I don’t know. I can’t answer that question.
I can’t give you a good number on it.
Mayor Prejna: Ms. Majikes
Alderman Majikes: Sorry if I missed this one, I’m a little foggy, but in the initial $25,000 with
the whole modular changing all there, is that include changing that wall? So that wall would
look exactly the same.
Alderman Cannon: No we would redecorate it. We would remove that.
Alderman Majikes: We would just remove all that paneling.
Alderman Cannon: If you guys give us the okay, we will come up with a color scheme. We just
don’t have that now. Again, I don’t want to have Dina running around doing things and then
saying we don’t know if we’re going to do it.
Alderman Majikes: Right
Alderman Cannon: So if you guys say we’re going to do it, we’ll come back with a color scheme
for it that will match the brown rug, whatever.
Alderman Majikes: I just wanted to make sure that I was wrapping my head around the fact that
when we change this to the modular, that wall…..
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Alderman Cannon: Just so you know that’s number one priority is to get rid of that wall.
Alderman Majikes: I remember you said that, okay.
Alderman Cannon: I don’t know about you guys, but it just drives me crazy.
Alderman Majikes: I just wanted to make sure I got it right. Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Veenbaas
Alderman Veenbaas: So to what Mr. Gallo was asking, that includes the furniture, right? For the
$35,000
Alderman Cannon: All the furniture. Now no seating, because we never talked about seating,
we’re not going to talk about seating
Alderman Veenbaas: So when you say seating you’re talking about the seating….
Alderman Cannon: The chairs, we’ll just use the chairs we have.
Alderman Veenbaas: I get that, and to what Laura’s point is that wall is the biggest problem I’ve
got. It just needs to get upgraded.
Alderman Cannon: All that will come off and we’ll do it, we just don’t know what’s underneath.
We assume drywall.
Alderman Veenbaas: That’s part of the $35,000, at least to get rid of the wall.
Alderman Cannon: Yeah
Alderman Veenbaas: Right?
Alderman Cannon: Well, I don’t know. Again, it depends on how we cost it out. It’s a
reasonable question you’re asking. I understand where you’re coming from. I don’t know how
we cost those things out internally.
Alderman Veenbaas: So from my standpoint, for my vote, it’s like I don’t mind the modular. I
get that. I don’t mind using the same furniture, as far as chairs and that. I’d love to see the
modular. I think that’s what the whole world is going to anyway. And I want that wall taken
care of. Just upgrade the place a little bit and then we can work our way through changing
windows and all that for what the Chief wants. I think we could almost leave these blinds up.
Alderman Cannon: We’ll make it work.
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Alderman Veenbaas: I would just be happy to get the modular furniture. We could use the same
chairs and get rid of that wall. If you could do that for $35,000, thereabouts, I don’t mind that. I
think that’s actually pretty good, but I want the wall to be gone. That’s all I got.
Mayor Prejna: Any further points of discussion? So, Mr. Cannon, so what are you asking for
tonight exactly?
Alderman Cannon: Well everything that I presented. I’d like to be able to….
Mayor Prejna: No, I mean the dollar amount so we’re verifying….
Alderman Cannon: $35,000 plus whatever the internal costs are.
Mayor Prejna: I mean $35,000 plus….
Alderman Cannon: The internal costs. Again, Len, I don’t know how we cost those things out.
Mayor Prejna: I’m looking for a cap.
Alderman Cannon: $50,000 is what you gave us.
Mayor Prejna: Okay
Alderman Cannon: It will be less than that. I just don’t know how much less.
Mayor Prejna: Ok, any further discussion? Mr. Banger
Alderman Banger: I agree with Alderman Veenbaas. I’m perfectly fine with this and the key
features that they’re talking about, that wall doesn’t bug me as much, but I also like the idea of
getting rid of the useless closet and the other cosmetic changes so I’m in support of this.
Alderman Cannon: Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Veenbaas, further comments?
Alderman Veenbaas: I’m not going to comment.
Mayor Prejna: Okay, I saw the hand up there.
Alderman Cannon: I’ve got a couple side things. When we do the remodel we would like to
include eventually some accessories for the room like literature holders and some modern
looking recycling bins. Not like the ones we have at the curb out there. Things like that. Extra
signage in the hallway to get people down here so people aren’t lost in the hall figuring out
where City Hall Chambers is at. So eventually those are things we’d like to put in. Those aren’t
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major things. We have a major discussion among us about getting rid of the COW tables and
running the COW meetings up front, but we can talk about that at another time.
Mayor Prejna: Okay, any further discussion? So, Mr. Krumstok, do you want to weigh in?
Mr. Krumstok: Nope, I’m just waiting for the straw vote.
Mayor Prejna: Okay, so I gather from Mr. Cannon is asking for a straw vote of $50,000….
Alderman Cannon: Maximum
Mayor Prejna: So all in favor raise your hands. 2 in favor. Those opposed?
Alderman Gallo: I can’t support $50,000
Mayor Prejna: It fails.
Alderman Majikes: I’m just concerned about growing, growing, outside of the $50,000.
Mayor Prejna: So
Alderman Majikes: Construction projects balloon.
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Cannon there is only two folks….
Alderman Cannon: That’s fine. That’s a democracy.
Mayor Prejna: At this stage, do you want to come back with a scaled down plan?
Alderman Canon: No, I’m done.
Mayor Prejna: Okay
Alderman Cannon: It’s all yours. You guys can design it anyway you want.
Mayor Prejna: Okay, thank you. Mr. Gallo did you have a comment?
Alderman Gallo: No, I’d be willing to work with you.
Alderman Cannon: Fine, you can take it all over.
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Gallo, we can discuss afterwards. Thank you.
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3) Ambulance Billing
Mayor Prejna: That moves us on to Ambulance Billing.
Mr. Krumstok: Thank you very much Mayor and City Council. Actually then next three items I
would make the same statement. Obviously we are always looking for revenues. We’re also
looking at what our neighbors are doing, but the first one that we’re talking about is Ambulance
Billing and we do look at this what other municipalities have increased. We have not increased
ours over 15 years. We are one of the lowest in the area. We do look at the Medicare, Medicaid
items typically with their transports and some of the other incidentals. Obviously with any
discussion of revenues we’re very concerned about what the State of Illinois is actually doing.
They took some of the municipal money last time. They were talking about property tax freeze
and that goes back into additional revenue anywhere we can find it is beneficial for the General
Fund, specifically, obviously with pensions and general workings and operations, but also we
look at this as an opportunity if we can increase our revenues. Hopefully we can also contribute
additional money to local roads and into other capital items that we have done in the past and
obviously the first item that we have we’re talking about Ambulance Billing. We know that
certain people look at it differently than we have looked at it over the years. And that’s why we
really haven’t ever touched it in all those years. There’s really two components that you talk
about. You talk about the transportation and obviously mileage. When you look at what has
happened in 2016 and 2017, the number of municipalities that have increased that, and again
ours are low, we felt that it’s an opportunity to come back to the City Council and have this
discussion at this point in time. We do believe the main thing that we see with many
municipalities, they are increasing to $1200, $1500, and the $1800 which is the current
Medicare/Medicaid reimbursable amount that they are utilizing. As staff, we believe that the
$1500 per transportation is beneficial for the City. We also feel that that’s in par with some of
our neighbors at this point in time. When you look at the analysis that Andre actually did for us,
and we do have a representative over here, that $1500 is around that number that most is in that
halfway point, so we feel comfortable with that point in time. We caution the City Council with
this discussion. Obviously the numbers that we talk about are for a full year and that also
depends on how many runs we have and how many transports we have, so again it’s a revenue
generator that we do see that municipalities have been increasing over the years. We believe that
it’s time for the City of Rolling Meadows to increase this at this point it time. If the council does
support us, and obviously before I bring up the Chief and Deputy Chief and obviously Finance
Director Melissa Gallagher, we just want people to know that if there are additional questions,
that’s why we do have a lot of staff here, our recommendation is moving it up to the $1500 per
transport. That additional revenue we hope will help us in the 2018 budget, but then when we
generate that money we will look for the 2019 to utilize that money in 2019 for some of the other
pieces, but also some of the other capital items that we have coming up. And this also goes back
with the other two discussions that we’re having. We’re always looking at local roads, when can
we actually increase or when can we put more money into it and that’s something that we do
look at with this increase in General Fund hopefully we can siphon some of that, not the best
word for that, but reallocate some of that money back into specifically local roads and then take
some pressure off some those other pieces. I would love to tell you that I have a magic wand
that I can find $500,000 for General Fund, $500,000 for Local Roads, $500,000 for other Capital
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items, but I don’t. I think that this is a discussion for a long time, but at the same point in time if
you feel comfortable at the straw vote, it does take an ordinance. After 1st Reading and 2nd
Reading, if ordinance does pass, Andres would be able to institute the new amounts and
hopefully by March we would start receiving this additional revenue. So with that I do bring up
Chief Valentino and obviously Finance Director Melissa Gallagher if they would like to give
additional pieces and when we did reach out to the private sector they’re typically running about
$2300 to $3000 a run.
Ms. Gallagher: Thank you Mr. Krumstok. Just to echo, just a couple of points, we certainly are
looking at pieces as we build for the 2019 budget year and I think it’s really important to
understand that we are looking to diversify in the General Fund in particular, but also make sure
that we’re looking ahead to things such as Local Roads. Our commitment to improving our
roads, this diversification is a key one. It is something that other municipalities are doing at this
point in time. It is also something that is a recovery effort, and we’re going to hand it over in a
minute to Andres Medical Billing, Pat Maddux, in just a moment, but it is something that is
extremely important to look at our diversity of revenue stream and then also to make sure that
we’re recovering things that are also out there and be in line with industry standards. So I’m
going to kick it off and turn it over to Chief Valentino to say a few words before we introduce
Pat.
Chief Valentino: So the overall impact fire wise is negligible. This is truly a financial impact.
It’s seizing an opportunity for revenue based on our fee. I need you to understand that the fee
here is directly related to transports and not where we would just go to help someone, bandage
their arm, and take care of things, so this is more or less a user fee and it is not tax. There is zero
impact on taxpayers. This is not a tax hike. This has nothing to do with taxes. It’s a user, when
someone calls 911, we transport them, there’s a fixed fee for residents, non-residents, adjust for a
simple transport. All the associated training, capital outlays for ambulances for training, is fixed
on a given year and we budget for that, so this is an opportunity to capture money from typically
the PPO payers and Mr. Maddux can explain that in detail on how we can capture that. Its either
going in our General Revenue pocket, or into the insurance companies. So I’ll turn it over to Pat
Maddux from Andres Billing. We have a contract with Andres Medical Billing. They can do all
of our medical billing.
Pat Maddux, Andres Medical Billing: Good evening. We’ve been working with the City for
about 12 years now in the ambulance billing space. We annually get together, at least annually,
with Finance and Fire and talk about industry trends, standards, cost of services, things of that
nature and as they both spoke. This was an option that a lot of our services have taken upon
themselves. The cost of services have escalated over time and the City was far, far below the
reasonable, customary standards that a lot of payers would pay out for these types of services.
So we put together a couple of forecast options, talked about again what’s going on in healthcare.
The Affordable Care Act, things of that nature, and it seemed like a good time to present the
revenue stream that the City really hasn’t realized since we started working for you folks way
back when. So, if anybody has any specific questions about how ambulance billing works, I’d
certainly be willing to answer any questions.
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Mayor Prejna: Yes, I have a couple. I’m sorry, the firefighters at the station house are probably
chuckling because they’ve been to our house so many times. You take assignment, basically
when we send out a bill, so if you’re charging $1500 for transport, but the insurance company
only pays $1200, you still take the assignment so there’s no extra billing to the resident.
Mr. Maddux: Correct. Those parameters are set up by the City and so how the follow-up
typically in a scenario like this, there’d be zero out of pocket expense for residents. Their tax
dollars they pay to fund the services would be considered 100% payment. Non-resident events
you’d have to follow the parameters of the policies so Medicare pays a certain amount, public
aide pays a certain amount, but in the set up that we’ve talked about with Fire and Finance that
there’d be zero out of pocket expenses for City residents.
Mayor Prejna: Okay, any other questions for clarification before we move on to discussion? Mr.
Gallo
Alderman Gallo: What allows for the medical billing to charge a higher rate to the insurance
companies or to Medicaid?
Mr. Maddux: You’re charging the same rate. It’s just certain payers have certain contractual
obligations. The State Medicaid program pay a certain amount for certain levels of care.
Medicare is a Federal payer so they’ll pay deemed on what the Federal rates are, but insurance
companies don’t have reasonable and customary fees based on certain level of care. Every
provider is different, so it’s again just looking at what insurance companies would potentially
pay and again looking at the cost to provide the services, those things all come into play, but
again as your billing vendor I wouldn’t have a suggested rate one way or the other. Our job is to
show you what’s happening with your neighbors. It’s certainly becoming a practice to really look
at the overall cost to provide the service and generate as much revenue as possible.
Alderman Gallo: Okay, so it sounds more like it’s a because you can, you will type of model,
right? Because you can receive that type of revenue, you will bill to that capacity.
Mr. Maddux: Correct
Alderman Gallo: Okay. Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Any other? Mr. Cannon
Alderman Cannon: So could you tell me, say you had an accident here and the person lived out
of town and they had private insurance. How much would that person get charged?
Mr. Maddux: Every policy is different so the charge would be the same. It would be the $1500
amount that was proposed.
Alderman Cannon: And then we, meaning you, would just accept whatever the insurance
company pays. Then it would be paid in full?
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Mr. Maddux: For residents
Alderman Cannon: How about people who aren’t residents?
Mr. Maddux: Again those policy parameters would be in place so if their policy was 80/20, then
the person would be responsible for the 20%.
Mr. Krumstok: So typically, Alderman Cannon, what happens is in your scenario, someone is in
an accident, we transport over. A bill is sent so let’s use right now the hypothetical
recommendation of $1500. We bill the $1500. The insurance company pays let’s say $1400 so
that extra $100 typically Andres will come back to the Chief and say we only got partial
payment. What would you like us to do? So they come back to the City and specifically say do
you want us to charge the individual? Do you want us to write it off? But if they don’t get their
full payment they’re coming back to the City and asking what would you like us to do.
Alderman Cannon: Okay, so I’m a little bit confused. So are we going to ask for $1200 to
transport or are you asking us to pick one of the three?
Mr. Krumstok: We gave you the most scenarios, the $1200, the $1500, and the $1800.
$1500.00 is our recommendation to go up to.
Alderman Cannon: Okay and then how does that compare to Palatine?
Mr. Krumstok: Palatine actually just increased theirs. They do it a little bit, but they did it two
pronged because they did it for the transport fee and their mileage fee, so they increased their
mileage fee considerably. We’re not talking about doing that. We’re just doing the transport and
if I remember correctly it was either a thousand or twelve.
Mr. Maddux: We do 240 customers. It’s hard to keep….
Alderman Cannon: Oh no, that’s why I didn’t ask you. I wouldn’t expect you to know. My
daughter got transported from Palatine last year, or not last year, in ’16 because she broke her
arm really bad and they charged us $900 and then the insurance company paid part of that, but
not all of it. They just left the rest of it go.
Mr. Krumstok: Right, and that’s their parameters. Every time you use, set up a vendor, it’s all
parameters that are, so whatever they get, now they went back to Palatine and said would you
write it off and their parameter was obviously yes. The other thing is to understand is whatever
we charge, so specifically let’s use the hypothetical, the $1500 that you increase it to, which is
staff recommendation, Palatine comes in here and they do a transport, they have to charge our
rates so they can’t be doing, so Arlington Heights, which already increased their rates higher
than ours, if they do a transport from Rolling Meadows they have to do the Rolling Meadows
rate, so if we’re in Palatine we’re using the Palatine rate or the Arlington Heights rate if we’re
doing a transport from their areas.
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Alderman Canon: Okay, thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Any other, Mr. Budmats
Alderman Budmats: What percentage of the transports are paid for with Medicare and what
could private insurance?
Mr. Maddux: The payer makes a somewhat 50% will be Medicare and public aide, about 35%
would be private insurance and then the remaining would be Workmen’s Comp or uninsured
folks. I have all the statistics. I just don’t have them with me.
Alderman Budmats: Thank you. That’s it.
Mayor Prejna: Any other questions? So there’s three recommendations so just so we’re
clarifying are that any further questions on the staff recommendations for the three options?
Okay, seeing none is the City Council comfortable with moving ahead for the staff
recommendation of generating an additional $350,000. Let’s take a straw vote. Raise your
hand. One, two, three, four. Opposed? Four went forward and three others didn’t vote. Okay,
so that being the case is there support to moving ahead to draft an ordinance. Straw poll? One,
two, three, four. You have direction from council.

4) Revenue Discussion
a) Natural Gas Tax
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Krumstok, Natural Gas Tax
Mr. Krumstok: Obviously as we said the next two are sort of related, but let’s start with the first
one which is Natural Gas Tax. Obviously Finance Director Melissa Gallagher is going to stay for
this one, but we’ve had this discussion in the past when we did the Electric Tax, but also part of
the discussion revolves that many more municipalities are starting to use Natural Gas for their
Local Road Fund. Specifically I can use the example of Hoffman Estates when they started
needing more money that’s one of their, they did some bonding, they did the Natural Gas, they
did some other pieces too, put it in place with some of their other pieces. We do look at again
with what’s going on with the State with even MFT overall and some of the other pieces. This is
another discussion that we have to talk about with the City Council, but also having the
discussion about what some of our other neighbors are, and that is 4 to 5 cents and we’re
recommending the 5 cents per therm Natural Gas be put in place, but again it all goes back into
what range does the council actually feel about this, but also how it’s actually calculated and for
most typical residents, between $20 and $50 annually based on that 4 cent to 5 cent per therm,
but again when we go through the presentation before I actually turn it over to Finance Director
Melissa Gallagher, we just would like to know if you want us to continue with it. If there is
support then we do need to draft the ordinance. It does take Nicor a little more time to
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implement this. Typically they tell us 4 to 6 months once we are in process to do this. So this
would be something that we would see some money potentially in 2018, but it’s really setting up
for that 2019. With that I turn that over to Financial Director Melissa Gallagher.
Ms. Gallagher: Thank you Mr. Krumstok. Tonight on Natural Gas, again it continues the
revenue discussion and revenue diversification and it gets very clear right now that we have
some external pressures from the State of Illinois in terms of revenue and I think it’s something
that we need to look at closely and be very financially prudent thinking about it going forward.
We obviously want to keep our commitment to Local Road funding and pension funding and
other commitments out there. With the fact that we’ve got State pressures coming up we want to
start the process and look at this in 2018 and then also continue the revenue discussion in 2019.
We’re not only looking at this type of revenue stream but looking at other things such as building
permits, business licenses, and other kinds of things that will generate revenue particularly to the
General Fund, but also to support our Capital commitments. Right now we look back to 2009,
the Electric Utility Tax was something that was implemented and generates 1.3 million dollars
into the General Fund annually. It is something that is always coupled with the Natural Gas Tax.
At the time of 2009 that was decided not to move ahead with a Natural Gas Tax, but certainly
when you look at the research from other municipalities they’ve always coupled it. Where
you’ve had an Electric Utility Tax with a Natural Gas Tax, because they go hand in hand,
generally 1.3 million dollars is generated. It is an electronic revenue meaning it’s an extremely
effective revenue to the City. It takes Finance not very long to get the payment in and to
reconcile it. I’m going to give just an example and some feedback on Vehicle Stickers in general
just because it is something that Alderman Budmats had mentioned. He wanted to look at and
discuss with the City Council. When we look at vehicle stickers it is the month of June that
they’re renewed. They are renewed throughout the year, or purchased throughout the year. We
do have a late purchase period in September as well. So it’s not just the month of June. It is
throughout the year. It is a very hectic busy time at the front counter. I know many of you I see
you at the front counter purchasing your vehicle stickers so you know how the lines are. You
know how the calls are, the emails coming in. It’s a very hectic time. What we consider a very
inefficient tax, many municipalities are getting away from vehicle stickers for the fact that it is
inefficient. It takes staff hours and hours to prepare and then also in the entire month of June
your entire processing is all pretty much you’re doing that plus your additional work. Why I
mention its inefficient is that you also have to spend a certain amount to achieve that certain
amount, so we budget $500,000, it takes about $100,000 when you net all the expenses out,
we’re at about a $400,000 revenue stream to the Local Road Fund. I do mention that because
there are the expenses, postage, also the Police Department expenses, ticketing, there are many
other things included in there. And we’re just mentioning that just to set the table for the
discussion process. Whether or not that’s something that’s decided on or it’s just some, as far as
a replacement of Vehicle Stickers with a Natural Gas Tax or maybe some other type of revenue.
Just thoughts to consider because it is a very inefficient tax. There are many residents that are
very, they’re not very happy to purchase their vehicle sticker. Let’s put it that way. Again, when
we did the research from the NWMC and other surveys that we’ve done, municipalities have not
only again coupled it with their Electric Utility Tax, but they’ve also replaced vehicle stickers.
Mr. Krumstok mentioned Hoffman Estates. I speak with the Finance Director every now and
then over there. He mentioned that the Natural Gas Tax is extremely efficient. It’s similar to the
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Electric Utility Tax that you receive your revenue electronically and you reconcile and that’s it.
They do dedicate that for roads in Hoffman Estates and it has helped them tremendously. As
we’ve mentioned therm use is about 1 cent per therm. It generates about $100,000 annually to
the General, would be to the General Fund if approved. Right now when we look at our bills it
can vary, of course, but if you use an average home, let’s say about a 1,000 therms per year,
somewhere about a 28 to $50.00 annual expense for this tax to a resident. Just typical, just kind
of doing some averages. What we’re looking at, again, is to achieve revenue stability,
particularly for the General Fund, but also to generate additional revenue enhancements for roads
and other areas. So we’re looking at this for revenue discussion and what we will continue to
look at other resources and revenues as well, not just the Natural Gas Tax. So at this point we
did want to share our recommendation with a 4 to 5 cent per therm Natural Gas Tax that would
generate approximately $400 to $500,000. Again, its council’s decision, but it’s something that
we could look at together and continue the discussion for the 2019 budget. But our goal would
be to approve it for 2018, begin the tax, it does take about 4 to 6 months thereabouts for Nicor to
implement and then we can continue the discussion for 2019, but that’s staff’s recommendation.
Thank you Mr. Mayor.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you Melissa. Questions for clarification of what Melissa presented? Mr.
D’Astice
Alderman D’Astice: What is the average cost to a resident for vehicle stickers right now?
Mr. Krumstok: I think average again most people are doing that two vehicles, so for non-senior
you’re talking about 60 to 70 dollars depending on when they walk in, but $60 is a good number.
Alderman D’Astice: And how many residents have one car and how many residents have more
than one card. I don’t think you’ll have that number, but I’d like to know that answer before I
make a decision one way or another. If 50% have one car, and 50% have more than one car,
people are going to be paying a lot more money. My next question is you said based on a 1,000
therms, it charges $20 to $50.00. Why is that and can we find out therm usage currently so we
can get a better number?
Ms. Gallagher: We sure can. That was just off of actually I used my bill as an example, but we
can….
Alderman D’Astice: If I could get the number.
Ms. Gallagher: Sure
Alderman D’Astice: And are you proposing this in lieu of and getting rid of vehicle stickers or is
this going to be an addition to vehicle stickers?
Ms. Gallagher: Our thought process, Mr. D’Astice, was to implement, to begin in 2018 with the
process of going through to the General Fund as a credit and to look and discuss, continue the
discussion with the City Council for the 2019 budget. Whether or not it is an option to replace
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vehicle stickers, or continue it for some other dedicated source like Local Roads, or perhaps keep
a split, but it’s certainly City Council’s decision, but at this point it would be to start it in 2018
and continue to 2019 with the thought process of maybe replacing vehicle stickers with that Tax.
Alderman D’Astice: And then my final question at this point is, and you sort of answered it but
didn’t, if we do something like this, which I’m not in favor of it at this point, are we going to
dedicate this extra money to Road Funds because if you, right now all the vehicle sticker money
goes to Road Funds. If we eliminate vehicle stickers and you’re anticipating this to generate as
much as stickers do, then this money should theoretically be dedicated exclusively to Road Fund.
Ms. Gallagher: Yes
Alderman D’Astice: And not General Fund.
Mayor Prejna: That would be the direction of the Council.
Ms. Gallagher: Yes
Alderman D’Astice: Well I just heard General Fund.
Mayor Prejna: Right, but the council can determine where they want, General Fund or if they
want it to go into Road Fund.
Alderman D’Astice: So, I’m not prepared to make any decisions or make any votes tonight other
than to the negative because we don’t have enough information at this point as far as I’m
concerned.
Mayor Prejna: Anything else Mr. D’Astice?
Alderman D’Astice: Not at this time.
Mayor Prejna: Okay, thank you. Anybody else? Mr. Cannon
Alderman Cannon: Thank you Mr. Mayor. We have talked about this in the past. I’m not real
excited about it. That doesn’t necessarily mean I’m against it. I guess the other comment I
would make because of the discussion we’re having, I’ve been on the council for six years and
every year we have discussion about stickers at some level. As a City we, from my perspective,
we’ve done little to make ourselves more efficient in destruction of stickers and I think there’s a
number of things that we’ve talked about in the past that we just refuse to implement and I would
really ask us to strongly look at that until we decide to get rid of them. You go up to Wisconsin,
you can go into most grocery stores and they have a nice little kiosk right there. You put your
card in and it pushes out a sticker for you. No one even touches the thing. The other thing we
could do is stop the mad rush in June. If you do them by mail you get them at the same price. If
you walk in it costs you an extra $5.00 or something like that. It doesn’t have to be that, but we
just continue to do it the same way and I can appreciate the fact that staff gets overwhelmed in
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June, but let’s do something to change that then. We’re going to have them for at least this next
June. Do something different. If you don’t like my idea, I’m fine with that. Just do something
different though. Don’t keep on doing it the same way and experience all that frustration and
have all the employees angry because of the stuff they’ve got to do. Or split it somehow where
you do part of the City one month and the other part of the City the other month, but do
something different is all I’m asking. Ask you to at least consider anyhow. Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you Mr. Cannon. Mr. Banger
Alderman Banger: Thank you, Mayor. This kind of turned into a vehicle sticker discussion. I
agree with everything Alderman Cannon said about trying to streamline the process and take out
staff members from the actual, physical distribution of those. I was thinking back to when
tollway doubled their tolls. If you had an I-PASS they stayed the same though. So, there’s more
to be said about that and this isn’t the topic. The topic of this Natural Gas Tax doesn’t excite me
just because I’m comfortable with the vehicle stickers. That’s truly a use tax. If you have a car
and you’re on the roads, you’re using the road, wear and tear, etc., etc., and you’re paying that.
Natural Gas is just a vehicle of ginning up more money and I understand what we’re getting at.
We’re trying to build up our income. The argument that we need to be ahead of the State doesn’t
work with me just because the State’s so erratic. I don’t want to try to anticipate the craziness
that comes out of Springfield so on some level I’m just not worried about what they’re going to
do because if you do stay up late at night worrying about what’s Springfield’s going to do, well
you’d never go to sleep. So that just doesn’t get me anywhere. That being said I’m just not a fan
of the Natural Gas Tax at this point. I think if the State did something crazy we could react. It is
nice to know that a reaction time would be padded by 4 to 6 months as Ms. Gallagher said and
because it takes time for the utility to set this up for the City, so I am glad she mentioned that.
It’s something I’ll consider down the road. But at this point I’m not going to be in favor of this.
Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Any other comments or discussion on the topic? Mr. Budmats
Alderman Budmats: The reason why I would be in support of this tax instead of the Wheel Tax
and it would only be instead of the Wheel Tax and not an addition to the Wheel Tax, is that there
are many people who come into Rolling Meadows, use our roads every day and pay nothing on a
Wheel Tax. They come into office buildings, wherever, drive off of the tollway, and unless they
buy the odd tank of gas at a Rolling Meadows gas station, they pay nothing for our roads, but
they all enjoy the warmth provided by the building that they’re working in and therefore
whoever is paying to heat that building would in fact pay a portion of that money in tax to us that
we would then be able to repair those roads with, so I think that it would distribute the tax burden
up across all of the users of the road equally and not just the citizens who happen to house their
vehicles in garages in this town. So I think that it’s a fairer tax. I did a bit of investigation. The
average house on Grouse would pay about $37.00 a year for this tax and if they have one vehicle
they’re paying $30 now. If they have two, they’re paying $60.00. So most people have two
vehicles. Chances are they are going to save money by this. Obviously it’s going to cost
business owners more, large business owners. Smaller business owners not so much. I did this
with my own private business. I figured it out in Schaumburg. Based on the number of vehicles
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that I have in Schaumburg, if I were to pay it I would pay less than paying the stickers. So even
with an industrial building is a large amount of gas to heat a larger space, it would still be a
savings. It would be a savings in my own house as well. So I really think that it would be a net
savings to the average user in the City and it would be a much more efficient way to collect
$500,000 rather than spending a $100,000 to collect $500,000. It’s a terrible burden to place on
police officers to become revenue agents at that point. They have a negative impact and a
negative view when they’re looked at by the community because everybody looks at a police
officer as a guy who’s there to collect money on behalf of the system rather than a friend who’s
there to help when they need help, or to solve a problem. That’s it.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Further discussion?
Ms. Gallagher: If I could just interject, Mr. Mayor?
Mayor Prejna: Yes, go ahead.
Ms. Gallagher: We could, I know we have several council discussion items here. We could
bring back information to the City Council to address Alderman D’Astice questions and
information to get data back to the City Council for further discussion.
Mayor Prejna: You read my mind because Mr. D’Astice bought up several good points tonight
and he had several questions. Mr. Budmats has bought up some information so we’ll ask for a
straw vote for staff to come back with more information based on the questions that are here
tonight and any questions that any of the aldermen may have, so just a straw vote for more
information from staff on the subject. Oaky, that’s unanimous. Thank you. Yes?
Alderman Banger: I do have a question. If we were to abide by the condition to drop one if we
enact another I’d want to know what the timeline of what a convenient timeline to discontinue
vehicle stickers would be.
Alderman D’Astice: I agree
Mr. Krumstok: I think what we’re trying to say is if we did it now, 2019 there would be no
stickers. So right now no matter what 2018 we’re still doing vehicle stickers. So you’re timeline
is again whenever you make that decision before the 6 months for that to be implemented and
then 2019 if you’re saying that flat out then there would be nothing so you can make the
announcement hopefully in that budget process of what you’re doing.
Alderman Budmats: And based on the fact that it takes 3 to 6 months for this to ramp up, if we
approve this in the first or the second quarter of the year, there’s very limited effect in the
summer months. Nobody’s heating their houses in the summer, so it won’t really become an
issue until December.
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Mayor Prejna: And then one other thought is Mr. D’Astice wanted to make sure it got funded to
roads, correct, so maybe and the point I want to make is that when you come back with the
information show how that would affect the Road Fund based on this revenue.
Mr. Krumstok: That’s all part of this because it did ask number of cars, household, the term
therm usage, and dedication that we understand this budget.
Mayor Prejna: Correct, I just want to make sure his points were covered. Thank you.
Ms. Gallagher: Thank you.

b) Video Gaming
Mayor Prejna: This brings us to video gambling, Mr.…..
Alderman D’Astice: Mr. Mayor, if I may. I’d like to ask that we postpone the conversation on
Video Gaming. It’s come to my attention that several businesses in the City have bought this
subject up to the Chamber of Commerce and that the Board of Directors of the Chamber of
Commerce will be reviewing this and having discussion on this exact subject next week on the
23rd and maybe coming to City Council with either a recommendation or not coming to City
Council at all, so I think it’s premature for the City at this point in time to make a decision on
this before we’ve heard from what several businesses and the Board of Directors of the Chamber
are interested in. I believe that we need to support our business. I’ve had several, several means
more than two but less than five, businesses contact me about this over the last so many years
and I know our City Manager has had inquiries about this from potential restaurants and/or
lounges, or restaurant lounges over the last so many years so I would respectfully request we pull
this until we hear the recommendation or no recommendation from the Chamber of Commerce
because I believe that we need to support our businesses and if they come back saying they need
help or this is a possibility, then I think we look at it in a different light, but I’m respectfully
requesting that we pull it.
Mayor Prejna: A motion to postpone. Is there a second.
Alderman D’Astice: I don’t think there’s a motion at a COW meeting, but take a straw vote to
postpone it.
Mayor Prejna: A straw vote to postpone it to the Cow meeting in February.
Alderman D’Astice: Correct
Mayor Prejna: All in favor raise your hand. Thank you, seven.
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5) EAB Final Report
Mayor Prejna: Okay, moving on to the EAB Report. I see Fred sprinting up here.
Mr. Krumstok: Thank you Mayor. As he walks up to the thing, obviously this is an item that
we’ve been talking about for years. Last time that I get to say the little buggers really cost the
City of Rolling Meadows, as well as other municipalities in the area, but we want to give you
final results on the Emerald Ash Borer. What did it actually do to the City of Rolling Meadows?
How much money was actually spent? This is a follow-up as we committed to City Councils in
the past, what we’ve done and where we sit. Obviously there are a few that we’re still treating,
but with that that’s my quick intro on Emerald Ash Borer.
Mr. Veenbaas left at 8:48pm.
Mr. Veenbaas returned at 8:49pm.
Mr. Vogt: Thank you Barry. This is primarily a statistical report, both on Emerald Ash Borer
and on our tree maintenance needs and projections. In summary through the end of 2017 the
Emerald Ash Borer removal of approximately 2,000 Ash trees, which is about 20% of the City’s
parkway trees. That started in 2011. The forestry crew in Public Works removed about 1,050
trees, contract crews 750 trees. The total costs as we calculated, and these aren’t audited by any
means, but just in terms of using our labor man-hour reports, about a $1,100,000 in in-house
Public Works costs. $750,000 in equipment costs that we charged to ourselves. $103,000 in
disposal fees, treatment costs, which are the roughly 35 trees that we treat downtown and the
stump grinder removal. For contractual tree removals it was just under $450,000 and then similar
$450,000 in contractual tree planting costs over the last six years. We did replace the 1800
removals with about 2100 replacements. That number is larger because in some parkways it was
warranted to put two trees in rather than one because there was either a large gap or a tree that
had been removed earlier. A number of different reasons why that number is higher. We also
planted smaller trees. That was decided on several years ago to save money to use 1 ½” trees
rather than the 2 1/2” trees that we used prior to that. So are there any questions in regards to the
Emerald Ash Borer program as we wrap that up. We still estimate that there’s probably about a
hundred trees in the City parkways and certainly numerous Ash trees in residential back yards
that we’re not responsible for, but the 100 roughly that we are responsible for we’ll keep an eye
on those. Residents have chosen in some locations to treat them themselves. If they continue to
do that at least what we’ve seen here and in other communities is that it is affective and has
retarded the disease. They’ve been very successful. We’ve only lost I believe maybe two or
three of our trees in the downtown parkway areas that were treated and still have about 35 of
them that are still doing quite well at this time.
Mayor Prejna: Does anyone have any questions for clarification. Mr. Banger
Alderman Banger: Thank you Mayor. Fred, this is a great report. Thank you. I remember when
I first got on council this was a big deal because number one we were quite poor at the time and
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this was the last thing we needed to spend extra money and you convinced us of the sense of
urgency so we I think reluctantly spent the money. I remember I lost a vote because I felt bad
that we were replacing these trees with 1” whips rather than the much more expensive 2” trees
and I just remember those 1” trees looked like Charlie Brown’s Christmas tree, but it was one of
the best losses I think. I got creamed on the vote I remember, but you later came back and told
us that the 1” trees actually grew faster than the 2” trees because you’re taking a larger tree and it
stunts its growth for a while before it takes off and the 1” trees had no such problems and they
took off, so again great report and this was painful and it has been painful for the last several
years, but it’s something we had to tackle and its hopefully over now. I also wanted to thank I
think its Graham who’s our tree guy for having that list of different species because now instead
of doing all Elms like they did back in the day before Dutch Elm Disease wiped those out, which
were replaced by Ash tress which got wiped out by Barry’s little buggers, I would suggest if
possible for tree nerds out there who want to I think upgrade their parkway trees if we could have
a tiled page on our Public Works website that says this is this tree, this is a Gingko tree, this is a
such and such. I’ve been passing trees on the parkway that I like the look of them. I would like
one myself. I’m not a tree guy so I don’t know what it is so it would be nice if the species that
we offer are represented with a picture of an actual mature tree with maybe an inset of a leaf.
Just a suggestion, but it’s great what we’ve done and when these whips grow up in 15, 20 years I
think it’s going to be, the diversity is going to be amazing and we won’t have this problem with
pests or diseases again, now that we’ve diversified. Thank you.
Mr. Vogt: We are providing roughly 20 different species for residents to choose. And again it’s
always subject to availability, but we’ve discussed putting those out there. We’ve certainly
provided that to residents that had to pick from trees and antidotally I have a few residents come
in to Public Works over the years and it was like the most difficult decision in their life to try to
decide what type of tree they wanted. Sometimes it might be that there’s too many choices, but
that’s what we provide and we do that for a reason to try to diversity the forest and avoid this
type of situation from killing that percentage of trees, roughly 20%.
Mr. Krumstok: And I would also make the comment, I guess it’s more of a self-plug for the City
of Rolling Meadows. We do have a 50/50 program that anybody can really sign up on their
parkway trees too.
Mr. Vogt: For a large tree if they so desire, but yeah I had to see it to believe it myself, but the
smaller trees certainly after two or three years were right where the large 2, 2 ½” would have
been, so it took a few more years, but I think its been overall satisfactory to the majority of
residents.
Mayor Prejna: Mr. D’Astice
Alderman D’Astice: Thank you. Fred, great report, but I’m looking at it a little differently
saying now that this is done and we have spent by my looks here about $3,000,000, are we going
to save that moving ahead or are we spending it on something different? We’ve spent $450,000
on tree planting. I know we don’t spend that every year now and this is over the course of 3 or 4
years I believe. You’ve got a million dollars in labor costs. So that means something wasn’t
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getting done, so what more can we do moving forward? Like I said, I just look at it differently. I
don’t, it’s not like I’m expecting answers from you right how other than there’s a whole lot of
money we spent on this one thing. How are we going to create action plans for us to capitalize
on this moving forward?
Mr. Krumstok: And part of that we can say is some of that was now reallocation because we
stopped some of our other tree trimming and pruning and some of our other pieces. We’re now
coming back into that. Part of that was reallocation back into some of the pension programs, but
there have been some reallocations that we’ve had to do because we deferred a bunch and now
we’re coming back onto a normal standards. That’s my quick answer and I know Fred is shaking
his head. He has more.
Mr. Vogt: Yeah, Barry’s correct from a Public Works operations standpoint that we did defer
and not trim as many trees over the last several years as we would have otherwise recommended
or liked to. Some of that we’re proposing in the rest of this report to get back doing that to
supplement the contractual work in trimming trees. We also have to point out that all those trees
that we planted to replace the City forester points out to me that yeah we can’t just let them be
for 5, 10 years. That we need to do what he calls training pruning on them to get them to grow
properly, so Public Works staff will take a lot more active role in that in addition to picking up
with our what we call block trimming or the tree trimming that is scheduled work on our part and
we hope to increase that scheduled trimming, block trimming. We will be able to cut back on the
resident request for trimming because we’ve seen up to 500 requests from residents just
throughout the City, gee I’ve got a limb that’s hanging over the sidewalk or my driveway, or I
just want a trim. If we can get into a five year cycle we think we can certainly be much more
efficient by minimizing the requests.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Any further discussion, questions? Well, after all is said and done, do
I have a motion to adjourn? Alderman Banger made the motion and it was seconded. All in
favor? We’re out of here.
Mr. Vogt: Thank you.
Adjourned at 8:57pm.

CITY COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES – January 23, 2018

Mayor Prejna called the Council meeting to order at 7:30 p.m.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag:

ROLL CALL:
Present: Cannon, Budmats, Majikes, Gallo, Banger, D’Astice, Veenbaas,
Absent:
Staff Members Present: City Manager Barry Krumstok, Deputy City Clerk Ginny Cotugno, Assistant
to the City Manager Lori Ciezak, Finance Director Melissa Gallagher, Fire Chief Terry Valentino,
Police Chief John Nowacki, Assistant Public Works Director Rob Horne, Business Advocate Martha
Corner, and City Attorney Jim Macholl
Mayor Prejna read the following statement:
MEMBERS OF THE AUDIENCE ARE REMINDED THAT THESE PROCEEDINGS ARE BEING
VIDEO TAPED FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE BROADCAST OVER THE CITY’S CABLE
TELEVISION CHANNEL.

MOTION TO APPROVE MINUTES:
Mayor Prejna: The first item on the agenda this evening is a motion to approve the minutes from the
January 9, 2018 Council meeting. Is there such a motion? Alderman Banger made the motion and it
was seconded. Are there any additions, deletions, or corrections to the minutes? Alderman Cannon.
Alderman Cannon: Thank you Mr. Mayor. Unfortunately I didn’t open up the packet right now, but in
the minutes it said when we talked about the cell towers the motion failed. In fact in the meeting that
passed, it didn’t fail. When we turned down the change of the height.
Mayor Prejna: We voted on two…..
Alderman Cannon: In the minutes we voted on changing the height from 75 to 45.
Mayor Prejna: And there were four votes against.
Alderman Cannon: So that’s, okay, I’m sorry. Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: No problem. Are there any other? The question is shall the minutes be approved? All
those in favor please signify by saying aye; those opposed? The ayes have it and the minutes are
approved.
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MOTION TO DEVIATE:
Mayor Prejna: There is a motion to deviate from the agenda this evening. Is there a motion to deviate?
Alderman Banger made the motion and it was seconded. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, the
question is shall the council deviate from the agenda? All those in favor say aye; those opposed say nay.
The ayes have it and we will deviate from the agenda.

1) Public Hearing – CDBG Call for Projects
The Cook County Bureau of Administration requires the City of Rolling Meadows to hold a Public
Hearing regarding the use of Cook County Community Development Block Grant Funds. This Hearing
is to solicit input from the Community regarding future funding and program needs.
Let the record show this Public Hearing opened at 7:33 p.m. on Tuesday, January 23, 2018.
The Cook County Community Development Block Grant Program funds a variety of needs some of
which include Single Family Rehabilitation, Fair Housing Activities, Housing Counseling, Affordable
Housing Opportunities, Infrastructure Improvements, Commercial Rehabilitation, Capital Improvements
and Public Service Activities.
The City of Rolling Meadows encourages any interested parties or organizations to present any current
or future request or ideas regarding the use of Cook County Community Development Block Grant
Program funds.

The City of Rolling Meadows City Council will be requested to approve any Community Development
Block Grant project applications at a regularly scheduled meeting in late March or in early April, 2018,
to meet the schedule as established by the Cook County Bureau of Administration.
The City is required to follow the established procedures of the Cook County Community Development
Block Grant Program regarding project submittal and established limitations on funding. The City of
Rolling Meadows will also consider any necessary revisions to its Five Year Plan on file with Cook
County Department of Planning and Development, at a future City Council meeting.
Is there anyone in the audience who wishes to speak regarding the Cook County Community
Development Block Grant Program?
Let the record show this hearing closed at 7:35 p.m. January 23, 2018.

MAYOR'S REPORT:
Mayor Prejna: I did have the opportunity to attend the ribbon cutting and rededication at Northwest
Community Hospital for their Wellness Center and it’s quite a facility and we do have a number of
residents from Rolling Meadows that do use that facility.
Are there Ward Reports this evening?
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WARD REPORTS: None

MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR 20 MINUTES:
Mayor Prejna: The first person on the sign in sheet is Mr. Fritz Duda. Welcome Fritz, you’re part of the
family. Just want you to know that.
Mr. Fritz Duda: Thank you. Fritz Duda, 564 Maple Street. I’m a principal with Clark Street Real
Estate and we’re the owner of the Dominick’s property, kitty corner from here right now. We’re here
mainly to talk about the future and not the past, but a real quick review. Kirchoff Road is 2.2 miles long
and has 12,800 cars per day. Point of comparison for some of the other traffic counts, Algonquin Road
and Golf each carry roughly 31,000 cars per day for a total of 62,000 cars per day so a big distinction in
the traffic and it really plays into everything we’re trying to accomplish here. When CSRE, Clark
Street, acquired the property in 2011, 2012, as you recall it was zoned R-3. It was approved under a
PUD, which had expired at that time, for 300 units including apartment, townhomes, and some age
restricted units, along with ancillary retail. That project was never built, obviously. We spent four years
marketing the property, both on an anchored and junior anchored plan. At the end of that period we
decided to pivot and sell the property. We took it out to market. We retained Greg Parcelli and his team
from Collier’s who are hands down the best in the business at selling large land sites to the development
community. The response was the market was good, but it was limited to three categories, senior living,
apartments, and townhomes. I’ve been told publicly and privately that apartments for rent product
would not be acceptable to the City of Rolling Meadows and we honored that. We of course bought the
South Bay Plan Senior Living. We know the end of that story. In 2017 we took it back out to market
again with Greg Parcelli, again with good results, in exactly the same three categories. Obviously we
were left with townhomes and we had multiple options. We picked the best group we thought fit with
the community at that time and here we are. That’s the past, now it’s up to the future. There was some
discombobulation, primarily because we didn’t actually submit materials regarding the commercial
property. As you know I’ve sent you a memo just yesterday with some conceptual site plans to show
what is possible on the property. It’s a very fair question out of P&Z. What you see is with the lots
we’ve presented we can accommodate up to 9,000 feet of restaurants, parked at a 10 to 1, and up to
15,000 feet of retail parked at a 5 to 1. 10 to 1 and 5 to 1 are industry norms. They’re zoning standards
in many communities across the United States. The width of my commercial property in the front is
about 400 feet. As a commercial developer we look for lots that are roughly 200 feet. That gives me two
lots. The depth of the property really is dictated by the site planning. In urban downtown development,
green development, developers are tucking parking in the rear. They’re not having seas of asphalt. We
laid out two rows of parking, a drive aisle, building depths, sidewalk, and we end up at 150, these guys
have been very generous, and we’re now at 163, 164 feet in depth so really the depth of the lots is
dictated by the plan itself. Retailers want access and visibility. Those are the two things that you’ll
always here. They want to sit broadside to the street. They don’t want to sit long and deep. We’ve laid
out plans and I won’t review my memo, hopefully you had an opportunity to read it, but we laid out
plans that really work pretty well, both pedestrian friendly, more traditional, as well as certain boxes if
the user were to say hey I have to have a square. How does the geometry work? All of these plans work
on the site that we’re keeping. We’re committed to work with the City and Martha Corner to market
these properties as soon as they’re approved for sale, for lease, or build to suit. We’ll hire the best in the
business. There’s two or three logical candidates out there to take those out to market. We’re ready to
get to work. We’re asking for your approval tonight on the MBR plan. We are a sidelight of that in the
plat of subdivision, but I hope we’ve given you enough information to clarify a lot of the questions from
P&Z now. Thank you.
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Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Next gentleman up is Greg Parcelli. Thank you for coming forward tonight.
Mr. Parcelli: Mr. Mayor, thank you and the City Council’s time tonight. I’ve been asked to just briefly
present to you our services and capabilities as a broker real estate company as it relates specifically to
the property on the strip. In addition to that I will also recap very briefly what we’ve done over the last
few years relative to the marketing of the property. I am an Executive Vice President with Collier’s
International. We are as the name implies an international corporate real estate company. We have 460
some offices around the world and 110 offices here in the United States, but more specifically our office
in Chicago, and we have two main offices in Chicago downtown and out near the airport, are
responsible for much of the Midwest marketing for Collier’s International. Our firm was originally
founded as Bennet and Conweathers Associates 71 years ago. We became investors in Collier’s
International to create an international platform some 20 years ago. We’re the oldest corporate real
estate company in Chicago and as a result of that we have an experience and expertise in the Chicago
market that we feel is second to none. Our core service groups are really industrial, office, land, retail,
multi-family, and hotel products. Through Collier’s we have access to the most comprehensive and best
in class lists of, database, of users and developers for these core business types. And the reason I want
to present that to you is because you need to understand the depth of the efforts that we’ve gone through
over the last couple of years and the capabilities that we bought to bear. We have spent a great deal of
time, we currently have a number of major projects out in this immediate area. We are marketing the
200 acre Motorola property in Schaumburg. We recently did a deal in Long Grove and have properties
in Rolling Meadows and we’re marketing the Indian Lakes Resort in Bloomingdale so we’re very active
out in this northwest, suburban corridor and as a result of that activity that brings to bear prospects and
users that we can show this property to and others like it. Our original focus when we took on the
assignment was to take Meadows Marketplace and go out to the market looking for retail users, mixed
use developers, and residential and the residential component that really covered townhomes, multifamily, which is primarily apartments, and then senior living and memory care. Having gone to the
market with these product types on several different occasion, the interest that has been developed as a
result of this has really been in the residential side of it. As you know about a year and a half ago we did
have the property under contract for senior housing, but that was not acceptable to the community at that
time so that deal we passed on, but following that the interest that we got really is on the townhome
product side. We have not seen any kind of mixed use or town center kind of interest from the
developer community. And in fact, really over the last couple of years the retail marketplace and the
apartment market place has slowed down considerably.
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Parcelli, you have one minute please.
Mr. Parcelli: Has slowed down considerably, so as a result that brings us here today with MBR as the
client that we selected along with Fritz to work on the property from a townhouse development project.
And I’m available for any questions.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you.
Mr. Parcelli: Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: The next gentleman on the sign in sheet is Scott Shelton.
Scott Shelton: Good evening Mayor, City Council. My name is Scott Shelton, 850 E. Dale Road,
Naperville. I’m with Ryan Homes. As the ultimate builder on the project I just want to take a few
minutes to highlight some of the project. My colleague Andrew will talk a little bit more about some of
the technical aspects, but we continue to believe, or a strong belief in Meadows Square will serve a
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Market need for lifestyle oriented new construction in a great location. The price points are expected in
range from the high $200,000 to the mid $300,000 serving largely young professionals as well as buyers
desiring a more low maintenance lifestyle. Our townhome products that we offer that Ryan Homes will
be selling will be for sale only. They will be 3 bedroom units, ranging in 1600 to approximately 2,000
square feet. A mix of rear and front loaded providing a nice variety of streetscape and floor plan variety
as well. The front elevations are varied so you can avoid monotony, but yet have a consistent look
through coordinated color schemes and brick color schemes as well. Our analysis that we provided to
you using Naperville’s school tables projected unlimited impact on the school system, approximately 22
children throughout the 113 proposed units. We believe it adds a significant number of residents to the
downtown area without a large burden on the school system. These additional residents we believe can
patronize the local businesses and ultimately provide additional base of residents to further the future
viability that Fritz talked about. We also project it could add up to almost approximately a million
dollars for the tax revenue for the various taxing bodies. As shown it’s projected to be 113 units, down
from 120 from some original discussions we had here some time ago and is in line with comparable
density from several projects around the suburban area in Arlington Heights, Palatine, here and also in
Schaumburg. I’ll ask my colleague Andrew to talk further. I believe he’s next on the list.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Andrew Mouw.
Andrew Mouw: Good evening. Andrew Mouw with Ryan Homes. I wanted to point out just a few key
changes based off the most recent plan that we did based off the discussions from the Planning &
Zoning Committee. The comments we heard were larger commercial site, parking in the northwest
section of the community for guest parking, the few of the dead end streets which we would consider to
be driveways, but they’ve been, so that was a concern and then the unit count. Couple changes we
made, a few tweaks, we’ve increased the commercial by 13 feet in depth as Fritz has already talked
about to make that property even more viable. We’ve increased, we’ve added five additional guest
parking spots and moved a significant number of them up to the northwest, or a number of them up to
that northwest quadrant to serve those residents. We’ve removed two of the dead-end streets to, and in
doing so we lost two units but we made that commercial property larger. And finally, that eastern
driveway, curved that road around and made it more of a driveway as you typically see with this type of
townhome product. These are all private drives so the maintenance will be uniform throughout. So, I
think these changes that we made address many of the concerns that the Planning & Zoning Commission
bought up. We’re here to answer any questions and we also have our engineer. He’s going to pass on
making comments but if you have any technical questions during the agenda item he’s here to answer
those too.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you for coming forward. Dwayne Gillian.
Dwayne Gillian: I’m passing
Mayor Prejna: Okay, thank you. That moves us on to Patty Callahan. Thank you Ms. Callahan for
coming forward tonight.
Patty Callahan: Thank you, good evening Mayor and Council. Since I was eight years old my family
moved to Rolling Meadows. Kirchoff and Meadow Drive have been the downtown, the City center
where everybody in town went for various services. Yes I know, times have changed. Shopping habits
have changed, but the residents still come to town looking to connect and gather. Comet is a prime
example. Some evenings cars are parked at the Lutheran Church and people are gathered long after they
have finished their custard creations. You ask anyone in Rolling Meadows. What do they want to see
on the Dominick’s space? Restaurants and some retail. The current plan by Ryan Homes is
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offering two parcels approximately 7.5 acres each. What does that provide in the way of building
restaurants and retail such as a family pizza place? One that serves breakfast through dinner. How about
a restaurant with a bar in it? A place to go after council meetings for libations. The plan also lacks
retail space that could bring the City in more property tax dollars and provide sales revenue. Retail
habits may have changed since the early years of Rolling Meadows, but as long as people make money
people will spend money. Now when it comes to traffic counts, please look at the success of Sam’s and
Tuscano on Campbell and Wilke and the Westgate Shopping Center as an example. They’ve got plenty
of business and there’s not a lot of traffic there, but they do plenty well. Now I have answers if you’re
thinking that if a restaurant wants to come here, why haven’t they? The only available space for a
restaurant is about 2,000 square feet and that’s in the Jewel Shopping Center. The rent there is
approximately $5,000 a month because I have called. And that is much higher than what was quoted in
the rent prices by Goodman and Williams in the informational meeting in the summer of 2016. In 2011
during the Dominick’s acquisition process Fritz Duda spoke to the Daily Herald about Clark Street’s
plan for the Dominick’s space. He said it should be all retail, but we may need to do both residential and
retail. But every time I looked on that website, that property was always marketed as retail. Before the
property is rezoned and a plan for housing is accepted let me ask this of the voting council. Have you
yourself picked up the phone or typed an email asking a potential business to join the downtown? Have
you yourself went outside of Rolling Meadows for entertainment and dining? We’ve all talked about
leakage before. How much of your money have you spent outside in Arlington Heights, Palatine, or
Schaumburg that we could be spending in our own community and bringing in tax dollars? What is the
overall impact going to be on our schools, our Police Department, and our Fire Department if more
housing is bought in? And the other question I’m going to ask you is I ask carefully of the council
members to think, not because you’re tired of this property and you just want something there, but
because of the history of once was and the vision of what can be. Please save the downtown. Thank
you.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you Ms. Callahan. Next person up to speak would be Dale.
Dale Engelking: Hi, thanks, good evening.
Mayor Prejna: Thanks for coming forward tonight.
Mr. Engelking: I’ve got probably just as, Patty said most of it, but this is Rolling Meadows. We have to
think what’s good for the town. We were here a couple years ago when the council voted the way the
residents wanted. Now we come in with another Ryan Homes. They’re going to build their townhomes.
They’re going to sell them and they’re going to leave. What’s left are the people that live here and at the
Planning & Zoning Commission most of the comments were negative from the Board, so they come
there, they change a few things, they give us an extra 13 feet. I was here one other time and why do we
have two or three acres residential then 7 or 8 acres commercial? We need tax dollars. The City just
spent close to a million and a half dollars on a new fire truck and a new ambulance. We recently spent
1.2 or 1.3 million dollars on property for a new fire station. All this is needed for the town, but where’s
the money coming from? You’re going to get real estate taxes, but no real estate taxes. As far as the
traffic’s concerned, that’s an old traffic study. I believe a new traffic study should be done. We’ve had
a business survey done recently this past summer and by an independent party and she came up with not
too good news. We have to be more business friendly. We have to go out there, Mr. D’Astice had
mentioned something about incentives for restaurants. I haven’t heard any more talk about it. Maybe we
need some incentives here tonight. You’re giving out another 7b. We’re giving TIF’s to multi-billion
dollar companies. Let’s get together and maybe create another TIF district down there. Maybe get
some commercial back. We’re spending money in other towns like Patty said. We’re taking our money,
spending it in other towns. They get the tax revenue, we don’t. If all you guys are going to depend on is
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Real estate taxes you know what’s going to happen to each and every one of our real estate taxes.
They’re going to keep going up and up and up. We have to find other ways that we can spend our money
in our town to benefit our town. I strongly request and ask that the council vote no tonight. Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you for coming forward tonight. Mark Mehlhop
Marc Mehlhop: Hello, I see in the proposed drawing and I don’t think the commercial lots are big
enough for to put anything that we need din town. Most of the town is lower income people around here
and the price of the buildings that they’re trying to put there are way out of the price range for people to
afford and like I said you’re going to put a pond in there with open water and we’re looking for places to
park. You can’t park in a pond. A boat can park in a pond, but a car can’t. So, I hope to see you guys
vote no for this tonight. That’s all I have. Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you for coming forward. That brings Mr. Steve Holish forward please.
Steve Holish: Good evening. I’m going to get off base a little bit. Everybody else has been talking about
Ryan Homes first. I’m going to talk about the reintroduction of the tower discussion tonight. I don’t’
think that’s necessary. You all voted four opposed at the last meeting. To change any of the information
on the amendment to 45 feet means nothing. Those two items that were originally discussed, one was
for the right-of-way utility easement, which is 45 feet, and everything else was going to be 75 feet.
That’s the way it should stand. I did a quick research on last time on towers around my house. This time
I did towers around that actual property and out of the 107 towers that are existing today, 16 are under
74 feet. That means everybody else would have had to come in and do a variance to go anywhere from
45 to 74, or 75 I’m sorry, and that’s not going to happen. Providers are going to look at 75 is a
minimum. That’s what their normal coverage is based on. I just noticed two new antenna streams. One
over by the Fire Station. They’re at 85 feet. So clearly anything below 75 feet is going to keep residents,
not keep residents, keep businesses away from anything in Rolling Meadows and if you’re trying to get
more business in Rolling Meadows, this isn’t the way to do it. You should keep it at 75 feet, keep the
vote as it was, and let it go that way. The other topic I guess is a touchy one, Ryan Homes, and I think
what I go on is I sat at the COW meeting and listened to discussions that went on and all you people are
going to sit and say well what should we say. Should we let Ryan Homes do this or not? For Ryan
Homes to invest a lot of money in this, you all voted to say yeah, let’s go ahead. Let’s get them in and
do this. So they went ahead. Our staff has spent a lot of time on this. Unfortunately when it got to the
Planning Commission, the Planning Commission didn’t have enough time to review it, go through and
really look at it. They all based it on one commercial under let say usage so they wanted more. That’s
been addressed by Ryan Homes. So I think I urge all of you to go back to what you were thinking about
when you initially came in and said let’s put in something in there. Ryan Homes seems like a good fit.
We’re going to get taxes. We’re going to get some commercial and it would be a good fit for
everybody. And the last thing I would say is everybody wants to bring other retail in here, but I don’t
hear anybody coming up and saying how much taxes more retail would go to that site? You’re going to
have another Dominick’s? I don’t know. So, I guess the taxes that will come from the houses will be a
lot easier to get than the taxes would be from retail that would be struggling. Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you for coming forward. The next person up is Robin Gruenfeld. Thank you for
coming forward tonight.
Ms. Gruenfeld: Thank you for having me. It’s on the cell towers of course. What we need is to change
our zoning. I’m not worried about the height, but if we can change our zoning to make it precise and
exact so there’s no gray areas, there’s no loopholes, and anybody who has any questions the zoning laws
will be that specific. Mr. Macholl even mentioned they’re not written as well as they should be. To
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lower the towers to 45 why not just lower the towers to 45 in residential/park and then in your C-1, 2,
and 3, and your T-1 and T-2, and M-1 and 2, put your 75 foot towers in there. I think it’s a good
compromise and it’s almost like a win/win situation here. Nobody wins totally, nobody loses totally.
That’s what compromise is and that’s what we need. We’re willing to work with all of you and to figure
out these zoning laws and we need to get them in place quickly before another cell tower would like to
come along and put it up. There’s one other thing that I’d like to mention that in some cities they’re
lowering them, or not even letting towers go into R-1 in parks and they’re also saying okay you can put
it in commercial and all the other zoning that you have, but it’s got to be a certain distance away from
residential property lines. So, like I say, we’re willing to sit on a committee, do anything we can to get
these zoning laws put in place and really clarify and be specific about it. So just give us a call. Thank
you.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you for coming forward tonight. Next gentleman on the sign in sheet is Mr. Brad
Judd.
Alderman Judd: Good evening Mr. Mayor and Council. It’s been a while since I’ve been around
talking so I apologize if I’m a little rough tonight, but I’ve invested a lot of time in the last twelve years
on this property starting off with the Bristol Moran back in 2005 until now and one of the things that
I’ve always be an opponent of is apartments. I know some people have talked about them. Some people
think they are a viable solution but they’re not. They’re going to be a lot more dense if we were to put
something like that in here. We’re going to end up with a lot more traffic. We’re going to end up with a
less impact on schools with the project that we have now vs. putting in apartments. I think if I recall
Bristol was somewhere around 300 apartments, 240 apartments. There’s also going to be a higher tax
base if we take Ryan Homes vs. apartments and there’s less impact on City services from Ryan vs. the
other apartments and more disposable income and that’s really where people spend money. A lot of
people will bring up Arlington Heights, Palatine, Buffalo Grove, and how those places all have, not
necessarily Buffalo Grove, but Mt. Prospect have train stations and that’s why the downtowns have
survived, but those train stations were here for a number of years. Where we really start taking off is
when disposable income came and they took it and they had the people living there and they used that
money in the town vs. apartments. I think this is a good project for the City. I think it’s going to
increase the property tax revenues to the City. It’s going to have minimal impact on City services if we
look at the road is supposed to be taken care of by the HOA so we’re not going to have a plow in there.
You’re going to have Police and Fire, but that’s going to be across the board anywhere you go. The
schools are taken care of because as you see in the packet, I think Ryan says it’s roughly 20 or 30,000
dollars per student that we’re going to be putting into the schools. We’re going to increase the property
values in the surrounding area. If you get apartments to come in there that’s not going to help the
property values of the surrounding community, but if you get townhouses that’s going to help it. You’re
also going to get more money from real estate transfer taxes if we sell these properties, of course across
time. You look at a lot of apartment complexes, they sit by the same owner for a number of years.
South Bay was going to do the same thing and hold onto that property for a number of years. You don’t
get the transfer taxes. Increase in disposal income is also going to help across the board. We’ve got
numerous vacancies in the Jewel. We have a lot right across the street. We have things that people can
come in and do if they want to do it from a business perspective and if we get this disposable income up
people are going to spend that money accordingly. You also have the young people, young
professionals, which is what they are kind of gaging this for, as they did for Lexington and as these
people come in, if they’re just a single couple, no children, as they start to have children and realize
what a great community this is, they’re going to go out and purchase the properties that are around here.
They’re going to say I want a yard. I want a driveway for my family. They’re going to take care of that.
One of the things that was bought up at the Planning Commission is the study that extrapolated from a
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Professor over at Harper about the commercial from a state level and a county level. One of the things
is the author didn’t bring that to a municipal level. There’s a reason for that because commercial when
it’s looked at is more from the Gallagher type standpoint. It’s more from Weichai that we bought in as
well and its bringing jobs. Retail doesn’t necessarily bring jobs. It brings a little bit of tax revenue, but it
doesn’t necessarily bring jobs. You can’t always extrapolate from the macroeconomics down to the
microeconomics. They don’t always come through the same, so when we take and say okay we’re going
to put retail in here, that doesn’t necessarily say that all these things are, all these benefits from the other
issues of having residential in there is going to be the same. I think what we need to think about is the
Plan Commission. It seems to me like they were a little bit out of line. If you look at the minutes, most
of the votes were I want more retail. I want a bigger retail space.
Mayor Prejna: You have one minute.
Mr. Judd: Okay, so I think I’ll leave that for later. I think one of the things we need to be cognizant of
is the odds of Clark Street suing us if we don’t go through with this are pretty good. I’ve talked to an
attorney. They’ve got everything going their way in the LaSalle line that they can go ahead and they
bring something in for the community, meets what’s around us, and then therefore they’re going to have
a pretty good stance when it comes to that. The last thing, Mr. Mayor, I think you’ve been noticeably
absent from this whole entire process as to whether or not you are supporting the project or not
supporting the project and I would really think that it would be nice to people in this room, as well as all
of the residents, for you to come out and say before the vote tonight whether or not you’re supporting
this project or not and not use this as political game and ship for the upcoming Mayoral Election. Thank
you very much for your time.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you Mr. Judd. The last person speaking is Craig Carlson.
Craig Carlson: Hi I’m Craig Carlson and I’m the owner of the 3001 Kirchoff property, Comet Frozen
Custard. I am coming here tonight to ask the City Council to vote no on the zoning changes at this time
and I think we’re all in agreement that Super Target is not going to go in there and that Wolfgang Puck
is not going to put his next restaurant over there and that goes without saying. However I also think that
if you look at what Rolling Meadows is and what the parties involved keep telling Rolling Meadows that
you are and that is one of the business Jewels, that is one of Taco Bell’s top locations, Walmart tried to
come in here and put a grocery store right on Kirchoff. We’re not going to be the next Deer Park and
the property being shopped that way is probably not the best. If you look at some of the key businesses
like in downtown Arlington Heights, a lot of them are independently owned like myself and they’re very
successful and I, Ryan Homes is a great company and I’ve said that before and I actually think a lot of
Fritz. I think he’s smart as a tack and I wish, I want them to be a part of this, but I don’t think this is to
pack that many townhomes in that site is the best for the City of Rolling Meadows. This is not what the
City needs. It’s truly not what the citizens have asked for over the past couple of years and it’s not what
this individual business owner wants. The redevelopment of a major site takes a lot of vision. It takes
time and it takes patience and it takes work on your part as a City Council. And the City Council and
the people who have been on here before you for the last decade or so have been very reactionary and
you’ve kind of sat here and waited for something to come your way. And whatever comes you kind of
like you kick it around is the driveway long enough? Is the building too tall? And that’s kind of how
it’s been and the towns around you, Arlington Heights, Palatine, Schaumburg, Elk Grove, Mt. Prospect,
and even Wheeling they are now all growing and thriving specifically their downtowns. And the
question is why? Rolling Meadows has great schools, it has a great Park District, it has tree lined
streets, and it has low crime rates. And it even has positive train line access to Metra and not to go into
too much detail but I spent a lot of time with Metra and I ran, they gave me a whole bunch of data and
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82% of the people that ride the train around here commute to the train. They said if you’re in a 3 to 5
mile radius of the train station you get the benefit of the train station so that crutch that I’ve heard used
here before that we don’t have a train station needs to be thrown out. The City of Rolling Meadows and
the community deserve better and you really have to work for a decent downtown area, not just react.
And I would say should Ryan Homes be part of a plan, yes. Should there be some retail, yes. You could
also end up with a couple more banks on Kirchoff with the way the plan’s lined out. So I would say this
is a strategic decision with permanent implications. A no vote last night, a no vote for tonight, is
somewhat temporary. I didn’t know anything about a lawsuit. I hope that doesn’t happen, but let’s get
it right for this key piece of property. There’s other needs for this town beside retail. I don’t think it can
all be retail, but let’s try to build something great for the City and great for the citizens, not just now but
in the future. If you give this away to this plan it might be the beginning, it might have a domino effect
on the rest of us. I hope you think about it and I hope you’ll be a little bit more progressive looking at
what you want to do with that entire site. Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you for coming forward.
Mayor Prejna closed the floor.
 PENDING
A. Ordinance No. 18-05 / Amend Code to Allow City Manager to Sign Documents (2nd Reading)
Mayor Prejna read the background on the ordinance.
Mayor Prejna: Is there a motion to approve the ordinance? Alderman Banger made the motion and it
has been seconded. Is there any discussion on the ordinance? Mr. Gallo
Alderman Gallo: I have a quick question for City Manager Krumstok. It’s my understanding that you
already have the privilege to sign certain amounts up to $10,000 and so what would make this different
specifically?
Mr. Krumstok: Part of it is the number of contracts that are coming up for Community Events and
there’s a gray area that City Attorney Jim Macholl and I talked about that this just clears it up and takes
care of that overall.
Alderman Gallo: Okay, thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Are there any more questions for discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the
roll?
AYES: Cannon, Budmats, Majikes, Gallo, Banger, D’Astice, Veenbaas
NAYS: 0
ABSENT: 0
The ordinance was adopted.
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B. Ordinance No. 18-06 / Approve Text Amendment to Zoning Code to Allow Small Private
Lending Libraries in Front Yard (2nd Reading)
Mayor Prejna read the background on the ordinance.
Mayor Prejna: Is there a motion to approve the ordinance? Alderman Cannon made the motion and it
has been seconded by Alderman Banger. Is there any discussion on the ordinance? Seeing none, the
Clerk will please call the roll.
AYES: Cannon, Prejna, Majikes, Gallo, Banger, D’Astice, Veenbaas
NAYS: 0
ABSENT: 0
The ordinance was adopted.

C. Ordinance No. 08-07 / Amend Code with Respect to its Policy Against Discrimination &
Harassment, Including Sexual Harassment for Elected Officials and Commission Members
(2nd Reading)
Mayor Prejna read the background on the ordinance.
Mayor Prejna: Is there a motion to approve the ordinance? Alderman D’Astice made the motion and it
has been seconded. Is there any discussion on the ordinance? Seeing none, the Clerk will please call the
roll.
AYES: Cannon, Budmats, Majikes, Gallo, Banger, D’Astice, Veenbaas
NAYS: 0
ABSENT: 0
The ordinance was adopted.
 MOTION TO RECONSIDER:
D. Ordinance No. 18-08 / Amend the Comprehensive Zoning Code – Antenna (1st Reading)
(Failed at the January 9, 2018 Council Meeting) (2nd Reading)
Mayor Prejna: This ordinance was before us before. It was to amend the Zoning Code for an antenna.
It was voted down at that meeting. At this time it has been requested that we would ask for a Motion to
Reconsider. Is there such a motion? Alderman Budmats made the motion and it has been seconded by
Mr. Gallo. Is there any discussion on the ordinance? Mr. D’Astice
Alderman D’Astice: I was not in attendance at that meeting. Can you give me exactly what we’re
reconsidering?
Mayor Prejna: It was the same motion, it was the same ordinance that was there that evening, but since
there were three members of the council absent, this will simply, a Motion to Reconsider, will bring it
back on the agenda and you will have the opportunity to discuss it and vote on it just as if it were
appearing for the first time.
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Mr. Krumstok: Alderman D’Astice, the biggest part is from 75 to the 45.
Mayor Prejna: Is that your question, the 75 to 45 or why it’s on for reconsideration?
Alderman D’Astice: Both
Mayor Prejna: Okay it’s on for reconsideration because there were three members of the council absent
and it was the ordinance to move it from 75 feet to 45 feet, so this is simply to bring the ordinance
forward.
Alderman D’Astice: Okay
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Cannon
Alderman Cannon: Mr. Mayor, maybe some of my confusion, maybe you can help me with this. So
when we voted on it last time we were told in the beginning of that meeting that we had a quorum.
Mayor Prejna: Yes
Alderman Cannon: And we voted 4 to nothing to turn this down.
Mayor Prejna: Correct
Alderman Cannon: So explain to me why it comes back then.
Mayor Prejna: This is a parliamentary procedure if an ordinance is voted down only the people who
voted that evening against it can make a motion and a second to bring it back so the entire council will
have an opportunity to vote on it, so Mr. Budmats has made that motion and Mr. Gallo has seconded it.
We will need a quorum for it to move forward to be back at status as 1st Reading.
Alderman Cannon: So you’re saying that one of the four of us requested to bring this back.
Mayor Prejna: Yes
Alderman Cannon: Are you allowed to say who did?
Mayor Prejna: The person who made the motion.
Alderman Cannon: Well none of that information is in here so it’s a bit confusing. That’s why I’m
confused.
Mayor Prejna: Well, I guess it was clear by the fact that Mr. Budmats made the motion and Mr. Gallo
seconded it.
Alderman Cannon: Okay, now I know more than I did earlier.
Mayor Prejna: Okay. Is there any other discussion? Mr. D’Astice
Alderman D’Astice: So are we voting tonight to say yes we’d like to reconsider it or is this a vote, is the
first vote of an ordinance and a second vote will come up after?
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Mayor Prejna: This is a first vote to reconsider it, so the best way to give you the example is this,
pretend like this is the 1st Reading of this antenna ordinance and you were absent for that meeting so you
now have the opportunity to vote on it. It does take four votes to reconsider, so if we do not get four
votes then the whole council will not have had the opportunity to speak on it. Mr. Cannon
Alderman Cannon: So Mr. Mayor, again, I’m sorry for being so confused, but this is really different
from what we’ve done in the past, so when we had brought this up before when three of the members
were absent, no one seemed to voice any objections that night and obviously they’re entitled to do that,
so I guess if people object to this I would just like to hear what they have to say because I don’t know
what’s going on.
Mayor Prejna: That can be done, but first we need to bring it forward so it’s like a regular amendment,
so think of this….
Alderman Cannon: I thought that’s what we were talking about right now.
Mayor Prejna: It was voted down by 4 to 0 and I know that we’ve only done this a couple of times on
the council, but to bring it back so the full council, all seven people that are here tonight, can vote on it
and discuss it. We need a motion, which we got from Mr. Budmats and a second from Mr. Gallo and we
need the four alderman to vote yes I want to bring this back just as if it was ordinance in for the 1st
Reading. Mr. D’Astice
Alderman D’Astice: Okay, but that’s not what you just said to me. I said are we voting on this as if it
was the first time and you said yes and now you just said….
Mayor Prejna: No, what I said….
Alderman D’Astice: Because right now we’re having discussion on this.
Mayor Prejna: We’re having more discussion, and we should only have two rounds of the question.
Mr. Macholl, you want to step in.
Mr. Macholl: Well, I don’t know what more I can add, but I’ll try. So the matter is on the agenda for a
Motion to Reconsider. What’s up before the council right now is a motion to bring this ordinance back
for a 1st Reading.
Alderman D’Astice: Okay
Mr. Macholl: So you vote on the Motion to Reconsider. If that passes then you vote on the ordinance
for passage on the 1st Reading.
Alderman D’Astice: Okay, I understand now.
Mr. Macholl: Okay
Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Are there any further questions? Seeing none, the question shall we
reconsider this ordinance. Will the Clerk please call the roll?
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AYES: Budmats, Majikes, Gallo
NAYS: Cannon, Banger, D’Astice, Veenbaas
ABSENT: 0
The ordinance fails on the Motion to Reconsider
 CONSENT ORDINANCES:
Mayor Prejna: This brings us to ordinances in for 1st Reading. It consists of E and F. Does any
alderman wish to pull one of the ordinances? Mr. Gallo
Alderman Gallo: E
Mayor Prejna: We no longer have a consent agenda for ordinances.

E. Ordinance / Approve a 3-Lot Subdivision, Rezoning of the Southern 9.5 Acres from C-2
General Commercial Services to R-4 Intermediate Residential, Amendment to the
Comprehensive Plan and Preliminary Planned Development for 2819-2915 Kirchoff Road (1st
Reading)
Mayor Prejna read the background on the ordinance.
Mayor Prejna: Is there a motion to move this ordinance forward for 2nd Reading? Alderman Cannon
made the motion and Alderman Banger has seconded it. Mr. Gallo you have first opportunity.
Alderman Gallo: Well first I’d like to see if we could, I would like to make a motion that much like we
did with the cell phone towers and the Zoning Board, that we not take any action as a 1st Reading and
know that this will come back to us and allow the Zoning Board to take this information in first prior to
our maybe delivering an opinion one way or another and let them see this organically and then bring it
back to our table, our dais for a decision and direction. So my motion would be to hold off on any
decision making until the Board reviews it.
Mr. Krumstok: I know the City Attorney has a comment on it.
Mr. Macholl: It’s up for preliminary approval so it’s going to have to go back to the Planning & Zoning
Commission and then come back here, so if you took this in its current state and send it back to the
Planning & Zoning Commission, it’s still going to have to come back here so.
Alderman Gallo: I understand that. We just took that same approach when it came to a contentious item
like the cell phone towers that had a lot of conversation around it and it makes sense not to give our
input because we look to the Building & Zoning expertise to provide us suggestive matter.
Mr. Macholl: With all due respect, the issue relative to the attenna that we just went through was more
of a parliamentary process where this really isn’t.
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Alderman Gallo: Not this last conversation here at this meeting, but the previous council meeting where
we decided to hold off and allow the Zoning Board to make their recommendations before we made any
statements.
Mayor Prejna: I want to make the council aware of that you have two opportunities to speak when
we’re coming forward for this, so you have a motion to that you would like this moved back to the
Zoning Committee
Alderman Gallo: Correct
Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Is there a second? Seeing none it fails for a lack of a second. Is there further
discussion? Mr. Budmats.
Alderman Budmats: I have a question. The ordinance that you read talks about two .73 acre pieces, but
now the plan that we were shown has two .8 acre pieces, so which are we really voting on?
Mayor Prejna: That was just sent out today or yesterday?
Mr. Krumstok: As the City Attorney would say, what you’re actually approving is the preliminary
approval which is the .73 on the two lots that was actually looked at so the final document that would go
back, that first has to go back to the Planning & Zoning Commission before it comes back to you, but
actually talk about everything that is in front of you with that revised. What Ryan Homes and Clark
Street actually did was provide you the comments that came from the Planning & Zoning and also
showing you from the preliminary to the final what their thoughts are before it actually gets there, so
they’re advance of some of those other pieces, but in front of you is exactly what went to the Planning &
Zoning Commission which is the 115 and the .73 and the .73.
Alderman Budmats: The question is that when we see this next time, are we going to see .8 and .8 and
then 113 townhomes. Is that going to be our 2nd Reading on that or is that going to be our 1st Reading on
that ordinance.
Mr. Krumstok: That would be actually on the final document that you will see when it gets back through
the Planning & Zoning, so the next time you see this it will still have what’s in front of you for that 2nd
Reading.
Mayor Prejna: Mr., just for clarification for those that are here, this is a 1st Reading on this. It will come
back to us for a 2nd Reading. It will go the Planning Commission. After it goes to the Planning
Commission it will come back to us for another 1st Reading and then a 2nd Reading on the
recommendations of the Planning Committee, so there will be a total of 5 times that this will be
reviewed and the opportunity for input either from the council or the Planning Commission. Does that
help?
Alderman Budmats: A little bit, but one more question. If I voted yes this time, yes next time, it has no
bearing on anything because we’re still going to get a second bite of this apple when it comes back with
the plan.
Mr. Krumstok: That is correct
Mayor Prejna: That is correct, yes. I just wanted to make sure that folks understood that tonight this is
just one part of the process. Yes, Mr. Veenbaas
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Alderman Veenbaas: Can we amend this to put in the accurate information as Alderman Budmats just
mentioned? I want to make a motion to do that. Can we do that?
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Macholl
Mr. Macholl: The Zoning Code provides that, and the route that the developer took was to pursue a
preliminary approval which is a scaled down version of what they would ultimately provide for. That
went through the Planning & Zoning Commission. That needs to come here and we do it all the time,
but once that plan gets revised and the details relative to final Plat of Approval, which is much more
specific from what was currently here, and currently before the Planning & Zoning Commission, that’s
why it has to go back to the Planning & Zoning Commission and has to come back here.
Alderman Veenbaas: Okay
Mr. Macholl: Well, that’s the process.
Alderman Veenbaas: All right, thank you.
Mr. Macholl: Sure
Mayor Prejna: Any further, Mr. D’Astice
Alderman D’Astice: So can we adjust this now so that we are voting on this which is going to be closer
to what Planning & Zoning is going to get or can we not make amendments on that?
Mayor Prejna: I believe what Mr. Macholl has said is that this is just a preliminary vote and there will
be adjustment, no matter what the council does tonight, the Planning Commission will make adjustments
to it, so it could be .8, it could be .85, it could be a number of changes. They could say we don’t want
the 112, we only want 100 units and then it will come back to us, so I think what Mr. Macholl is saying
is we can make all the little nuances that we might like tonight, but when it comes back to the Planning
Commission they will adjust everything that we may have done and it will be the final time when it
comes back two more times. Does that answer your question Mr. D’Astice?
Alderman D’Astice: No, because the question was can we make any changes on this. So the answer is
yes we can make an amendment to this or no we can’t.
Mayor Prejna: Yes you could, but the Zoning Commission will probably have the last say
Alderman D’Astice: Tim made a motion.
Mr. Krumstok: So I know Jim wants to talk, but I have another comment too. I’ll let you talk.
Mayor Prejna: Go ahead Jim
Mr. Macholl: Had they gone through and submitted for a final approval, I understand the back and
forth, I truly do, but had they submitted for final approval you would have this ordinance up for a 1st
Reading and a 2nd Reading and it would be done. It would not go back to the Planning & Zoning
Commission. Had they made these relatively minor adjustments, I’m going to call them minor, I don’t
think they’re really that substantive that I would normally send it back to the Planning Commission,
Planning & Zoning Commission, but that’s the path that it’s on and it’s not a process that the council is
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unfamiliar with. We’ve had preliminary subdivision approval and then it comes back for final approval.
We do that frequently, so this isn’t an abnormal process, but it’s the process that was put in place.
Mr. Krumstok: Overall what we’re trying to say is you have a process in front of you that disposes the
preliminary documents that are the .73, the .73, and the 115. No matter what happens after the
preliminary, the final has to come back to the Planning & Zoning and to the City Council. That’s the
one that would have all these other items. What you have, again, dispose of the preliminary, which is
how you’re going to vote on this next two votes, but then the other piece that comes back that will all be
cleaned up. What Clark Street and Ryan did was provide you their thoughts, their comments, and
additional items before it actually gets back to that final item.
Mayor Prejna: Go ahead Mr. Macholl
Mr. Macholl: I just want to clarify this so there’s no misunderstanding when it comes back. Relative to
the Zoning, that’s not coming back. If you approve the Zoning on the 1st Reading and you approve it on
the 2nd Reading, the R-4 Zoning District is going to be established. To the extent the Planned Unit
changes, the area of that zoning is going to change, but just so we’re all on the same page, that zoning is
not going to change. It’s not coming back for the zoning approval.
Mayor Prejna: Does that help clarify?
Alderman D’Astice: Yes
Mayor Prejna: Yes, Mr. Cannon
Alderman Cannon: Are we allowed to discuss stuff now?
Mayor Prejna: In other words we’re, after you’ve spoken two times, so that’s….
Alderman Cannon: I didn’t speak two times.
Mayor Prejna: I understand. Go ahead Mr. Cannon
Alderman Cannon: So, since we really haven’t gotten into the meat of what this is all about, in my
opinion, I think tonight we have three gentlemen here from the company that presented a viable
opportunity for us to move forward. We have many people sitting in the room that have opinions, both
good and bad, relative to this project. I think that we owe these three gentlemen and we owe the rest of
the people that are sitting here, the people on TV, and people who don’t even care. I think we owe them
an explanation of how we feel about this project. Each one of us up here, including you Mr. Mayor. I
think when we ran the last election people used this as a political weapon and I think this is not a
political document, but I think it was used that way before. I think we owe it to the people to have
people either throw pitchforks at me or compliment me for voting the way I do and I’m willing to take
that and I think everybody else should take the same approach. Obviously I can’t force anybody to do
that, but I think that it’s important for people to understand where you stand on this issue and not just
hide by a yes or no vote. So I’ll have some other thoughts if no one else….
Mayor Prejna: If you’d like to start.
Alderman Cannon: Sure, is this one or two for me?
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Mayor Prejna: This is number one Mr. Cannon
Alderman Cannon: I’ve spent, contrary to what some people might say when they walk up here, I have a
lot of respect for the other six people that sit up here with me and I think we’ve spent an awful lot of
time on this. I think no one is going to take this vote lightly no matter how they vote for it. So for
people to say that we’re not taking this seriously, we don’t know what we’re doing, you’re entitled to
your opinion, but I think each one of the people up here spent a lot of time and a lot of effort to try to
come to a good conclusion. The one thing that I can say no matter what side of the fence you’re on,
nirvana will not be achieved here. Some people are going to love this. Some people hate it, but you
know the property has sat there now since 2004 in different stages. We had a gentleman in this group
came in and purchased the property 5 or 6 years ago. To this moment I haven’t heard anybody else put
any money up to do things that people want. His group is the only one that has come forward to give
money, put their money where their mouth is and try to develop a plan. Contrary to what many people
will say about Clark Street, to my knowledge they’re a development company. They didn’t buy the
property to sit on it or to give us a hard time or not fill people’s needs. I think anybody that thinks that
they weren’t trying to develop the property doesn’t understand what they do for business and doesn’t
appreciate what they do for the business. They have projects all over the metropolitan area. That is
their business. Collier’s International is an internationally known company. They couldn’t get it done. I
myself would love to see all commercial in there. That would be wonderful. I don’t think that could
possibly happen in today’s world. To give you an example last Saturday I was out and I was driving
down Northwest Highway in Mt. Prospect. There used to be a big electronics store and a Jake’s Pizza
that faced the railroad tracks. They were both taken down about 3 years ago. There’s a beautiful strip
center that goes along there. It’s a very attractive looking building and it’s been up for over a year now.
You can’t quote me on this but I think there’s only one storefront filled. The other 8 or 10 of them are
just sitting there empty. In our city of Rolling Meadows we only need to look over next to the Walmart
and see what happened with the Sam’s Club. The number one retailer in the world closed that facility a
long time because it didn’t meet their profit projections. That same company now has closed 63 stores
and if you look at the articles about Wheeling, and Naperville specifically, those stores did an incredible
amount of sales, but yet they didn’t meet profit projections so they closed or are going to close shortly.
As much as any of us would like retail in there, it just doesn’t seem like it’s realistic that it’s going to
happen. We have plenty of spaces open in Jewel/Osco that have been sitting there for a number of years
and hopefully they’ll get filled, but so far there’s been no one lining up to move in there either. So the
bottom line is that I’m for this. I think this is the best solution we have going forward at this time. I
know that’s not what some people want to hear. Again, the thing I would say is Ryan Homes has come
up here and I don’t know what the expense is so far, but I’m guessing it’s probably a couple hundred
thousand dollars with engineering and everything else. No one needs to feel sorry for them, but again
they’ve bet on their pocketbook to move this forward. So at this point they have my support to move
forward with this. Thank you.
Mayor Prejna: Mr., or who would like to be first? Mr. Budmats?
Alderman Budmats: Sure, I’ll go. So as it personally stands with the .73 acres, each piece, I wouldn’t
vote for it. But with the renewed plan that came with .8 I’m considering it. I believe in Bennett &
Conweather. I knew Lou Conweather. I believe they are a good company, or Collier’s now. I think that
they know what they’re doing. I’ve seen Ryan Homes’ work. I think that they do a nice job. I think
overall the project is a good project. I just would like to see the commercial pushed a little further back
and get as much commercial space so that we don’t limit our options on the Kirchoff Road frontage later
just for what would amount to a few townhomes. So whatever we can do to do that I think we’re
moving in the right direction. I’m glad that there was already some shift and so I’d like to see a little
additional shift if it’s available, as it presently stands I wouldn’t vote for it the way it’s being presented
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today. However, all we’re voting on is a zoning change with the numbers to follow. I’m willing to vote
yes on the zoning change, but not on the numbers as presented.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Ms. Majikes, do you pass, or….
Alderman Majikes: No, I’m as Alderman Cannon said none of us up here takes this lightly. Others
have been on the council longer than I in dealing with this property and stuff and residents need to
remember that the City doesn’t own this property. Clark Street Development owns this property.
There’s only limited things that we can do or ask and say, so it is not up to us to build on this property
and I don’t think the City’s in a position that we’re looking to buy the property. So, I like what Clark
Street and Ryan Homes have discussed and bought forward. I’m happy with the commercial site on it.
I’ve had numerous residents approach me or call me and say they’re in support of this. That is, yes we’d
all love the commercial and the vibrant business downtown area, but they’re very happy with what is
being proposed and this commercial site is being added to it. There’s potential, who knows, the City
owns the lot kiddy corner from here. Who knows what’s going to happen with that. Fire Station 15
when that goes we’ll have that lot, so there’s going to be other possibilities going on for more
development of commercial in the City. So I’m in support of this.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you Ms. Majikes. Does anyone else want to speak? Mr. Banger
Alderman Banger: Thank you. It shouldn’t come as any surprise that I’m in support of this. I again
think it’s the market at work here. Obviously I thought that was the case for South Bay but we sent
them packing. I also wanted to mention you know when we pontificate about being pro-business. I
think the way we talk and commentary regarding this kind of voids that pro-business aspect. We’re probusiness and that might be a piffy statement, but when you start saying we’re pro-business, not just this
business, or that business. This is a great example of somebody writing a check and that’s been my
expression all along. These guys were willing to write a check for this property and yes, no sympathy.
That’s a gamble. I have a low tolerance for risk. These guys have more of a tolerance for risk and
they’ve been out there for several years waiting to develop this and they finally bought something
forward that hopefully will move forward and I’m going to vote for it in order to move it forward. Thank
you.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Mr. Veenbaas
Alderman Veenbaas: Just a minute. I, as like the other aldermen, have thought about this very carefully
and I’d like to make a few comments. I talked to a lot of people in my Ward 7 and I would say with the
exception of one person who actually wanted to bring a bowling alley back to Rolling Meadows, so I
actually made a call when I was Mayor of Rolling Meadows to Lucky Strike to see if they would bring
kind of like an entertainment complex here and they weren’t interested because of the traffic flow and I
kind of understand that if you know what kind of areas they typically locate in, but at least I followed up
on it. And when I was Mayor I also included reaching out to local restaurants including some that used
to be downtown and asked them to come back and they said it wasn’t enough traffic. They weren’t
coming back. I also got a hold of some other sports activity complexes to see if they were interested and
once again they did not have any interest. I personally went to Northwest Municipal Conventions to
bring Rolling Meadows ideas when I was the Mayor to see what other communities were doing. To see
what they were doing and what we weren’t doing. And they did a lot more marketing than us. Did a lot
more work than us, but at the end of the day they certainly had a lot more to offer in the areas that they
were trying to develop than what we had presently. So I was the one that helped initiate getting Martha
Corner here to become our Business Advocate and there were two parts to that. Number one was to
retain the businesses that are here that we found out that there was some criticism about how we were
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treating them and we worked on an action plan to improve that, as well as work on new businesses to
come. I know she’s done a lot of work with Mr. Krumstok, but at the end of the day we haven’t gotten
too far with respect to this Kirchoff property. So I just want to say that in addition to the survey we did,
and we learned a whole heck of a lot, I personally met with Mr. Duda a number of times, both as
alderman and as Mayor. I helped shape the fact that we wanted to put commercial businesses in front of
this area and I tried to get and negotiate as much acreage as we could and actually I can see whoever’s
been talking to Mr. Duda and his group, you’ve actually had more commercial than what I originally
saw and that was in I believe in November of about a year ago. In fact I’m the one who also
recommended that we don’t bring this to the council until we added new alderman. It was an election
year. We had to get a new Mayor, new aldermen, and I asked Mr. Duda to put everything on hold until
we got a new bunch of aldermen here. So here we are. I’m in support of this. Mr. Duda you’ve done
your best to bring us more commercial property in front and I’ll be supporting this. That’s all.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Any more comments? Mr. D’Astice
Alderman D’Astice: Sure, I’ll be the fifth. No we don’t take this lightly. Yes I’ve seen Bristol Moran
come up with 300 units, high density, high tall buildings, and more commercial and people said no we
don’t want that. I saw Uncle Joe’s come up and they went belly up. I saw South Bay come up and it
was a swell of people saying no we don’t want that and I voted against that. And tonight we’ve had
four, well three residents and business owner say they don’t want it and we had two residents say they
do want it. And I’ve studied this a lot and much like Ms. Majikes, Mrs. Majikes, and the other members
of the council, sure I’d love to see more commercial but I think Mr. Duda and the folks from Ryan have
heard the same thing we have heard and they’ve tried to do their best. They’re giving us two restaurants
or sites for two restaurants, or sites for up to twelve shops. I think we should be looking forward and not
looking backward any longer. We’ve got sites here. Ms. Majikes said we’ve got a site kiddy corner.
We’ve got a fire house site coming up and we’ve lost a site of the area at Golf and Algonquin. That’s
the money maker for the City right now. That’s where we should be focusing our attention. There’s a
big old warehouse there that we should find the money to buy that out and now we control that and put
something in there. Stop waiting around. We waited for this for a long time and we’ve gotten a good
project, but I think we need to be forward looking. We need to look at Plum Grove Road. We need to
look at Golf. We need to look at Algonquin. We need to look at the open spaces along Algonquin. We
need to be forward looking and stop dwelling on the past. The past is over. I will support this.
Mayor Prejna: I spoke with our City Attorney, Mr. Gallo you qualify for one speak.
Alderman Gallo: So technically I spoke multiple times, but about one subject, so I have one more
opportunity to speak. Alderman D’Astice, this is the second time I’ve heard you make the statement.
once was being a resident and citizen out in the seat hearing you say we need to as a City dedicate an
employee, an individual to take time to focus on developing and building the community and be forward
thinking. And that was the first time that inspired me to get up here because the lack of proactivity that I
saw occurring on our council. And I hear you repeating this and it’s a groundhog day because nothing
has changed since that last time. Here we are with you making a proclamation that we need to dedicate
ourselves to finding somebody to find the lot, to make that magic piece fit, right? And I…
Alderman D’Astice: No I didn’t say that.
Alderman Gallo: But I feel, rhetorically, so…
Mayor Prejna: Just so you understand, Mr. D’Astice will have the opportunity to respond.
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Alderman Gallo: Yes, I hope so. So rhetorically with that statement, I feel a little bit disheartened that
we as a City from the first time over a year ago with the South Bay issue, haven’t spent more time
working with Fritz and his company to develop this beyond townhouses. And it’s nice to have traffic
studies and hear things about density and I work with Smart City Initiatives and with the autonomous
industry and at a time when you guys talk about having saturated streets. We’re working to have less
vehicles on the road that get people where they need to be smarter. We’re working in an area where the
world is quickly changing, specifically regarding technology. It impacts our environment. It impacts
our industry, the technical jobs available, and the type of safety, security, and our living space. And
forward thinking people, businesses recognize their communities need to be on top of this. But if you
can’t recognize it, and others can’t recognize it, and we won’t be a city of choice. And we’re not
making the right choice if we recurve this for residential use right now without exploring new
technologies and initiatives that we can apply here commercially. We’re not doing it properly. I would
vote no as it stands.
Mayor Prejna: Mr. D’Astice, you have the opportunity to respond.
Alderman D’Astice: I do not wish to respond.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Is there any other discussion? Will the Clerk please call the roll?
Alderman D’Astice: Are you going to say anything?
Mayor Prejna: Pardon me?
Alderman D’Astice: Are you going to say anything?
Mayor Prejna: I don’t need to say anything.
Alderman D’Astice: I’m just asking.
Mayor Prejna: I will say that I’m disappointed that this has become a political football for a couple of
members of the council tonight and that does sadden me, but you know what? I will make the comment,
the same comment that I have made before when I was sitting in that seat is that I would like to see this
property go back at 50% of it being townhomes or upscale townhomes and 50% of commercial
development. I have told that to Mr. Duda on a number of occasions and I’ve been, I think Fritz you will
agree, from the very beginning I’ve been very honest and open with you and told you how I felt. I have
also had discussion with Ryan Homes and I believe I mentioned to you on more than one occasion that I
believe that there should be more commercial development in there and I thought that the density was
too high. So, that has not changed since I sat in that chair next to you Mr. Cannon and it won’t change
now. Will the Clerk please call the roll?
Alderman Cannon: Can you refresh, I’m not sure exactly, can you word what we’re voting on here?
Mayor Prejna: We’re on Ordinance E and we’re going to proceed to vote on Ordinance E.
Ms. Cotugno: To move it forward.
Mayor Prejna: To move it forward for 2nd Reading.
Ms. Cotugno: So Cannon yes?
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Alderman Cannon: Yes
AYES: Cannon, Majikes, Banger, D’Astice, Veenbaas
NAYS: Budmats, Gallo
ABSENT: 0
The ordinance is moved forward for 2nd Reading.
F. Ordinance / Amend Code for Ambulance Billing (1st Reading)
Mayor Prejna read the background on the ordinance.
Mayor Prejna: Is there a motion to move the ordinance forward for 2nd Reading? Alderman Banger has
made the motion and Alderman Gallo has seconded it. Is there any discussion? Mr. Cannon
Alderman Cannon: I guess I’d like to ask our lawyers, is it possible that we could require that like half
of this revenue would go to Road Funds only? I know we had that included in there as one of the three,
but in light of the fact that we’re so short on road funding I was wondering can we dedicate by this
ordinance that we could put a certain percent in there.
Mr. Macholl: I don’t know why you couldn’t do that.
Alderman Cannon: Okay, I guess I’d like to amend it, Mr. Mayor, and offer that 50% of these funds that
are collected go to the Road Fund. The other funds can be split over the other 50%.
Mayor Prejna: The motion is 50% Road Fund and 50% to the General Fund?
Alderman Cannon: I think Mr. Krumstok had another item in there also didn’t you?
Mr. Krumstok: Well what we had was again pensions, road improvements, and the hedge, so the
General Fund overall.
Alderman Cannon: So the General Fund and the pension would get the other 50%?
Mayor Prejna: Okay, do we have a second to that? Mr. Gallo has made that. Is there any discussion on
the amendment? Will the Clerk please call the roll on the amendment?
AYES: Cannon, Budmats, Majikes, Gallo, Banger, D’Astice, Veenbaas
NAYS: 0
ABSENT: 0
Mayor Prejna: With 7 in favor and none opposed the amendment passes. Now, we will vote on the,
staff recommends updating the fee to $1500 per ambulance transport. That 50% of the fund balance
reserves would go for balance reserves and pensions and 50% would go for road improvements. Is there
a motion to move forward with the amended ordinance? Mr. D’Astice made it and Mr. Cannon has
seconded. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the roll?
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AYES: Cannon, Budmats, Majikes, Gallo, Banger, D’Astice
NAYS: Veenbaas
ABSENT: 0
The Clerk will move the ordinances forward for 2nd Reading.
 NEW BUSINESS:
G.

MOTION TO APPROVE PAYMENT OF BILLS ON WARRANT 1-23-18.

Mayor Prejna: Is there a motion to approve the January 23, 2018 Warrant as presented by the Finance
Department? Alderman Majikes made the motion and it has been seconded. Is there any discussion?
Seeing none, the Clerk will please call the roll.
AYES: Cannon, Budmats, Majikes, Gallo, Banger, D’Astice, Veenbaas
NAYS: 0
ABSENT: 0
The warrant was approved.
 CONSENT RESOLUTIONS:
H. Resolution No. 18-R-05 / Approve a Class 7b Real Estate Tax Assessment for Substantial
Rehabilitation of Commercial Development in the City of Rolling Meadows – 2550 Golf Road
(Postponed at the January 9th Council Meeting)
I. Resolution No. 18-R-07 / Approve Purchase of Three (3) Police Vehicles
J. Resolution No. 18-R-08 / Approve Purchase of Refuse Vehicle
K. Resolution No. 18-R-09 / Approve Purchase of Trackless Vehicle
Mayor Prejna: That brings the council to the resolutions for this evening. There are four of them that
could be grouped together in a Consent Agenda if the council so wishes. They are Items H through K.
Would any alderman like any of those items stricken from the Consent Agenda? Mr. Cannon
Alderman Cannon: K
Mayor Prejna: Any others? The Chair declares it order for one motion to consider all three in one
motion and vote without debate. Is there such a motion? Alderman Majikes made the motion and it has
been seconded by Alderman Veenbaas. The question is shall all three resolutions be adopted?
Mayor Prejna read the background on the resolutions.
Mayor Prejna: Will the Clerk please call the roll?
AYES: Cannon, Budmats, Majikes, Gallo, Banger, D’Astice, Veenbaas
NAYS:
ABSENT: 0
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The resolutions are adopted.

K. Resolution No. 18-R-09 / Approve Purchase of Trackless Vehicle
Mayor Prejna read the background on the resolution.
Mayor Prejna: Is there a motion to adopt the resolution? Alderman Majikes made the motion and it has
been seconded. Mr. Cannon you pulled it so you have first crack at it.
Alderman Cannon: Thank you Mr. Mayor. I guess a couple of things. Obviously I’m on the Vehicle
Replacement Committee and we did have a discussion about this vehicle, but I’m, I have some concerns.
The first concern I have is now all of a sudden we’re buying a remanufactured thing. We did not talk
about that in the Vehicle Replacement Committee, so I guess I’d like a little bit of an explanation of
what it means to be remanufactured and I guess another question I would have to go along with that
could you explain to the council in general what a ribbon blower is please. How much we use it.
Mayor Prejna: Mr. Horne
Mr. Horne: Yes, thank you Mayor. A ribbon blower is basically like a snow blower that would go on
the front attachment. It’s usually for heavier snow, or heavier snows, larger snowfall events and the
item regarding the remanufactured unit, it’s my understanding they’re not very often available. There’s
usually less than a half dozen available per year throughout the nation. They’re usually only for
companies that went out of business. Then the units that were relatively new are repossessions. The
company doesn’t typically remanufacture units that are older and beat up. So there’s usually less than a
half dozen. We were going to bring that item to the Vehicle Replacement Committee in February to
discuss it, but there are only four left nationwide and we did not want to lose the opportunity to present
it to the City Council.
Mr. Cannon: Could you tell me about how much, how often do we use the ribbon blower vs. the V-Plow
just in general? I know you don’t know specifically. Is it half and half?
Mr. Horne: I honestly, to be quite honest I could not tell you that. I have not been here enough to know.
Alderman Cannon: Because I’ve never seen the blower myself, but that doesn’t mean we’re not using it.
I just never seen it.
Mr. Horne: I know the guys in recent discussions when we were down doing an inventory of what’s at
the Old Public Works Facility, said they do use it often. As far as the specifics of that I cannot tell you
at this time, but I’d be happy to get that information for you.
Alderman Cannon: I hear what you’re saying. Thanks. I guess the last comment that I would make, I
was really troubled by this when we were talking about it in Vehicle Replacement only because it’s not
so much that I’m against the vehicle, but we’re spending $100,000 for a vehicle we use a handful of
times every year. I know it’s a backup vehicle, but it just seems, in light of where we’re at budget wise
and all the things we have in front of us, I’m going to vote against this tonight because I’m not willing to
spend that much money. I think this is a good value relative to what we were talking about so it’s just a
lot of money to me to be used a few times a year. That’s just an opinion of mine. Thanks for listening.
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Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Any other comments? Mr. Budmats from the Vehicle Replacement
Committee. Did you wish to speak?
Alderman Budmats: Yeah, we as a committee talked about this. We voted on it. I know Mike that you
objected to it at the time, or you weren’t as crazy about it, but they really pushed for this. They said the
last one they had they had for 25 years or something and so it’s not like if we can spend $100,000 and
keep a piece of equipment for 25 years that’s $4,000 a year so I really, even though it gets used
infrequently, I see its value and if we can save enough money by buying a remanufactured unit and get
that additional savings I would say we should jump on it while we can.
Mayor Prejna: Thank you Mr. Budmats. Mr. D’Astice.
Alderman D’Astice: Thank you. My question is going to be how much are we saving by buying a
remanufactured unit?
Mr. Horne: About $40,000. The manufactured unit is $81,000. The brand new unit off the NJPA is about
$120,000. So about $40,000.
Alderman D’Astice: So by buying a reman, we also get the blower and the V-Plow.
Mr. Horne: Correct sir, yes
Alderman D’Astice: Because otherwise we couldn’t get those things.
Mr. Horne: Absolutely true
Mayor Prejna: Thank you. Any further questions from anyone? Will the Clerk please call the roll then?

AYES: Budmats, Majikes, Gallo, Banger, D’Astice, Veenbaas
NAYS: Cannon
ABSENT: 0
The resolution was adopted.

OTHER BUSINESS & REPORTS:
Mayor's Appointments: None
Mayor’s Proclamations: None
City Clerk’s Report: None
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City Staff Reports:
1) Community Items of Interest
1)

The City, SWANCC, and Elgin Recycling are conducting a holiday light, extension cord, and
wire recycling program again. Collection boxes are located outside of City Hall. Items that
are accepted include the following items: mini-lights (or Italian lights), c7 lights, C9 lights,
rope lights, LED lights, extension cords, house wire, computer wire, etc….All colors and
lengths will be accepted. The City cannot accept garland, live greens, wreaths, or other nonrecyclables. The program runs through February 16, 2018.

2)

Future topics at February Committee meetings:
Economic Development (Tuesday, February 6th at 6:00 pm in the
Council Chambers): tentative items for discussion consist of: 1)
new business feedback and contact distribution; 2) 2017 Economic
Development Review & New Business Summary; 3) City Lot
Across from City Hall (Kirchoff & Owl Drive); 4) business
advocate highlight; 5) continued restaurant incentive discussion; 6)
items of interest; 7) Chamber of Commerce Update; and 8) other
items of interest in the City.
Planning and Zoning Commission: (Tuesday, February 6th at 7:30
pm in the Council Chambers): This meeting will deal with
Commission training.

2) New Businesses – December 2017
Company Name

Address

RM
or
PAL

Contact Name

Phone #

Type of Business

Home
Occupat
ion

Law Offices of Soojae
Lee/OP Property
Management
Royaume Design

3501 Algonquin
Road #532

R.M.

Soojae Lee
attorneysj@gmail.com

224-35746899

Legal and Property
Management

No

2406 Algonquin
Road #1

R.M.

Felix Figueroa
admin@royaumedesign
.com

847-8028966

Office for General
Contractor

Yes

Lone Rover
Construction Inc.

1051 Rohlwing
Road #D

R.M.

John Diebolt
clee@lonerover.com

678-6241441

General Contractor

No

Hithink Financial
Service Inc.

5005 Newport
Drive #500

R.M.

Peng Liu
loo@hithink.com

847-2210123

Mobile App
Development

No

Atlas Stone
Distribution

3121 Tollview
Drive

R.M.

Ziggy Torres
ziggy@asdusa.com

847-6909345

Wholesale Natural Stone
& Quartz

No

FH Paschein, SN
Nielsen & Associates
LLC.

3320 Tollview
Drive

R.M.

James Blair
aellsworth@fhpaschein.
com

773-4443474

General Contractor

No
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Neptune Management
Corp.

2380 Hicks Road

R.M.

Leona Hertzendorf
Leona.hertzendorf@scius.com

954-5569424

Retail Office for Funeral
Services

No

3) Staff Traffic Advisory Report – January 2018
Mr. Horne: The monthly meeting of the Traffic review committee was held on Wednesday January 17,
2018.
The following information is provided to the Mayor and City Council to summarize this meeting:
1. Staff is initiating communications with Cook County Highway Department again in regard to the
Euclid Avenue pedestrian crossing at Vermont Street.
2. Parking and truck access issues were discussed along several locations on Berdnick Street.
3. Parking issues along East Frontage Road, south of Central Road appear to have been resolved. It was
pointed out that there are some less than desirable locations to park along street curves; however,
without them, a number of residents would have no nearby access to on street parking.
4. Two issues with parking and pedestrian conflicts at Fire Station 15 were reported by Fire
Department staff; these were referred to Public Works Department for corrective actions.
5. 5521 Meadowbrook Court –An on-street overnight truck parking problem was reported; Police
Department is to investigate.
6. Old Plum Grove Road at Brockway Street – Pedestrian/ school children crossing access to and from
Plum Grove Jr High School. Police Department staff observation report was discussed; there are
very few students observed to be crossing Old Plum Grove Road at Brockway Street, in fact more
students were observed to be crossing at the entry to the Grove Park parking lot. Police Resource
Officer will be asked to communicate via the school to recommend that students be directed to cross
Old Plum Grove Road at the traffic signal at Meacham Road.
The next meeting of the Traffic Review Committee is scheduled for Wednesday February 7, 2018 at
2:30pm.

MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA:
Mayor Prejna: Are there Matters Not on the Agenda this evening? Mr. Cannon
Alderman Cannon: Thank you Mr. Mayor. I just want to remind you Mr. Mayor that I’m not going to
be here for the next meeting so I don’t know if you want to postpone the 2nd Reading or?
Mayor Prejna: We’ve already had that discussion. If you’re not going to be here we’ll move it back to
the next meeting.
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Mr. Krumstok: Technically it has to show up on the agenda and then it can be tabled by the City Council
at that point in time, but it has to follow the procedure. It has to be on the agenda.
Alderman Cannon: Thank you for your consideration.
Mayor Prejna: Anybody else? Alderman Budmats
Alderman Budmats: Several times tonight I’ve heard about how we have old information about a
vehicle traffic study on Kirchoff and how many cars are actually going back and forth. It seems to be in
everybody’s best interest to have an accurate idea of what the new totals are. We have a bunch of
people living in new townhomes so we really don’t know what our traffic is there it seems like. It would
be in everybody’s benefit, including ours, to if we’re pushing somebody saying hey we want to put a
restaurant here we can at least give them possibly a higher number than 12,500, so I don’t know if this is
the best time of year to do that or how long it takes to do that, or how much money it costs, but if those
are all reasonable things, and if it’s something that we can easily accomplish, I’d like to make a motion
that we do so.
Mr. Krumstok: We’ll get additional information on that.
Mayor Prejna: Can that be a staff report?
Mr. Krumstok: Yeah, we can get a staff report or we can talk to our engineers and get you numbers.
Mayor Prejna: How long, can we get this done by the next time, the 2nd Reading?
Mr. Krumstok: I’m going to first have to talk to Burke Engineering tomorrow and see what their timing
is, so I don’t want to commit to something, but we will get you something quick.
Mayor Prejna: Okay, if you could after you speak with Burke send out a memo to all members of the
council and let them know the status.
Mr. Krumstok: That’s the idea.
Mayor Prejna: Okay, thank you. Any other Matters Not on the Agenda?

CLOSED SESSION:
1) Personnel – 5 ILCS 120/2 (c) (1) of the Illinois Open Meetings Act
Mayor Prejna: There is a motion to go into Closed Session for the above. It does require a formal
motion and vote. Is there such a motion? Alderman D’Astice made the motion and it has been
seconded. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, the question is shall the Council go into Closed
Session? The Clerk will please call the roll.
AYES: Cannon, Budmats, Majikes, Gallo, Banger, D’Astice, Veenbaas
NAYS: 0
ABSENT: 0
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Mayor Prejna: With 7 in favor and none opposed the council will now enter into Closed Session. The
audience and press are advised that we do not anticipate taking any action upon returning to open
session.

ENTERED CLOSED SESSION AT: 9:11pm
RETURNED TO OPEN SESSION AT: 9:42

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business, by unanimous consent the meeting adjourned.
City Council meeting of January 23, 2018 adjourned at 9:42 p.m.

Respectfully submitted by: Ginny Cotugno, Deputy City Clerk
January 23, 2018 Council Minutes Approved by Council on February 13, 2018.
___________________________________________
Ginny Cotugno, Deputy City Clerk

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – February 13, 2018
Consent Agenda: Pending (2nd Reading)
A) An Ordinance to Approve a 3-Lot Subdivision, Rezoning of the Southern 9.5
Acres from C-2 General Commercial Services to R-4 Intermediate Residential,
Amendment to the Comprehensive Plan and Preliminary Planned Development for
2819-2915 Kirchoff Road
Attachments:
• Proposed Ordinance (including a three-lot subdivision, rezoning, and preliminary
planned development)
• Planning and Zoning Commission Summary and Staff Packet dated December 14,
2017
• Planning and Zoning Commission Special Meeting Minutes –December 20, 2017
• Staff Comment Memo dated January 10, 2018
• Ryan Homes response submittal dated January 17, 2018
Background: In 2004, Dominick’s, who was the anchor of the shopping center at this
address, closed and vacated the property, but continued to pay on the lease. In 2006, a
petition to rezone the property and create a mixed-use parcel, including townhomes and
commercial was brought forward and approved. The project never went forward, and the
approval expired. The lease held by Dominick’s expired in 2009, and the property was
purchased by its current owners, Clark Street Development, in 2011. The final tenants
vacated the property in 2013. In 2013, a petition was brought forward to rezone the
property as commercial, and bring in an Uncle Joe’s grocery store, along with other
prospective commercial tenants. Uncle Joe’s declared bankruptcy and this project fell
through also. In 2016, a petitioner came forward to apply for a rezoning, text amendment,
and Special Use permit for a senior assisted living and memory care facility. The petition
failed on second reading before the City Council. In 2017, Clark Street applied for and
obtained a permit to demolish the existing building.
The petitioner, Ryan Homes, appeared before the Committee of the Whole on September
19, 2017 with preliminary site plans to gain the Council’s opinion on the proposed
development. City Council provided them with a positive recommendation to move
forward at that time.
The current petition was presented to the City’s Planning and Zoning Commission on
December 20, 2017 as a three-lot subdivision – two 0.73 acre lots to remain zoned
commercial and facing Kirchoff Road, and a third lot of approximately 9.5 acres to be
rezoned to R-4 and developed as a townhome and rowhome Planned Development.
Staff met with the petitioner several times since the original submittal to discuss flow and
density. The petitioner responded to most of the staff comments with the petition being
considered, which resulted in the reduction of the number of homes proposed from 120 to

115, and making changes to the engineering and site design to increase safety and
feasibility.
The residential development as proposed to the Planning and Zoning Commission
included 115 mixed town and rowhomes, and stormwater detention in the northwest
portion of the development. This equates to approximately 12 units per acre on site. The
streets as proposed would be privately owned and maintained by a Homeowner’s
Association, to be established. The development would also include fencing between the
proposed residential development and all commercial per code, and also between the
proposed development and the school to the southeast. This fence would also need to be
maintained by the HOA.
There were some concerns expressed about street layout and parking. There are three
areas in the development that are proposed to have dead-end streets. The petitioner has
provided enough parking to meet code. The City Engineer has continued to express
concerns about off-street parking, which staff believes can be addressed during final
approvals of the planned development and final engineering.
Comments, based on those received at the Planning and Zoning Commission special
meeting from Commissioners and residents, were passed on to the petitioner, and
responded to by Ryan Homes (see staff letter dated January 10, 2018 and response letter
dated January 17, 2018).
At its special meeting held on Tuesday, December 20, 2017, the Planning and Zoning
Commission voted 1-7 with one absent to recommend against the subdivision, 1-7 with
one absent to recommend against the rezoning, and 4-4 with one absent as a neutral
recommendation regarding the preliminary Planned Development.
A single ordinance has been prepared that combines the matters of proposed subdivision
plan, proposed re-zoning, amendment to the Comprehensive Plan, and proposed Planned
Development.
It is emphasized here that the proposed Ordinance is for rezoning of the southern 9.5
acres, and preliminary approval of a three-lot subdivision and planned development. If
the City Council gives approval in its preliminary form, submittal of plans by the
petitioner for final approvals of the subdivision and planned development will require a
public hearing to be held by the Planning and Zoning Commission.
Previous Council Action:
• 2006 – Approval for a rezoning and Planned Development for a mixed-use
development
• April 9, 2013 – Approval of Ordinance 13-13, granting approval for a rezoning
from R-3 to C-2 and Planned Development
• July 26, 2016 – First reading of an ordinance approving a rezoning from C-2 to T1, a Text Amendment to allow assisted living as a special use, a Special Use
Permit for an assisted living facility

•
•

August 9, 2016 – Second reading of an ordinance approving a rezoning from C-2
to T-1, a Text Amendment to allow assisted living as a special use, a Special Use
Permit for an assisted living facility – Was not approved
January 23, 2018 – 1st Reading

Recommendation: Approve ordinance as presented.

Ordinance No. 18-08

AN ORDINANCE GRANTING PRELIMINARY APPROVAL TO THE
MEADOW SQUARE SUBDIVISION, REZONING OF PROPOSED LOT 1,
AMENDMENT TO THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, AND
PRELIMINARY APPROVAL OF THE MEADOW SQUARE PLANNED
DEVELOPMENT (2819-2915 KIRCHOFF ROAD)
WHEREAS, on December 20, 2017, the Planning and Zoning Commission
conducted a public hearing on the Petition of Mr. Andrew Mouw, Ryan Homes
(“Petitioner”) for the purpose of considering a) a three-lot subdivision, b) a rezoning from
C-2 General Services Commercial to R-4 Intermediate Residential and amendment to the
Comprehensive Plan, and c) a Preliminary Planned Development, for the property
commonly known as 2819-2915 Kirchoff Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois mailing
address (“Premises”); and
WHEREAS, the Planning and Zoning Commission conducted a public hearing
on the proposed subdivision, rezoning and planned development after notice of public
hearing as required by law; and
WHEREAS, the Planning and Zoning Commission has submitted its report to the
Mayor and City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows, which report has been
considered by the Mayor and City Council; and
WHEREAS, the City Council having received the minutes, recommendation and
findings of fact of the Planning and Zoning Commission; and
WHEREAS, the amendment to the City’s Comprehensive Plan and City Zoning
Map rezoning a portion of the Premises from C-2 General Services Commercial to R-4
Intermediate Residential will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent

property or unreasonably increase the congestion in public streets or increase the danger
of fire or endanger the public safety or unreasonably diminish or impair established
property within the surrounding area, or in any other respect impair the public health,
safety, comfort, or welfare of the inhabitants of the City.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City of
Rolling Meadows, Illinois:
SECTION ONE: The “Meadow Square Preliminary Plat of Subdivision” dated
December 7, 2017 is hereby given preliminary approval..
SECTION TWO: Lot 1 of the Meadow Square Plat of Subdivision is hereby
rezoned from C-2 General Services Commercial District to R-4 Intermediate Residential
District.
SECTION THREE: The City’s Comprehensive Plan is hereby amended to reflect
the rezoning of Lot 1 of the Meadow Square Subdivision R-4 Intermediate Residential
District.
SECTION FOUR: The Meadow Square Planned Development is hereby given
preliminary approval.
SECTION FIVE: The preliminary approval of the subdivision and planned
development herein granted are subject to the following:
A. Site is to be developed in substantial conformance with the preliminary plat
of subdivision dated 12/7/2017.
B. Final PUD is to be approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission, and
City Council.

SECTION SIX: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its
date of passage and approval as required by law.

SECTION SEVEN: This Ordinance shall be printed and published in pamphlet
form by order of the City Council of Rolling Meadow, Illinois.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and Approved this 13th day of February 2018.

___________________________________
Len Prejna, Mayor
ATTEST:

__________________________________
Ginny Cotugno, Deputy City Clerk
Published this 14th day of February 2018.
__________________________________
Ginny Cotugno, Deputy City Clerk
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City of Rolling Meadows
Planning and Zoning Commission
Special Meeting
City Council Chambers
7:30 PM
December 20, 2017
UNAPPROVED
Motion to Open the Meeting
Chairman Bisesi asked for a motion to open the December 20 Planning and Zoning Commission
special meeting. Mr. O’Brien moved to open the meeting and Mr. Rataiczyk seconded. Motion
carried. Roll call:
Presiding: Chairman Bisesi
Present: Fink, Lynch, O’Brien, Patterson, Rataiczyk, Rybarczyk, Whitney
Absent: Stefaniuk
Also Present: Fred Vogt, Public Works Director, Jim Macholl, City Attorney, and Elizabeth Payne,
Secretary
Call to Order
Chairman Bisesi called the meeting to order at 7:30 pm and declared a quorum.
Upcoming Public Hearings: NONE
Pending Business: NONE
New Business/Public Hearings
1. Preliminary approval of a three-lot subdivision for property located at 2819-2915 Kirchoff
Road, C-2 Commercial, Andrew Mouw, Ryan Homes, Inc., Petitioner
2. Amendment to the City of Rolling Meadows Comprehensive Plan and rezoning request from
C-2 Commercial to R-4 General Residential for the southern (approximately 9 acres of the)
property located at 2819-2915 Kirchoff Road, Andrew Mouw, Ryan Homes, Inc., Petitioner
3. Preliminary approval of a Planned Development for property located at 2819-2915 Kirchoff
Road, C-2 Commercial, Andrew Mouw, Ryan Homes, Inc., Petitioner
Chairman Bisesi asked if the file was in order.
Mr. Vogt stated that the file was in order and was made part of the record.
Andrew Mouw, 850 E Diehl Rd #120, Naperville, IL and Scott Shelton, 850 E Diehl Rd, Naperville, IL
were sworn in by Chairman Bisesi.
Mr. Mouw stated that he was a representative of Ryan Homes, whose parent company was NV
Homes. They were the fourth largest home builder in the country. The company includes banking and

Minutes of the Planning and Zoning Commission
Special Meeting
December 20, 2017

settlement services to ensure a smooth customer experience. Their company had built over 15,000
homes in 2016. They construct approximately 200 homes per year in the Chicago area. They have
local experience with the backing of a national company.
Mr. Mouw noted that Rolling Meadows was an attractive community to build in. They were under
contract to purchase and redevelop the former Dominick’s site on Kirchoff Road. It was an 11 acre
property, but did not include the Taco Bell to the northwest or the strip center to the northeast. The
subject property had been vacant since 2004. Around that time, the southern two-thirds of the
property was rezoned to R-3 and received an approval for a PUD development is mixed use. The
project never went forward, and the PUD expired. Clark Street, the current owners, purchased the
property in 2011, and have been marketing it to commercial users since 2012. When no such users
were forthcoming, they opened their marketing to other types of uses in 2015. The interested parties
were generally residential and senior living facilities. One such petition failed, and the property was
marketed again in 2017 with no change in results.
Mr. Mouw stated that Ryan Homes had met with staff and the aldermen, including appearing at a
Committee of the Whole meeting in September. Since that appearance, and meetings with staff, the
plan had been refined to its current iteration. They were asking for a subdivision into three lots,
rezoning the southern portion from C-2 Commercial to R-4 Intermediate Residential, and the
approval of a Planned Development. The plan included approximately 1.5 acres of commercial space
along Kirchoff Road, to be accessed from Kirchoff and the private road to be installed. The
commercial space would be divided into two lots, suitable for a sit-down restaurant. The plan also
included 115 single-family townhomes, intended to be owner-occupied. He noted that staff’s
concerns about alleys and driveways had been addressed. All units now had 20 foot driveways, and
the alley had been modified into a regular road. The units were mixed between front-loaded and
rear-loaded.
Mr. Mouw stated that when the previous commercial building had been built in the 1960’s,
stormwater detention had not been required, and had not been provided. As part of this plan, a
detention basin was proposed to be located between the residential and commercial lots as buffer.
The development would be serviced by a private road, to be maintained by a Homeowner’s
Association to be established. The road would be somewhat narrow; it was unlikely two cars would
be passing each other on it. In addition, the narrower road would help slow down traffic in the
development. A sidewalk was proposed on one side of the street, leading into a path around the
detention basin.
Mr. Mouw noted that there was 60 feet proposed between units, front-to-back, to include the street.
Where there was no street between units, the distance was proposed to be 40 feet. There would be
20 feet between units that were side-to-side.
Mr. Mouw stated that unit pricing would be in the mid-$300,000’s. It was meant for people who
wanted a low-maintenance lifestyle, with easy access to transportation and amenities. The targeted
owners would be established people.
Mr. Mouw stated that each unit would have between 1,600 and 1,900 square feet, three bedrooms,
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and a two car garage. The buildings would be made of mixed materials. The rear-loaded units would
have decks over the garage, and the front-loaded ones would include decks on the rear of the
building. The buildings would all have brick of a similar color for consistency. The siding would be
different for each building, to blend with the neighborhood but avoid monotony. They would be 3639 feet high each. Pending approvals, work would begin in summer of 2018 with sales to start in early
2019.
QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS FROM THE BOARD:
Chairman Bisesi opened the meeting to commissioners’ questions and comments.
Mr. Rybarczyk asked if all the units would have decks, and how far they would encroach in the space
between buildings. Mr. Mouw replied that all the units would have decks which would encroach five
to six feet. Mr. Rybarczyk asked if the space between buildings would then be smaller than the stated
20-40 feet. Mr. Mouw replied that would be the case.
Mr. Rybarczyk asked about the existing entrance to the shopping center to the northeast. Mr. Mouw
replied that there had been some preliminary conversations held with the owner of the center
regarding closing the existing entrance on Kirchoff Road and creating a new one on the proposed
private drive, but nothing had been firmly decided.
Mr. Rybarczyk asked how large of a restaurant could be accommodated on the commercial lots in
front, including parking and landscaping. Mr. Mouw replied that the trees along Kirchoff Road were
existing, and the proposed along the proposed private road would need to be adjusted. Mr.
Rybarczyk asked if the possible restaurants would be approximately the size of the Taco Bell. Mr.
Mouw replied they would likely sit along an east-west axis and be wider rather than deeper. Mr.
Rybarczyk asked if there were any prospects for those lots up front. Mr. Mouw replied that there
were not, though there had been some preliminary marketing by Clark Street, who would retain
ownership of the commercial lots.
Mr. Rataiczyk asked, since Ryan Homes was not taking the commercial properties, to confirm there
was no current development. Mr. Mouw confirmed that to be the case. He stated that Clark Street
would begin marketing the properties once they received approval for the subdivision.
Mr. Rataiczyk noted that the rezoning request to R-4 was requesting a number of variances from the
district zoning code. Mr. Mouw stated that the property was being developed as a PUD to
incorporate those requests. Mr. Rataiczyk asked why no further effort was made to conform more
fully to the regulations of the district. Mr. Mouw replied that the plan had been in place and modified
through meetings with staff and aldermen to fit the economics and needs of the community. Mr.
Rataiczyk asked if Ryan Homes saw the lack of conformity to the district regulations as a problem. Mr.
Mouw replied that they did not. Mr. Rataiczyk asked why conformity to the code was not more
prominent in the design. Mr. Mouw replied that they had started with Lexington Crossing as an
example, and modified from that through discussions with staff and aldermen.
Mr. Patterson asked if consideration had been given to fire sprinkler and alarm systems. Mr. Mouw
replied that each unit would have a separate sprinkler system per code. Mr. Patterson stated that
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consideration would need to be given for all the requirements of a sprinkler system.
Mr. Patterson asked how garbage would be handled. Mr. Mouw replied that the Homeowner’s
Association would be responsible for trash collection, but each unit would have individual cans.
Mr. Patterson asked if potential owners would be able to park four cars per unit. Mr. Mouw replied
that would be the case. He noted Ryan Homes had met the code requirement for parking.
Mr. Patterson noted that there were only two exits from the development. He asked if any
consideration had been given to widening the roads, especially Meadow Drive. Mr. Mouw replied
that a traffic study had been performed, and reviewed by City Engineer Christopher Burke. No
decrease in the level of service was expected.
Mr. Whitney noted that a fence along Meadow Drive was shown, and asked if it was to be included.
Mr. Mouw replied that it would not.
Mr. Whitney asked if the units along Meadow Drive would be rear-loaded. Mr. Mouw replied that
they would.
Mr. Whitney noted that Lexington Crossing had a density of 14.5 units per acre, which was too dense.
This development was noted to be 12.5 units per acre, but looking at it without the detention
brought that number up to the same as Lexington’s. He noted that he would like to see a lower
density proposed. Mr. Mouw noted that the detention had to be taken as part of the development
and could not be looked at separately.
Mr. Whitney asked if there would be grass in the detention basin. Mr. Mouw replied that Cook
County regulations do not allow grass only or a wet bottom basin. They were proposing a basin with
naturalized, native plantings, designed to withstand being submerged and exposed.
Mr. Whitney asked why the units were back-to-back in the center of the development, and back-tofront by Kirchoff Road. Mr. Mouw replied that was just how it had laid out. Mr. Whitney asked if
those units could be turned around. Mr. Mouw replied that they could.
Mr. Whitney noted that the petitioner had stated that parking requirements had been met. He stated
that there could be a problem in the north part of the development, where there was no guest
parking provided. Mr. Mouw replied they were looking at ways to provide parking in that area.
Mr. Whitney noted he believed the proposed commercial lots were too small for sit-down
restaurants. He asked if the detention basin could be shrunk to accommodate an increase. Mr. Mouw
replied that it could not – it was the required size for the development.
Mr. O’Brien stated that snow removal would likely be performed by the association. He asked where
snow would be removed to. Mr. Mouw replied that guest parking spots would likely not be as usable
in winter. In addition, some open spaces had been provided at the end of the dead-end streets, and
snow would likely be plowed to those areas.
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Mr. O’Brien asked what the precedent was for Ryan Homes’ turnover of management of the
development to a Homeowner’s Association. Mr. Mouw replied that state law dictates a maximum
allowed timeframe of three years from the date of the first closing, so they do not exceed that. Ryan
Homes will take care of all management items until the turnover is complete.
Mr. O’Brien asked about off-premise guest parking, and if that meant off the site of the
development. Mr. Mouw replied that it meant parking that was not in the owners’ driveways.
Mr. O’Brien asked if there would be a tree line between the commercial and residential lots. Mr.
Mouw replied that there would, as well as a fence installed once the commercial lots were
developed.
Mr. O’Brien asked if the northbound exit from the development onto Kirchoff Road was lined up with
that of the church. Mr. Mouw replied that they were using an existing driveway, though the location
may change in discussions with the neighboring center. Engineers would be consulted as the project
moved forward. Mr. O’Brien asked if that was also the case with the exit on Meadow Drive. Mr.
Mouw replied that they would create a new exit onto Meadow.
Mr. O’Brien asked how Ryan Homes thought about the potential for a right-out only turn restriction
onto Kirchoff Road. Mr. Mouw replied that there had been a concern about left turns from Kirchoff
Road into the community. Studies indicated a separate lane was not required. They did not want to
restrict turning at that location due to the commercial properties. Mr. Vogt added that the bowling
alley, which later became Lexington Crossing, had the right-in right-out restriction because of the
proximity to Library Lane. There was no such proximity concern here, and so no recommendations for
turning prohibitions.
Mr. O’Brien asked if Clark Street was to maintain the commercial properties, or if Ryan Homes would
obtain them. Mr. Mouw replied that Ryan Homes was a residential developer only. Clark Street had
provided the size for the commercial lots, which were supposed to be suitable for the uses they
envision coming forward. Mr. O’Brien asked if there was any way to make the commercial lots larger
by reducing the number of residential units. Mr. Mouw replied that the lots provided were from the
commercial developer as typical commercial lots. He added that detention for the commercial sites
was being provided for in the basin on the residential lot.
Mr. Lynch noted that the proposed alleyway seemed tight for fire trucks. The petitioner had provided
detail on such vehicular movement throughout the development, but not for that alley. He asked why
not. Mr. Mouw noted that they had initially considered making that only a driveway to service those
properties, but ultimately decided to bring it though.
Dwayne Gillian, 7325 Janes Avenue #100, Woodridge, IL was sworn in by Chairman Bisesi.
Mr. Gillian stated that his company, V3 Companies, was the engineer for the project. They had been
asked to ensure emergency vehicles would be able to go through the community. They could increase
the turning radius there to allow the emergency vehicles, but the road as existing did meet the fire
code. Mr. Lynch noted that trucks keep getting bigger, and wanted to make sure those residents were
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not at risk.
Mr. Lynch echoed Mr. Whitney’s concerns about lack of parking in the northwest corner of the
development. He stated that many owners would likely use their garages for storage. He encouraged
the petitioner to find a way to provide guest parking.
Mr. Lynch asked Mr. O’Brien to clarify his point about the dead ends being removed. Mr. O’Brien
noted that in the initial submittal, there had been four dead end roads. In the current submittals,
those were gone, presumably due to staff concerns. Mr. Vogt agreed that the dead ends had been
one of staff’s concerns. Mr. Mouw added that there were still two 50-foot drive accesses, but the
longer ones had been eliminated. Mr. Lynch noted the marked-up plan included in the packets and
asked what it was. Mr. Vogt replied that it was a staff response to the original submittal, and was
provided for informational purposes on the process.
Mr. Lynch asked how the mix of the units was decided, and which units were located where. Mr.
Mouw noted that the sheet showing the mix had not been provided with the submittal. He noted
that the units were not to all look exactly alike, but there would be continuity. The appearances
would blend together in complementary colors.
Mr. Lynch asked if the rear-loaded Composer Series would have staggered roof lines. Mr. Mouw
replied that they would. Mr. Lynch asked if previous projects with such staggering had had problems
with flashing and leaks. Mr. Mouw replied that it had been a big concern, but had been corrected.
The construction company would apply everything appropriately to prevent leaks. Mr. Lynch asked if
there would be warranties extended to the owners or the association. Mr. Mouw replied that there
was a 10 year structural warranty for the homeowners.
Mr. Lynch asked if, when the buildings went up for sale in 2019, they would be built as sold, or prebuilt. Mr. Mouw replied that they would build as soon as at least three of the units in a building were
sold.
Mr. Lynch noted that the target demographics for the development was young, professional couples.
He asked if there would be investors targeted. Mr. Mouw replied that was not likely at this price
point.
Mr. Lynch asked about unit separation. Mr. Mouw replied they would be separated by a shaft wall,
which could be as efficient as masonry, depending on the insulation provided.
Mr. Lynch asked what state law they anticipated creating the Homeowner’s Association under. Mr.
Mouw replied it would likely be the Community Interest law.
Mr. Lynch asked if the roads were to be owned by the association. Mr. Mouw replied that they
would. Mr. Lynch asked what standard the roads would be constructed to. Mr. Mouw replied that
they would meet City codes and standards. Mr. Vogt added that there were different standards for
different kinds of streets. This one would be built to the specifications of a minor public street. Mr.
Lynch asked if it would be able to withstand larger trucks, such as garbage and delivery. Mr. Vogt
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replied that the standards had been upgraded 10 years prior with the help of the City engineer. Mr.
Mouw added that Rolling Meadows standards were higher than other communities.
Mr. Lynch asked if the declaration of association and bylaws would address rentals. Mr. Mouw
replied that the intent was to sell these units as owner-occupied, but they are not yet sure if the
bylaws will address rental units.
Mr. Fink echoed concerns about density and lack of adherence to the zoning codes for the R-4
district.
Mr. Fink asked where the different types of units would be located. It was indicated that the rearloaded units would be to the north and west, and the front-loaded units would be to the south and
east. Mr. Fink asked what the height difference would be. Mr. Mouw replied that the rear-loaded
units were slightly shorter.
Mr. Fink asked if the petitioner would be amenable to staff request of upsizing the watermain to be
installed along Meadow Drive from 8 inches to 12 inches. Mr. Gillian replied that they would.
Mr. Fink asked about the calculations used to the size of the detention basin. Mr. Gillian replied that
they were adhering to current Metropolitan Water Reclamation District ordinances for a 100 year
flood, which would fill the basin. Mr. Fink if stormwater on the property would flow towards the
basin. Mr. Gillian replied that would be the case. Mr. Fink asked if there would be a restrictor from
the basin to the City system. Mr. Gillian replied that would be the case. Mr. Fink asked if the basin
and restrictor would be the responsibility of the association. Mr. Gillian replied that would be the
case, per MWRD guidelines.
Mr. Fink asked what the impact on the schools would be. Mr. Mouw noted that there should be few
children in this type of development. If a family has multiple children, they will typically move to a
single family home. When moves happen, due to separation, etc., people tend to want to stay within
the same school district, so there should not be too much of an impact.
Chairman Bisesi noted his concern with the density of the project.
Mr. Rataiczyk asked if the size of commercial had been decided on when negotiating the contingent
purchase. Mr. Mouw replied that Clark Street had stated what was needed for viable commercial
uses.
Mr. Fink added that he would like to see construction traffic limited to Kirchoff Road.
Mr. Vogt noted that staff had reviewed the proposal as submitted and guided the petitioner to an R-4
designation as being the best district to house what they wanted to do.
Mr. Rybarczyk noted that earlier in the discussion, lowering the density had come up. Mr. O’Brien
added that the residents wanted to see restaurants in that area, and the parcels provided seemed
too small to accommodate. Mr. Rybarczyk asked if the petitioner would consider lowering the density
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to provide more commercial space. Mr. Mouw noted that the plan they submitted was the plan they
had, and any changes to the commercial parcels would need to be discussed with Clark Street.
Fritz Duda, 564 Maple Street, Winnetka, Illinois was sworn in by Chairman Bisesi.
Mr. Duda stated that he was representing Clark Street Development. Clark Street had decided which
portions of the lot they wanted to sell and which to keep. The sizes of the commercial lots had been
adjusted through meetings with staff before reaching where they were. The commercial parcel were
meant to face Kirchoff Road, with no commercial along Meadow Drive. One acre is a good size for any
use that also needed to accommodate detention. Mr. Rataiczyk asked for confirmation that detention
for a one acre commercial lot would be roughly a quarter acre. Mr. Duda confirmed that to be the
case. Mr. Rataiczyk asked what size building could be expected on a lot of that size. Mr. Duda replied
it would likely be between a 4,000 and 6,000 square foot building, with required parking included in
that estimate. Mr. Rataiczyk asked if the parcels would be sold or for lease, build to suit. Mr. Duda
replied they would go either way. Mr. O’Brien asked what kind of user that would allow. Mr. Duda
replied that a Chili’s restaurant is approximately 5,000 square feet, and a Subway is approximately
2,000 square feet, for comparison.
Mr. O’Brien asked about access from the commercial space to the private drive, based on the
submitted landscape plan. Mr. Mouw replied that the landscape plan and tree plantings would need
to be adjusted for the proposed commercial entrance. Mr. O’Brien asked if the entrance to the
commercial lots onto Kirchoff Road would be shared with Taco Bell. Mr. Duda replied that they would
not. Mr. Gillian added that that entrance would likely be right-in, right-out only.
Mr. Duda stated that they would adjust the commercial lot lines accordingly, based on the users that
they were able to bring in. Mr. O’Brien asked if the residential building beginning would help bring
tenants in. Mr. Duda replied that would likely be the case.
Mr. Vogt stated that staff had requested the petitioner work with the owner of the shopping center
to the northeast to eliminate or move their existing western exit onto Kirchoff Road due to proximity
to the proposed private drive. He noted that the location of the driveways would need to be planned
so as not to interfere with each other, so flexibility in that would be needed.
QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS FROM THE AUDIENCE:
Chairman Bisesi opened the meeting for comments from the public.
Craig Carlson, 3001 Kirchoff Road, Rolling Meadows, IL was sworn in by Chairman Bisesi. He stated
that he was the owner of Comet’s on the corner of Kirchoff Road and Meadow Drive, and that his
business was doing well. He requested that the Commission provide a negative recommendation to
this request. He noted that Ryan Homes is a good company that does an excellent job. He asserted
that the subject property should remain commercial. Redevelopment of properties this size takes
time and patience. He noted that redevelopment in other municipalities in the area was going well.
He suggested that the subject property be redeveloped as a town center, including retail and
residential, as the Village of Wheeling had done when they bought a large parcel and created their
downtown area. He noted that a property in Buffalo Grove had been redeveloped into a Woodman’s
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after 25 years. He stated that if townhomes were allowed on this parcel, that would be the end of
redevelopment.
Lynn Vicar, 3301 Pheasant Drive, Rolling Meadows, IL was sworn in by Chairman Bisesi. She noted
two online petitions. One championed no more townhomes, and had 181 signatures since its
inception in October. The other was in favor of townhomes being placed there, and had eight
signatures in three months. She quoted a Daily Herald article, a job posting, and a job description
regarding the new Business Advocate. She stated she was encouraged by the hiring, and asked the
Commission to give that person time to do what they were hired to do. She asked that the zoning be
kept commercial.
Annette Szafran, 2309 Central Road, Rolling Meadows, IL was sworn in by Chairman Bisesi. She
noted that the Commissioners had brought up some interesting questions regarding the submittals.
She stated that she was disappointed in the sizes of the proposed commercial lots, and believed that
Clark Street was wrong about them. She believed that such lots would be a tight fit for the sit-down
restaurants that were being discussed. Deliveries would come in by large trucks which would have a
hard time getting into the lots. She noted that she was not in favor of townhomes at this location.
The proposal was too dense for the property when it was first proposed before the Committee of the
Whole. While the density had been reduced, there were still concerns about fire trucks, school buses,
and other larger vehicles that would need to maneuver. She asked where children were supposed to
play in the development, which had no playgrounds. She expressed concerns about parking in the
area. She believed that there was not enough parking space provided for the average family, and
guest parking was not the answer. She also added that handicapped parking should be considered.
She believed the development would have a big impact on schools, especially as recent
developments in Schaumburg would feed into Rolling Meadows Schools. She noted that people were
downsizing their homes, and no ranch homes were provided for such choices, or for people with
disabilities. She noted that the Ryan Homes project in Des Plaines may be right for that location, but
is not necessarily right for Rolling Meadows. She asked what the development was giving back to
Rolling Meadows, such as a community center or pool. She asked who would be maintaining the
watermain. Mr. Vogt replied that the City typically maintained watermains and sanitary sewers, and
storm sewers were maintained privately, which would be the case with this petition. She asked about
the definitions of the different districts being proposed. Mr. Vogt recommended that she reach out to
Community Development, or visit the City website. She stated that town centers, such as the one
referenced by Mr. Carlson, were being built in other towns. She maintained that the position of
“something there is better than nothing” is not the answer to the question of this property. She
advocated that the City wait for the right fit, and believed that marketing the property had not been
done well enough. She noted that the development was not near a train station, so traffic would be
increased. She asked again for a negative recommendation.
Jacki Burdi, 4403 Magnolia Drive, Rolling Meadows, IL was sworn in by Chairman Bisesi. She
recommended against the petition. She noted that she had lived in the City for 25 years. There was
no downtown anymore, and nowhere for kids to go and nothing for them to do in the City. She noted
that young people would not have the requisite down payment for such a development. She also
noted that additional townhomes would give no relief to the property tax burden on Rolling
Meadows residents.
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Dale Engleking, 3206 Plum Grove Drive, Rolling Meadows, IL was sworn in by Chairman Bisesi. He
stated that he recommended against the petition. He noted that there are already townhomes and
condominiums in the area, which all used to be retail buildings. He noted that the proposed
commercial lots were approximately the size of a Rolling Meadows single family lot, which was not
much. He noted that commercial taxes were generally higher than residential ones, and that along
with sales tax generated by a commercial use would provide the City with money they needed going
forward. He noted that two half-acre lots was not enough commercial. He recommended that 3-4
acres to the south part of the property be developed as residential, and the remainder divided up
into commercial lots. He reiterated that once the property was developed as residential, it would not
be commercial again. He noted that he was a 62 year resident, and could remember when there were
places for kids in the City. He added that things that were worthwhile took time.
Milan Norum, 3125 Town Square Drive #205, Rolling Meadows, IL was sworn in by Chairman Bisesi.
He stated that he had worked for the post office for 30 years. He had moved from Cardinal Drive to
Kimball Square, and was now moving out of state. He did not like what was happening at this
property – it was 14 years of nothing. He would like to come back into the City someday and see
development.
Mark Mehlhop, 3003 Hawk Lane, Rolling Meadows, IL was sworn in by Chairman Bisesi. He stated
that he recommended against this petition. He noted that there had been recent development in
Rosemont that created a big draw to their town. He stated that if you build it, they will come. He
noted that new businesses in the Jewel shopping center were drawing people into it, and making it
busier than ever. He noted that the City needs to have a draw for younger generations. He believed
that crime rates in the area were going up because there was nothing for kids to do.
Ted Hansel, 3307 Oriole Lane, Rolling Meadows, IL was sworn in by Chairman Bisesi. He stated that
he also recommended against this proposal. He stated that new residents of this development would
not provide anything to the City. He noted that a town center is good for other towns. He suggested
that an athletic center would draw people in from other landlocked communities. Children have
recently begun to be involved in sports more and more. There was nothing in the City to provide for
such activities. In addition, hospitals would support such a project and include physical therapy. He
believed that such a development would cause other commercial uses, such as restaurants, to be
built in the area. He noted that the center would also be able to host other types of events, and
would be a big draw for people and businesses.
Mr. Engleking noted that he believed this proposal was too dense. He asked, if these townhomes
were built, where the residents would go to spend their money. He noted it would likely be other
municipalities, such as Schaumburg and Palatine. He noted that if something was built, it would
attract people to it.
With there being no further public comment, the public hearing was closed.
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS FROM THE BOARD:
Chairman Bisesi opened the meeting to additional questions and comments from the commissioners.
Mr. O’Brien moved to recommend a preliminary approval of a three lot subdivision, located at
2819-2915 Kirchoff Road, Andrew Mouw, Ryan Homes, petitioner.
Motion was seconded by Mr. Lynch.
Roll call:
Mr. Rybarczyk: No – Would rather see more commercial – as presented, the petition creates a
hardship for the City.
Mr. Rataiczyk: No – The commercial lots are too small, and restrict what could be put there.
Mr. Patterson: No – Commercial lots are too small to be practical.
Mr. Whitney: No – Commercial lots are too small to be beneficial.
Mr. O’Brien: No – Concerned about density and size of commercial lots.
Mr. Lynch: Yes
Mr. Fink: No – Lack of commercial is a detriment, though the project as a whole is supported.
Chairman Bisesi: No – Likes the concept, but needs more commercial.
Yeas – (1) – Lynch
Nays – (7) – Bisesi, Fink, O’Brien, Patterson, Rataiczyk, Rybarczyk, Whitney
Absent – (1) – Stefaniuk
Abstain – (0) – NONE
MOTION APPROVED
Chairman Bisesi stated that, with the vote 1-7-1, the item would go before the City Council with a
negative recommendation from the Planning and Zoning Commission, tentatively on January 23, 2018
for the first reading of the ordinance.
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Mr. O’Brien moved to approve an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan and rezoning of the
southern approximately nine acres of 2819-2915 Kirchoff Road from C-2 General Commercial
Services District to R-4 Intermediate Residential, Andrew Mouw, Ryan Homes, petitioner.
Motion was seconded by Mr. Rybarczyk.
Mr. Patterson moved to add the condition that the rezoning was approved per plan submitted. Mr.
Rataiczyk seconded the motion.
Roll call on the amendment:
Mr. Rataiczyk: Yes
Mr. Patterson: Yes
Mr. Whitney: Yes
Mr. O’Brien: Yes
Mr. Lynch: Yes
Mr. Fink: Yes
Mr. Rybarczyk: Yes
Chairman Bisesi: Yes
Yeas – (8) –Bisesi, Fink, Lynch, O’Brien, Patterson, Rataiczyk, Rybarczyk, Whitney
Nays – (0) – NONE
Absent – (1) – Stefaniuk
Abstain – (0) – NONE
MOTION TO AMEND APPROVED
Roll call for the motion as amended:
Mr. Patterson: No – No problem with rezoning, just the size of the parcel rezoned.
Mr. Whitney: No – Does not like the sizes of the parcels.
Mr. O’Brien: No – There is not enough commercial.
Mr. Lynch: Yes
Mr. Fink: No – Concerned about sizes of the lots.
Mr. Rybarczyk: No – Concerned about the sizes of the lots.
Mr. Rataiczyk: No – Concerned about sizes of the lots and lack of community support.
Chairman Bisesi: No – Would approve if there was more commercial.
Yeas – (1) – Lynch
Nays – (7) – Bisesi, Fink, O’Brien, Patterson, Rataiczyk, Rybarczyk, Whitney
Absent – (1) – Stefaniuk
Abstain – (0) – NONE
MOTION APPROVED
Chairman Bisesi stated that, with the vote 1-7-1, the item would go before the City Council with a
negative recommendation from the Planning and Zoning Commission, tentatively on January 23, 2018
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for the first reading of the ordinance.
Mr. O’Brien moved to approve a preliminary Planned Development for the redevelopment of
property located at 2819-2915 Kirchoff Road, R-4 Intermediate Residential District, Andrew Mouw,
Ryan Homes, petitioner.
With the following conditions:
1. Site is to be developed in substantial conformance with the preliminary plat of survey dated
12/7/2017.
2. Final PUD is to be approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission, and City Council.
3. Final Plat of Survey is to be created, approved, and recorded within two years of the date of
the ordinance by the City Council.
4. Additional conditions, to be determined by the Planning and Zoning Commission and staff,
including input from public comment, are to be developed.
Motion was seconded by Mr. Whitney.
Mr. Lynch moved to add a condition that the final plan reflect concerns regarding access for
emergency and utility vehicles, and additional guest parking in the northwest corner. Mr. Rataiczyk
seconded.
Roll call on the amendment:
Mr. O’Brien: Yes
Mr. Lynch: Yes
Mr. Fink: Yes
Mr. Rybarczyk: Yes
Mr. Rataiczyk: Yes
Mr. Patterson: Yes
Mr. Whitney: Yes
Chairman Bisesi: Yes
Yeas – (8) –Bisesi, Fink, Lynch, O’Brien, Patterson, Rataiczyk, Rybarczyk, Whitney
Nays – (0) – NONE
Absent – (1) – Stefaniuk
Abstain – (0) – NONE
MOTION TO AMEND APPROVED
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Minutes of the Planning and Zoning Commission
Special Meeting
December 20, 2017

Roll call for the motion as amended:
Mr. Lynch: Yes
Mr. Fink: Yes –Likes the project, just not the sizes.
Mr. Rybarczyk: No – Concerned about the sizes of the parcels as proposed.
Mr. Rataiczyk: No – The project was designed for profitability, not good planning.
Mr. Patterson: No – Against as approval is tied to the plat dated 12/7/17.
Mr. Whitney: No – It will be mixed use, but this it too dense and the commercial lots are too
small
Mr. O’Brien: Yes – As long as a consensus is reached over the commercial lots by final
approval.
Chairman Bisesi: Yes – Final plan will need to come back, but will vote no if there are no
changes to the final.
Yeas – (4) –Bisesi, Fink, Lynch, O’Brien
Nays – (4) – Patterson, Rataiczyk, Rybarczyk, Whitney
Absent – (1) – Stefaniuk
Abstain – (0) – NONE
Chairman Bisesi stated that, with the vote 4-4-1, the item would go before the City Council with a
neutral recommendation from the Planning and Zoning Commission, tentatively on January 23, 2018
for the first reading of the ordinance.
Mr. Patterson asked if approval was now tied to the plat as submitted. It was stated that the
preliminary approval was tied to that plat, but City Council was able to impose conditions as they saw
fit, and the petitioner would need to come back with a final plat and PUD which could be changed per
recommendations and concerns from residents, staff, Commission, and council.
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Minutes of the Planning and Zoning Commission
Special Meeting
December 20, 2017

Miscellaneous Business: NONE
Matters Not on the Agenda: NONE
Reports: NONE
Adjournment
A motion to adjourn was made by Mr. Lynch and seconded by Mr. O’Brien. Motion carried by
unanimous voice vote. The December 20, 2017 special meeting of the Planning and Zoning
Commission was adjourned at 9:48 pm.
Respectfully Submitted,
Elizabeth Payne
Secretary
Community Development Division
Distribution:
Mayor
City Manager
Planning and Zoning Commissioners
Community Development Division
Clerk’s Office
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InterOffice Memorandum
Date:

January 10, 2018

To:

Andrew Mouw, Ryan Homes

From:

Fred Vogt, Public Works Director

Subject:

2819-2915 Kirchoff Road, Meadow Square

CC:
As you know, the Planning and Zoning Commission met and held a public hearing regarding your petition. Attached is a
copy of the unapproved draft minutes for your review. In addition, staff has gone through the minutes and found the
following areas of Commissioner and resident concerns, as brought up at the December 20, 2017 Special Meeting for
which a response from Ryan Homes is being requested:
1. A number of Commissioners and residents expressed concern about the density of the proposed residential
lot. To the best of your ability, please provide a threshold at which the project would no longer be
economically feasible for your company.
2. Guest parking provided was another concern, especially in the northwest corner of the development. Could
additional spaces be provided in that area? Other locations of concern are the northeast corner of the
development, and at the location of the third 50 foot dead-end street section.
3. The dead-ends in the northern portion of the site were also raised as a concern. Is there a way to eliminate
these dead-end streets or reduce their impact, especially to emergency vehicles?
4. The size of the proposed commercial lots came up repeatedly. Can the sizes be changed, or documentation
provided regarding why these sizes were reached? Can a proposed site plan or schematic drawing be
provided indicating how and where a building might sit on these lots?
5. Is it possible to address the concern of snowplowing more directly?
6. Can information be provided regarding turning radius for emergency vehicles in the alley/smaller road in the
middle of the development? Can the “alley” be built to a standard street width, with curbs?
7. Is there any further information about the potential impact on the schools? Have any meetings been
scheduled with the school district?
8. Please verify proposed locations of access into the residential and commercial lots.
9. Please verify the locations of the proposed streets, and where they will intersect on Kirchoff Road and
Meadow Drive, with existing driveways on those streets.
We would appreciate your responses and additional information by Wednesday, January 17 in order to provide this to
the City Council in time for inclusion in the January 23 agenda packet where the three matters (subdivision, re-zoning,
PUD) are scheduled for consideration.
cc: B. Krumstok
E. Payne
G. Rozwadowski
M. Corner
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January 17, 2018
Fred Vogt, Public Works Director
City of Rolling Meadows
3600 Kirchoff Road
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
Dear Fred,
Please find below in the numbered paragraphs responses to your questions outlined in your January 10th
memo. Additionally, in reviewing the plan commission comments, staff comments, and the plan, we
were able to make some tweaks to address several of the issues and comments. We believe these
changes address the comments provided by the Plan Commission in the public hearing and do not
reflect a new plan. Exhibit A (labeled Sketch Plan) reflects the modifications that address many of the
concerns. Specifically:




Removed the central and western private driveways. In doing so we have eliminated two units,
taking the unit count down to 113 from our original 120.
Shifted the detention basin into the area from the lost units and increased the depth of the
commercial lots by 13 feet to increase the size of the commercial space to two, 0.80 acre lots.
This plan also further creates a more open feel at the northern end of the site.

In response to your January 10th memo, we offer the following answers:
1. The Meadow Square plan presented at the plan commission included 115 dwelling units, which
is down from the original plan of 120 as a result of staff comments. These reductions have
created a desirable plan with appropriate density. As this is part of the Rolling Meadows
downtown, it is desirable to have residents living nearby that can walk to the stores, services,
and activities. Additionally, more residents increases the viability of the commercial on Lots 2
and 3.
a. As referenced in the previous section, the plan in Exhibit A now reduces the unit count
to 113. (please note lots 65 and 103 in the plan presented to PZ were eliminated)
b. This project has some excessive costs, including demolition of the parking and existing
utilities, environmental cleanup, and providing an oversized watermain along Kirchoff
Road. Further reductions below the 113 makes the project economically unfeasible.
2. The current plan provides for two parking spots in each garage and two spots in each driveway.
Section 122-122(q)(i) and 122-125(m) of the City of Rolling Meadows Code requires two spots
per dwelling unit excluding the garage. Additionally, the plan presented at the plan commission
provided for 25 additional guest spots. Based on the Planning and Zoning Commission feedback,
we have included in Exhibit A a plan that modifies the parking arrangement to provide guest
parking in the northwest portion of the site and increases the total guest spots to 30.

3. In the original site design, the plan included three driveways that were approximately 250 feet
long with one outlet each. In working with staff, the plan was revised to create the circular road
with two short 50 to 60 foot driveways on the western portion of the site. These driveways are
very common with this type of townhome and are commonly 125 to 160 feet long. These
driveways also provide a place to push the snow towards the detention basin. Parking will be
restricted in the alleyways to ensure that they do allow extraneous parking allowing emergency
vehicles full access to the units.
a. In the revised plan, only the driveway in the northeast section of the site remains.
4. Clark Street Real Estate has produced concept plans showing that the sites, as designed, will
accommodate the planned uses. Clark Street will provide under a separate cover.
a. The plan in Exhibit A increases the depth of the commercial to increase the overall size
of the commercial space to 0.8 acres per lot.
5. As these are private roads, the Homeowners Association will be responsible for snowplowing of
the private roads and driveways. The alleyways allow snow to be pushed towards the detention
basin. These locations intentionally have no trees or utilities for this purpose. Other open
areas, such as between units 20 and 21 and 109 and 110 in the PZ plan can handle larger
quantities of snow. Additionally, after a large snowstorm some of the guest parking can be
utilized temporarily.
6. The drive in the center of the site serving units labeled 79 to 88 in the PZ plan can be built to the
drive standard with curb and gutter. The attached Exhibit B demonstrates the turning analysis
showing that the fire truck can navigate the community.
7. Using the student population design table from Naperville, which was updated in 2000, Meadow
Square as submitted to plan commission will produce approximately 22 students (16.5
elementary and middle school students and 5.75 high school students). The calculation is
shown on Exhibit C. Exhibit D shows the estimated tax revenues from the residential
component of Meadow Square at buildout. Based on this analysis, the CCSD 15 will receive
$347,586 per year ($21,136 per student) and High School District will receive $247,911 per year
($43,115 per student) in property taxes.
8. The commercial parcel will be accessed via a right-in/right-out at the western edge of Lot 2 and
via an entrance from Road A into Lot 3. Lots 2 and Lots 3 will have a cross parking and access
easement to ensure full access to both. The landscape plan will be adjusted after the final drive
locations are determined once a user is identified.
9. As shown in Exhibit E, Road A intersects Kirchoff Road opposite the eastern entrance to the
community church of Rolling Meadows to minimize impact from opposite turning movements.
Road A intersects with Meadow opposite the open space to the south of Trinity Lutheran
Church.
Please let me know if there are any questions or additional information that is required.
Sincerely,
NVR, Inc

Andrew Mouw

General Manager - Land

Council Action Summary – February 13, 2018
Agenda Location: Pending (2nd Reading)
B) Ambulance Billing Update
Background: As discussed during the January 16th Committee-of-the-Whole Meeting, the City is
reviewing revenues options. Currently, the City bills for Ambulance Billing (known as an ambulance
transport). The City receives approximately $500,000 annually and this revenue source is budgeted in
the General Fund.
Currently, the City of Rolling Meadows charges both resident and non-residents for ambulance calls
resulting in a transport to a hospital or medical facility at an average cost per transport of $600 and the
mileage rate is $7. These fees have not changed for 15 to 20 years.
Neighboring municipalities have recently updated their billing to capture additional revenue, protect
against the State of Illinois’ uncertainty and to bring the fees in line with industry standards. A few
examples include: Lake Zurich changed their fees to a range from $1,200 to $1,350, Arlington Heights
changed their fees to $1,500 and Naperville to $1,800 (to name a few). [Note – private ambulance
calls are typically $2,300 to $3,000 per transport.] Andres Medical Billing provides billing solutions
for more than 200 communities of which the average transport fee is $1,500 and average mileage
reimbursement is $19 per mile.
Staff recommends that the City updates its ambulance transport fee and mileage fee billing structure to
recover additional revenue. There is a range the City Council may choose from $1,200 per transport –
annually generates approximately $250,000; $1,500 per transport – annually generates approximately
$350,000; or $1,800 per transport – annually generates approximately $450,000.
Staff recommends updating its fee to $1,500 per ambulance transport. The funds generated would help
the General Fund build fund balance reserves for pensions, road improvements and to hedge against
the State of Illinois’ uncertainty in distributing revenues.
Previous Council Action:
•
•

January 16, 2018 – Committee-of-the-Whole Meeting – City Council Discussion
January 23, 2018 – 1st Reading

Recommendation:
Approve ordinance as presented

ORDINANCE NO. 18-09

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 42 FIRE PROTECTION AND
PREVENTION AND APPENDIX B RATES, FEES, FINES, AND PENALTIES FOR
AMBULANCE TRANSPORT FEES
BE IT ORDAINED, BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS,
ILLINOIS, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION ONE: Chapter 42 – Fire Protection and Prevention, Article II – Fire Department,
Division 1, Section 42-34 (b) (2) is hereby repealed an replaced with the following:
A person shall be charged the amount set forth in Appendix B, XXVI for paramedic and ambulance
service regardless of whether that service is provided by the fire department or by any other mutual
aid department and regardless of whether that service is provided within the city's corporate limits or
within the mutual aid area.”
SECTION TWO: Appendix B – Schedule of Rates, Fees, Fines and Penalties of the City of
Rolling Meadows Code of Ordinances is amended by adding thereto the following:
XXVI. Ambulance Service Fees. For all transports by ambulance, each person transported shall be
charged $1,500 plus a mileage fee equal to the distance traveled to transport the patient to the hospital
of $10 per mile.
The City Manager, Fire Chief, or Finance Director, may in cases of hardship, waive the payment of the
ambulance transport fee.
SECTION THREE: This Ordinance shall be printed and published in pamphlet form by order
of the City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois.

SECTION FOUR: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect March 1, 2018.

AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and Approved this 13th day of February 2018.
_____________________________________
Len Prejna, Mayor
ATTEST:
______________________________
Ginny Cotugno, Deputy City Clerk
Published this 14th day of February 2018.
______________________________
Ginny Cotugno, Deputy City Clerk

Warrant Approval Summary Sheet
2/13/2018
January 20 to February 8, 2018 (for February 13, 2018 City Council Meeting)
Manual Disbursements:
None

Description

Warrant Register (City Expenses & Refunds):
Payroll and Taxes:
Bi-Weekly P/R - 1/19/2018

$
Manual Check Subtotal: $

-

Accounts Payable Subtotal: $

654,831.51

$
Payroll and Taxes Subtotal: $

717,291.00
717,291.00

Wire Transfers/ACH Payments:
JAWA (Wire Transfer)
Debt Service (Wire Transfer)
ICMA (PEHP) (ACH Debit)
IPBC (health insurance)(ACH Debit)
ACH Payments/Wires-Palatine Oil Co., credit purchases, fees, postage, etc.
Wire Transfers/ACH Payments Subtotal:
TOTAL AMOUNT FOR APPROVAL

$
$
$
$
$
$

321,127.00
254,912.15
3,942.55
579,981.70

$

1,952,104.21

The preceding list of bills was reviewed and recommended for payment.
Submitted by Finance Department

(Date)

Mayor

(Date)

Deputy City Clerk

(Date)

Finance Director

ATTEST:

“A Great Place to Call Home”

ACCOUNT NUMBER DETAIL
FUND LISTING
01

03
04
14
16
20
23
25
33
37
38
45
47
61
83

General Fund
01 - General Government
02 - Finance
03 - Police
04 - Fire
05 - Community Development
06 - IT
07 - Public Works
10 - Health, Welfare, Safety
12 - Administrative Overhead
Motor Fuel Tax
911 Emergency Telephone Fund
Municipal Garage Fund
Refuse Fund
Utilities Fund
Liability Insurance Fund
Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Fund
Buildings & Land Fund
TIF #2 Kirchoff/Owl Fund
TIF #4 Golf Road Fund
Health Insurance Fund
Debt Service Fund
Local Road Fund
Fire Stations Fund

ACCOUNT NUMBER BREAKDOWN
First 2 digits in the account number = FUND
Next 2 digits in the account number = DEPARTMENT
Next 4 digits in the account number = ACTIVITY/SUB-DEPARTMENT
Next 5 digits in the account number = CLASSIFICATION
Example: 01 - 07 - 3300 - 54640

01

07

3300

54640

General
Fund

Public
Works

Streets &
Forestry

Contractual
Services

Thus, an account number in any fund with a "07" after the fund number
is Public Works related.

WARRANT - 2/13/2018 - REFUNDS
DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 14:50:50
ID:
AP441000.WOW

City of Rolling Meadows
DETAIL BOARD REPORT
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/12/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------T0006470 ADVANCED HOME EXTERIORS
PBL170623

01/25/18

01

PBL170623 2508 PARK ST

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

175.00
175.00
175.00

T0001822 ASPEN EXTERIORS
PBL170050

01/25/18

01

PBL170050 4 UPTON ON ASBURY

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

100.00
100.00
100.00

T0002462 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF IL
17-2240

01/12/18

01

AMBULANCE REFUND-KOEHL

01-00-0000-46550
AMBULANCE SVC

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

173501

01/24/18

01

AMBULANCE REFUND-CHOYCE

01-00-0000-46550
AMBULANCE SVC

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

371.76
371.76
76.34
76.34
448.10

T0006479 BODY BUILDERS
000550412502

02/01/18

01

DEP RFND 3835 INDUSTRIAL AVE

20-00-0000-26000
DPST PYBLE - UB CUSTOMERS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

37.84
37.84
37.84

T0001783 BODY BUILDERS AUTOMOTIVE INC
PDW160001

01/25/18

01

PDW160001 3960 INDUSTRIAL AVE

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

857.25
857.25
857.25
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/12/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------T0006465 BRAL RESTORATION
PBL170242

01/25/18

01

PBL170242 3960 INDUSTRIAL AVE

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

100.00
100.00
100.00

T0006484 FRANCINE CANNAROZZI
661880005

02/01/18

01

DEP RFND 2402 EASTMAN

20-00-0000-26000
DPST PYBLE - UB CUSTOMERS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

9.52
9.52
9.52

T0006021 CAPPS PLUMBING & SEWER
PPL170309

01/25/18

01

PPL170309 3501 WELLINGTON CT

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

100.00
100.00
100.00

T0006474 CARLSEN'S ELEVATOR SERVICE
PBL170089

01/25/18

01

PBL170089 1800 WINNETKA CIR

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

100.00
100.00
100.00

T0004068 COMM CONS SCHOOL DIST 15
2015-PARKING LOT

01/25/18

01

PARKING LOT-2600 PLUM GROVE RD

08-00-0000-26030
ESCROW - BUILDERS PLAN REV

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

T0006489 DAMYANOV, BOYAN

500.00
500.00
500.00
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/12/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------T0006489 DAMYANOV, BOYAN
18-350

01/29/18

01

TOW FEE REFUND 18-350

01-00-0000-45445
ADMINISTRATIVE FEES - TOWS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

250.00
250.00
250.00

T0005486 DURDAN, DAVID
PBL170309 AMEND BOND 01/25/18

01

PBL170309 5709 JESSICA CT

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

PBL170309 ORIG BOND

01/25/18

01

PBL170309 5709 JESSICA CT

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

295.00
295.00
630.00
630.00
925.00

T0006467 EXTER-TECH CONSTRUCTION INC
PBL170843

01/25/18

01

PBL170843 3206 PEACOCK LN

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

110.00
110.00
110.00

T0006477 FOURSTAR LANE
2600 BENTON

01/16/18

01

PARTIAL REF ESCROW-2600 BENTON

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

600.00
600.00
600.00

T0006471 FURNISS
PPL170314

01/25/18

01

PPL170314 3901 RAVEN LN

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

100.00
100.00
100.00
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/12/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------T0004593 GALEWOOD ROOFING & TUCKPOINTIN
PBL170522

01/25/18

01

PBL170522 2401 KIRCHOFF RD

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

100.00
100.00
100.00

T0006480 MINGCHAO HE
992775203

02/01/18

01

DEP RFND 121 NEWCASTLE CT

20-00-0000-26000
DPST PYBLE - UB CUSTOMERS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

21.44
21.44
21.44

T0001803 HEALY CONSTR SERVICES INC
PBL170074

01/25/18

01

PBL170074 1155 GOLF RD

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

400.00
400.00
400.00

T0001016 KERR MECHANICAL CORP
PPL170327

01/25/18

01

PPL170327 3717 WREN LN

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

100.00
100.00
100.00

T0006469 KUNTZENDORF & ANDREWS
PME170061

01/25/18

01

PME170061 4015 ALGONQUIN RD

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

T0000685 LAKE COOK EXTERIORS INC

100.00
100.00
100.00
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/12/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------T0000685 LAKE COOK EXTERIORS INC
PBL170917

01/25/18

01

PBL170917 5503 SILENT BROOK LN

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

100.00
100.00
100.00

T0006485 LEXINGTON HOMES
553271000

02/01/18

01

DEP RFND 103 LEXINGTON LN

20-00-0000-26000
DPST PYBLE - UB CUSTOMERS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

67.47
67.47
67.47

T0006481 QUING LIN
992225001

02/01/18

01

DEP RFND 112 CHICORY CT

20-00-0000-26000
DPST PYBLE - UB CUSTOMERS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

13.02
13.02
13.02

T0006476 MIDWEST EUCLID PROPERTIES
4190-4200 EUCLID

01/16/18

01

ESCROW-4190-4200 EUCLID

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

T0005261 NGS MEDICARE ILLINOIS
17-3104

01/12/18

01

AMBULANCE REFUND-BHAVSAR

01-00-0000-46550
AMBULANCE SVC

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

T0006466 ORCHELL, MATT

352.84
352.84
352.84
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/12/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------T0006466 ORCHELL, MATT
PBL170262

01/25/18

01

PBL170262 3104 HAWK LN

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

100.00
100.00
100.00

T0001276 OTIS ELEVATOR
PBL160440

01/25/18

01

PBL160440 3100 TOWN SQUARE DR

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

PBL160441

01/25/18

01

PBL160441 3115 TOWN SQUARE DR

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

PBL160442

01/25/18

01

PBL160442 3125 TOWN SQUARE DR

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

PBL160443

01/25/18

01

PBL160443 3135 TOWN SQUARE DR

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

PBL170018

01/25/18

01

PBL170018 3125 TOWN SQUARE DR

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
500.00

T0006475 PARKWAY ELEVATORS
PBL160679

01/25/18

01

PBL160679 5105 TOLLVIEW DR

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

200.00
200.00
200.00
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/12/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------T0006483 RONALD PICKARD
773160207

02/01/18

01

DEP RFND 3300 MEADOW

20-00-0000-26000
DPST PYBLE - UB CUSTOMERS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

11.46
11.46
11.46

T0006464 PIEKARSKI, ANDRZEJ & LILIANA
PBL170795

01/25/18

01

PBL170795 5201 CARRIAGEWAY 112

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

100.00
100.00
100.00

T0004543 POWER HOME REMODELING GROUP L
PBL170921

01/25/18

01

PBL170921 2202 CEDAR ST

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

140.00
140.00
140.00

T0004328 R A PETERSON CO
PDW170052

01/25/18

01

PDW170052 CREEKSIDE SUBDIV

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

100.00
100.00
100.00

T0006488 RM PAWN SHOP
550412502

02/01/18

01

DEP RFND 2214 ALGONQUIN RD

20-00-0000-26000
DPST PYBLE - UB CUSTOMERS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

T0006482 DENNIS RUSIN

40.83
40.83
40.83
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/12/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------T0006482 DENNIS RUSIN
775930002

02/01/18

01

DEP RFND 2404 MAPLE LN

20-00-0000-26000
DPST PYBLE - UB CUSTOMERS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

38.48
38.48
38.48

T0006468 RUTKOWSKI, RUSS
PBL170468

01/25/18

01

PBL170468 2214 CENTRAL RD

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

100.00
100.00
100.00

T0006472 SILMI KUIVINEN
PBL170782

01/25/18

01

PBL170782 3717 WREN LN

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

160.00
160.00
160.00

T0006473 STF MAINTENANCE
PBL130615

01/25/18

01

PBL130615 3804 JAY LN

08-00-0000-26010
ESCROW - SURETY DEPOSITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

140.00
140.00
140.00

T0006490 VITOSH, DARREN
2018 ALARM PERMIT

01/24/18

01

OVERPAYMENT

01-00-0000-44725
ALARM SYSTEM PERMITS

02/12/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:
TOTAL ALL INVOICES:

10.00
10.00
10.00
8,308.25
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ACMEPAR

ACME TRUCK BRAKE & SUPPLY CO

1273330202

ADVAUTO

11/29/17

01

R803048 SLACK ADJUSTER/T-336

02

R803049 SLACK ADJUSTER

14-07-3200-57280
20171195
12/31/17
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

233.25
233.25
466.50
466.50

ADVANCE AUTO PARTS

4051734168219

12/07/17

01

TIRE BEAD SEALER, TIRE CEMENT

02

BUFFING SOLUTION/MP

14-07-3200-56255
TIRES
14-07-3200-56255
TIRES

12/31/17

7.64
INVOICE TOTAL:

4051734168220

12/07/17

01

(2) TIRE PATCH/MP

14-07-3200-56255
TIRES

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

4051734249622

12/08/17

01

FITTING/RM003 FORKLIFT

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

4051734649708

12/12/17

01

(1) FILTER/MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

4051734849743

12/14/17

01

BLOWER MOTOR/C-808

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

4051734868296

12/14/17

01

(1) FILTER/MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

16.98

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

24.62
7.22
7.22
2.86
2.86
45.15
45.15
38.69
38.69
45.15
45.15
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ADVAUTO

ADVANCE AUTO PARTS

4051735268351

12/18/17

01

FILTER/MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

4051735268354

12/18/17

01

(1)FILTER/MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

4051735268360

12/18/17

01

910 FILTER/T-344

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

4051735468409

12/20/17

01

WINDOW REGULATOR/C-306

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

AEREX
1065585

12/14/17

01

INTENSIVE PEST CTRL/3100 CEN

33-07-3100-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

12/31/17

12/31/17

01

INTENSIVE PEST CNTRL/3111 MEAD

33-07-3100-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

1066342

12/31/17

01

INTENSIVE PEST CONTROL/PW

33-07-3100-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

1066537

13.47
11.90
11.90
27.65
27.65
118.67
118.67
335.38

AEREX PEST CONTROL SERVICES

INVOICE TOTAL:
1066337

13.47

12/31/17

01

INTENSIVE PEST CNTRL/2455 PLM

33-07-3100-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

45.00
45.00
54.00
54.00
65.00
65.00
54.00
54.00
218.00
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AETNA
619156

AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC.
12/20/17

01

(3) FILTERS/MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

619157

12/20/17

01
02
03
04

(1)BRAKE ROTOR/MP
(1)DRIER CARTRIDGE/MP
(2)FILTERS/MP
(2)GOVERNOR/MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

12/31/17

12/20/17

01

(1) BRAKE ROTOR/MP

12/28/17

01

(2) FILTERS/MP

112.50
12.82
SUPPL
35.08
SUPPL

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

619476

12/28/17

01

(8) ASSORTMENT OF FILTERS/MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

619477

12/28/17

01

(2) FILTERS/MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

619577

12/28/17

01

(4) LIGHTS/MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

620283

12/20/17

01

(3) ASSORTMENT OF FILTERS/MP

80.93

SUPPL

INVOICE TOTAL:
619475

50.37

SUPPL

INVOICE TOTAL:
619158

50.37

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

241.33
80.93
80.93
38.20
38.20
248.84
248.84
119.56
119.56
53.72
53.72
132.45
132.45
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AETNA

AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC.

620615

12/13/17

01

(2) FILTER/MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

AIRONE

11/08/17

127952

11/15/17

01

01

REPLACEMENT HOSE

REPLACEMENT HOSE STENCILING

01-04-2400-56230
20180108
12/31/17
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
INVOICE TOTAL:

7,328.00

01-04-2400-56230
20180051
12/31/17
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

3,520.00

61-07-4300-60080
20170416
12/31/17
ANNUAL STREET PROGRAM
INVOICE TOTAL:

2,269.83

61-07-4300-60080
20170320
12/31/17
ANNUAL STREET PROGRAM
INVOICE TOTAL:

5,030.73

61-07-4300-60080
20170416
12/31/17
ANNUAL STREET PROGRAM
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

37,269.44

01-03-2000-54270
20180094
12/31/17
PRINTING AND DUPLICATING
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

967.55

7,328.00

3,520.00
10,848.00

ALAMP CONCRETE CONTRACTORS

15827

12/14/17

15828

12/14/17

15828/A

AMERSOL

183.22
1,148.62

AIR ONE EQUIPMENT, INC.

127410

ALAMP

183.22

12/14/17

02

01

01

2017ST PRGM SUPLEMENTAL17R49

2017 ST PROGRAM/17R23

2017ST PRGM SUPLEMENTAL17R49

2,269.83

5,030.73

37,269.44
44,570.00

AMERICAN SOLUTIONS FOR

INV03352910

12/31/17

01

PARKING TICKETS

967.55
967.55
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AMERIGAS AMERIGAS-PALATINE
803642429

12/31/17

01

(2)PROPANE TANK FILLED/FRKLIFT

14-07-3200-56250
GASOLINE/FUEL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

ARPWE
752333

ROHRMAN
86597

12/29/17

01

CHAIN SAWS/POLE & HAND SAW

02

OIL,CHAIN

01-07-3300-56230
20180019
12/31/17
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
01-07-3300-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

12/18/17

01

C189 PART PD VEHICLE/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17

12/18/17

01

C189 PART PD VEHICLE/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17

12/29/17

01

C186 PART PD VEHICAL/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

86751

12/27/17

01

C183 PART PD VEHICLE/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

CASEYE

1,192.18
99.15
1,291.33
1,291.33

BOB ROHRMAN'S SCHAUMBURG FORD

INVOICE TOTAL:
86623

83.43
83.43

ARLINGTON POWER EQUIPMENT

INVOICE TOTAL:
86598

83.43

CASEY EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC

124.12
124.12
5.92
5.92
200.00
200.00
45.25
45.25
375.29
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CASEYE

CASEY EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC

C14370

12/31/17

01

VARIOUS WEAR PADS T344

14-07-3200-57280
20171259
12/31/17
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

878.53

33-07-3100-54610
20171043
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

192.00

33-07-3100-54610
20171043
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

262.00

33-07-3100-54610
20171043
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

262.00

33-07-3100-54610
20171043
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

237.00

33-07-3100-54610
20171043
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

372.00

01-03-2130-53110
20180103
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,895.25

878.53
878.53

CHGOMETR CHICAGO METRO FIRE PREVENTION
IN00173928

IN00173929

IN00174020

IN00174021

IN00174022

CHRACA

12/21/17

12/21/17

12/26/17

12/26/17

12/26/27

02

01

01

01

01

ANNUAL FIRE ALRM/3100 CEN

ANNUAL FIRE ALRM/FS#16

ANNUAL FIRE ALRM/FS#15

ANNUAL SPRINKLER SYSTEM/FD#15

ANNUAL SPRINKLER SYSTEM/CH

192.00

262.00

262.00

237.00

372.00
1,325.00

CHRACA, STEVE

FALL 2017 TUIT REIM

12/31/17

01

TUITION REIMBURSEMENT

1,895.25
1,895.25
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BURKEC
141141

141142

141143

141144

141145

141146

141147

141148

141150

CHRISTOPHER B. BURKE
12/31/17

12/31/17

12/31/17

12/31/17

12/31/17

12/31/17

12/31/17

12/31/17

12/31/17

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

DECEMBER ENG SERVICES

PHSE #2 EMERSON/DUPONT DRAINAG

ENG SERVICES/WATER MAIN

ENGINEERING SERVICES/SANITARY

2018 LCAL ST PRGM RESURF17R104

CONST OBSV KEN DAM SPLWY17R72

CONST OBSRV SQUIBB IMPRV17R70

ENG SRVC 7 BRIDGES INSPEC17R99

ENG SRV APOLLO LIGHTING CONST

01-12-1350-54619
20180071
12/31/17
ENGINEERING SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

2,200.00

20-07-5100-54610
20171026
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

5,193.08

20-07-5000-54610
20171071
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

2,075.00

20-07-5000-54610
20171153
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

5,512.50

61-07-4300-60080
20170886
12/31/17
ANNUAL STREET PROGRAM
INVOICE TOTAL:

5,543.50

20-07-5100-60020
20170525
12/31/17
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDI
INVOICE TOTAL:

6,728.50

38-05-8655-60020
20170523
12/31/17
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDI
INVOICE TOTAL:

6,356.00

61-07-4300-54610
20170762
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

5,693.75

38-05-8655-60020
20180091
12/31/17
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDI
INVOICE TOTAL:

1,472.23

2,200.00

5,193.08

2,075.00

5,512.50

5,543.50

6,728.50

6,356.00

5,693.75

1,472.23
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BURKEC

CHRISTOPHER B. BURKE

141151

CIORBA

12/31/17

01

2017 SRV DRAINAGE SRVC #3

20-07-5100-54610
20170912
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,270.50

20-07-3500-60020
20170520
12/31/17
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDI
** COMMENT **
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,542.22

25-25-7725-60033
VEH & EQUIP - POLICE
** COMMENT **

2,492.50

1,270.50
42,045.06

CIORBA GROUP

0023412

12/31/17

01

WTR MAIN IMPRV STCOLLETTE17R66

02

SEPT - DEC 31, 2017

1,542.22
1,542.22

CLARKDIE CLARK DIETZ INC
422504

12/31/17

01

RANGE VENTILATION DESIGN

02

RESO# 17-R-109

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
422505

COMED1

12/31/17

01

SRVC-MNGT HVAC CTRL SYS 17R05

02

NOV - DEC 2017

33-07-3100-54610
20170057
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
** COMMENT **
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

2,492.50
1,890.00

1,890.00
4,382.50

COMED

0141163000/DEC 2017

12/31/17

01

JWP WEST

02

12/14/17-1/18/18

03-07-4100-54290
UTILITIES
** COMMENT **

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
0328167077/DEC 2017

12/31/17

01

POND AERATORS

20-07-3500-54290
UTILITIES

12/31/17

74.02

74.02
37.45
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMED1

COMED

0328167077/DEC 2017

COMED3

12/31/17

02

12/15/17-1/19/18

** COMMENT **

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

37.45
111.47

COMED

0732076014/DEC 2017

12/31/17

01

UNMETERED ST LITES/TRAF SIG

02

12/12/17-1/16/18

03-07-4100-54290
UTILITIES
** COMMENT **

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

2,613.48

2,613.48
2,613.48

CONVTECH CONVERGIENT TECHNOLOGIES LLC
W536164

COOKCT
2017-4

COPEN
2

CORR

12/31/17

01

RANGE ALARM REPAIR

01-03-2130-54640
20180040
12/31/17
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

361.23

61-07-4300-54640
20180077
12/31/17
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
** COMMENT **
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,736.24

20-07-5100-60020
20170524
12/31/17
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDI
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

219,007.75

361.23
361.23

COOK COUNTY TREASURER
12/31/17

01

TRAFFIC SIGNAL MAINTENANCE

02

10/1/17-12/31/17

1,736.24
1,736.24

COPENHAVER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
12/31/17

CORRPRO WATERWORKS

01

KENNEDY DAM SPILLWAY 17-R-71

219,007.75
219,007.75
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CORR

CORRPRO WATERWORKS

475196

12/31/17

01

2017 MAINT/CATHODIC SYSTEMS

20-07-3500-54640
20170977
12/31/17
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,680.00

03-07-4100-56260
20171151
12/31/17
SNOW REMOVAL SUPPLIES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

10,042.47

25-25-7725-60035
20170976
12/31/17
VEH & EQUIP - COMM DEV
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

19,051.00

33-07-3100-60010
20171250
12/31/17
BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
INVOICE TOTAL:

13,832.00

1,680.00
1,680.00

CRYSTALV CRYSTAL VISIONS INC
18818

CURRIE

12/29/17

ROAD SALT/2017-2017 17R132

12/31/17

01

2018 FORD ESCAPE/17R119

19,051.00
19,051.00

CUTTING EDGE CARPETS & FLOORS

2229

12/30/17

2231

12/30/17

01

01

REMV/REPCL

CARPET 17-R-144

RUBBER TILE FOR FLOORING/B&G

33-07-3100-60010
BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

DATAMAT

10,042.47
10,042.47

CURRIE MOTORS FORD

A7280

CUTTING

01

13,832.00
525.00
525.00
14,357.00

DATAMATION IMAGING SERVICES

JAN-64690

12/31/17

01

SCANNING SERVICES 2017

01-05-8000-54850
20180072
12/31/17
RECORDS STORAGE SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,301.00
1,301.00
1,301.00
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EARTHCHA EARTHCHANNEL COMMUNICATIONS IN
7156-2017

FLEETSS

07/18/17

01

2017-VIDEO STREAM/ARCHIVE SVC

01-01-1165-54640
20180043
12/31/17
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,248.75
1,248.75

FLEET SAFETY SUPPLY

69505

12/29/17

01

LIGHT PUSH BUMBER/C-182

02

SIREN SPEAKER/C-182

03
04

RED/CLEAR STROBE
BRACKET KIT/C-182

05

23-02-1300-54145
REIMBURSABLE REPAIRS
23-02-1300-54145
REIMBURSABLE REPAIRS
23-02-1300-54145
REIMBURSABLE REPAIRS
23-02-1300-54145
REIMBURSABLE REPAIRS
** COMMENT **

20180110
- CS

12/31/17

315.13
151.58

- CS
195.38
- CS
38.69
- CS
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

GLOBAL

1,248.75

700.78
700.78

GLOBAL EMERGENCY PRODUCTS, INC

AG60076

12/18/17

01

SINGLE HEAD LED MODULE/FD616

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

232.28
232.28
232.28

GRAINGER GRAINGER
9647416289

12/18/17

01

(2) BULB/ WATER DEPT

20-07-3500-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

9652775900

12/26/17

01

(3) ENCLOSURE/ WATER DEPT

20-07-3500-57280
20171247
12/31/17
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
INVOICE TOTAL:

23.56
23.56
370.65
370.65
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GRAINGER GRAINGER
9654779801

12/29/17

01

(4) SWITCHES/ FACILITIES DEPT

33-07-3100-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

HENNING

27.36
27.36
421.57

HENNING BROTHERS INC.

0000404994

12/14/17

01

PADLOCK, REKEY/WATER DEPT

20-07-3500-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

0000405118

12/28/17

01

KEY COPY/ WELL#1/WATER DEPT

20-07-3500-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

96.80
96.80
16.50
16.50
113.30

HOMETREE HOMER TREE CARE INC
30407

12/31/17

01

2017 FORESTRY MAINT 17R07

01-12-1350-54655
EAB TREE REMOVALS

20170091

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
30408

12/31/17

01

2017 FORESTRY MAINT 17R07

01-12-1350-54655
EAB TREE REMOVALS

20170091

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
30417

12/31/17

01

2017 FORESTRY MAINT 17R07

01-12-1350-54655
EAB TREE REMOVALS

20170091

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:
HUFFMAN
12/09/17

5,917.50
5,917.50
16,024.00
16,024.00
2,295.00
2,295.00
24,236.50

HUFFMAN LANDSCAPING
12/09/17

01

2017 TREE PLANTING PROGRAM

01-12-1350-54656
20180073
EAB TREE REPLACEMENTS

12/31/17

7,683.00
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HUFFMAN
12/09/17

HUFFMAN LANDSCAPING
12/09/17

02

2017 TREE PLANTING PROGRAM

03

(55) TREES

01-07-3300-54645
TREE REPLACEMENTS
** COMMENT **

20180073

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
12/13/17

12/18/17

ILPUMP
C-1221

12/13/17

12/18/17

01

2017 TREE PLANTING PROGRAM

02

(40) TREES

01

2017 TREE PLANTING PROGRAM

02

(22) TREES

1,002.00

8,685.00

01-12-1350-54656
20180074
12/31/17
EAB TREE REPLACEMENTS
** COMMENT **
INVOICE TOTAL:

6,582.00

01-12-1350-54656
20180075
12/31/17
EAB TREE REPLACEMENTS
** COMMENT **
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

3,533.00

20-07-5000-54640
20180078
12/31/17
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,495.00

33-07-3100-54610
20170640
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

875.00

14-07-3200-57280
20171258
12/31/17
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

665.70

6,582.00

3,533.00
18,800.00

ILLINOIS PUMP, INC.
12/12/17

01

PUMP INSPECT'S/LIFT STN #3

1,495.00
1,495.00

INTELLIG INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS SERVICES
17325

INTRBAT
85027042

11/25/17

01

FIRE ALRM INSPECTION/CITY HALL

875.00
875.00

INTERSTATE BATTERY
12/26/17

01

BATTERIES FOR FD6161 (6)

665.70
665.70
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ITUABSOR ITU ABSORB TECH INC
6923705

12/27/17

01

WEEKLY TOWEL SERVICE/ MP

02

UNIFORM RENTALS/ MP

14-07-3200-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES
14-07-3200-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

12/31/17

47.79
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

JML

26.10

73.89
73.89

J.M.L. OVERHEAD DOOR, INC.

2077

12/08/17

01

4-REMOTES/PD GARAGE DOORS

33-07-3100-57280
20180061
12/31/17
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

300.00

14-07-3200-54640
20171224
12/31/17
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

14,318.00

300.00
300.00

KARDSINC KARDS INC
001851

12/31/17

01

PERFORM BODY WRK/FD624/17R139

14,318.00
14,318.00

KELLWILL KELLEY WILLIAMSON CO
IN-172327

12/15/17

02

(200)GAL 5W20 ENGINE OIL

03

(177)GAL 15W40 HDEO ENGINE OIL

04

DELIVERY

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

20171229
SUPPL

12/31/17

1,481.86
SUPPL
4.50
SUPPL
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

LAYNE

1,132.29

2,618.65
2,618.65

LAYNE CHRISTENSEN COMPANY

92084711/A

12/29/17

01

C/O# REPAIRS/WELL#1/17R106

20-07-3500-60020
20170909
12/31/17
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDI
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

90.00
90.00
90.00
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LEGACY

LEGACY FIRE APPARATUS

INV-13275

INV-13275/A

LINDCO
171183P

12/31/17

12/31/17

01

01

FRAME REPAIR/FD612/17R138

C/O#1 FD612 REPAIR (ORG17R138)

14-07-3200-54640
20171225
12/31/17
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
INVOICE TOTAL:

15,434.00

14-07-3200-54640
20171265
12/31/17
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

4,116.27

39988

4,116.27
19,550.27

LINDCO EQUIPMENT SALES
12/27/17

01

VEHICAL SUPPLIES/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

MIDCITY

15,434.00

108.23
108.23
108.23

MID CITY TRUCK BODY &
12/21/17

01

PAINT DUMP TRUCKS/ MP

14-07-3200-54640
20171208
12/31/17
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,250.00
1,250.00
1,250.00

MIKESTOW MIKE'S TOWING/AUTO & TRUCK
1060965

12/20/17

01

SAFETY LANE TEST/CORM VEH

14-07-3200-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

MORGRAW
57736

71.00
71.00
71.00

MORTON GROVE AUTOMOTIVE WEST
12/27/17

01

ALTERNATOR FOR FD616/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
20171257
12/31/17
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

695.00
695.00
695.00
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MUNIES

MUNICIPAL EMERGENCY SERVICES

IN1177612

11/15/17

01

STRUCTURAL GLOVES

01-04-2400-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

20180050

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

355.63
355.63
355.63

NATLOUIS NATIONAL LOUIS UNIVERSITY
FALL 2017/BARRILE

12/31/17

01

TUITION REIMBURSEMENT/BARRILE

01-03-2130-53110
20180049
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,634.00

20-07-5100-60020
20170969
12/31/17
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDI
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

15,359.56

1,634.00
1,634.00

NATPWRRD NATIONAL POWER RODDING
48911

NICOR5

12/22/17

01

SAN SWR & STRM REHAB 17-R-109

NICOR

60695400006/DEC 2017 12/31/17

01

RM COMBINED FACILITY

02

12/14/17-1/16/18

01-07-3000-54290
UTILITIES
** COMMENT **

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:
NWCOMH
E180045

PCPD

15,359.56
15,359.56

3,912.28

3,912.28
3,912.28

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
12/22/17

CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS

01

2017 AMBULANCE RUNS

01-04-2400-54610
20180137
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,311.51
1,311.51
1,311.51
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PCPD

CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS

111617 REIM

PCPT

01

PETTY CASH REIMBURSEMENT

02

PETTY CASH REIMBURSEMENT

03

PETTY CASH REIMBURSEMENT

01-03-2130-56220
20180056
12/31/17
OPERATING SUPPLIES
01-03-2000-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES
01-03-2000-53110
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

47.13
177.19
220.00
444.32
444.32

CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS

091817 TRNG PC REIM

POMPS

12/31/17

12/31/17

01

PETTY CASH REIMBURSEMENT

02

PETTY CASH REIMBURSEMENT

03

PETTY CASH REIMBURSEMENT

04

PETTY CASH REIMBURSEMENT

01-03-2130-54250
20180101
12/31/17
TRAVEL AND LODGING
01-03-2140-54250
TRAVEL AND LODGING
01-03-2000-54250
TRAVEL AND LODGING
01-03-2000-53110
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

108.71
100.55
59.17
49.01
317.44
317.44

POMP'S TIRE SERVICE

280078541

12/27/17

02

(8) REFUE RECAP DRIVE TIRES

14-07-3200-56255
TIRES

20171228

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
280078802

12/27/17

01

(4)TRAILER TIRES/RM656 GENERAT

14-07-3200-56255
TIRES

20171228

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
280078803

12/20/17

01

(2) REFUSE STEER TIRES

14-07-3200-56255
TIRES

20171228

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

3,012.55
3,012.55
332.52
332.52
1,418.78
1,418.78
4,763.85
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RADCO

RADCO COMMUNICATIONS

82500

11/28/17

82501

RICE

11/28/17

01

QTRLY BASE RADIO

02

OCT THRU DEC 2017

01

QTRLY MOBIL RADIO

02

OCT THRU DEC 2017

14-07-3200-57280
20180111
12/31/17
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
** COMMENT **
INVOICE TOTAL:

195.00

14-07-3200-57280
20180111
12/31/17
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
** COMMENT **
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

640.96

33-07-3100-54640
20180076
12/31/17
OUTSIDE REPAIR & MAINTENAN
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

2,406.13

195.00

640.96
835.96

RICE MECHANICAL INC.

17S021-F

12/29/17

01

REPLACE HEAT EXCHANGER/PW

2,406.13
2,406.13

RUSHTRUC RUSH TRUCK CENTER
3008920179

12/27/17

01

PYROMETER FOR FD623/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

3008920212

12/27/17

01

(10) BULBS/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

275.14
275.14
94.40
94.40
369.54

SAFEKLEE SAFETY-KLEEN SYSTEMS INC
75593248

12/22/17

01

EVACUATE LIFT PITS/ MP

14-07-3200-54640
20171248
12/31/17
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
INVOICE TOTAL:

576.50
576.50
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SAFEKLEE SAFETY-KLEEN SYSTEMS INC
75594013

12/18/17

01

OIL FILTER/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

SNAP-ON

12/04/17

01

(1) CONNECTOR/MP

14-07-3200-56230
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

86.96
86.96
86.96

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

P02861

11/20/17

01

AIR CYLINDER T-330 SWEEPER/ MP

02

BROOM T-330 SWEEPER/ MP

03

CYLINDER T-347/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

20171193
SUPPL

12/31/17

P03283

12/14/17

01

(12) PARTS /MP

152.70
154.82
SUPPL

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

W00712

12/14/17

02

REPLACE INNER BOOM TUBE/T347

340.82

SUPPL

INVOICE TOTAL:

STEINER

75.41
651.91

SNAP-ON INDUSTRIAL

ARV/34503141

STANDEQ

75.41

14-07-3200-54640
20171143
12/31/17
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

648.34
104.84
104.84
1,483.29
1,483.29
2,236.47

STEINER ELECTRIC CO.

S005912242.001

12/14/17

01

1-1/2" MYERS HUB/WATER DEPT

20-07-3500-57280
20171209
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17

179.14
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------STEINER

STEINER ELECTRIC CO.

S005912242.001

S005918622.001

S005918622.003

12/14/17

12/29/17

12/29/17

02

01

01

1" MYERS HUB/WATER DEPT

SUPPLIES FOR PRV VAULTS

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES/ ADMIN

20-07-3500-57280
20171209
12/31/17
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
INVOICE TOTAL:

208.17

20-07-3500-57280
20171249
12/31/17
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
INVOICE TOTAL:

438.63

33-07-3100-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

S005918622.004

12/29/17

01

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES/ ADMIN

33-07-3100-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

S005918622.005

12/29/17

01

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES/ ADMIN

33-07-3100-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

S005918622.006

12/29/17

01

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES/ ADMIN

33-07-3100-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

S005921821.001

12/26/17

01

(4) PHOTO CELLS/ FACILITIES

33-07-3100-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

SUBLABI
151408

387.31

438.63
10.83
10.83
14.15
14.15
13.73
13.73
2.99
2.99
74.40
74.40
942.04

SUBURBAN LABORATORIES, INC.
12/04/17

01

IEPA REQUIRED WATER SAMPLING

20-07-3500-54610
20180020
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,020.00
1,020.00
1,020.00
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------THOMPST

THOMAS A THOMPSON

338

12/31/17

01

DEC SR HANDYMAN

01-05-8000-54611
OTHER SERVICES

20180057

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

280.00
280.00
280.00

THOMPSES THOMPSON ELEVATOR INSPECTION
18-0005

12/31/17

01

ELEVATOR INSPECTIONS

01-07-8600-54610
20180068
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

3,553.00
3,553.00
3,553.00

TRI-ST H TRI-STATE HYDRAULICS, INC.
328616

12/19/17

01

MOTOR FOR STOCK/ MP

61-07-4300-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

328623

TRIA

12/21/17

01

158-3290-001 MOTOR/ MP

02

101-1319-009 MOTOR/ MP

197.60
197.60

61-07-4300-57280
20171226
12/31/17
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
61-07-4300-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

4,177.50

33-07-3100-60010
20170829
12/31/17
BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

2,650.00

25-25-7725-60006
EQUIPMENT - IT

4,495.00

1,434.05
5,611.55
5,809.15

TRIA ARCHITECTURE INC

2642

12/31/17

01

ADDT'L CONST/EXTER RPRS/17R101

2,650.00
2,650.00

UPNETWOR UNITE PRIVATE NETWORKS
SI-17-006840 2017

12/01/17

01

2017-DEC FIBER FEE IT CONTRACT

20180042

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

4,495.00
4,495.00
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 12/31/2017
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VILLAH
73248

VILLAGE OF ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
12/31/17

01

TRAFFIC LIGHT MAINTENANCE

02

OCT 1 - DEC 31, 2017

03-07-4100-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
** COMMENT **

12/31/17

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:
ROMEOF
2017-704

WAISTUP
7828

12/29/17

01

HAZMAT TECH B - KING, WYNVEEN

01-04-2430-53110
20180048
12/31/17
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

12/21/17

01

UNIFORM SHIRTS/LOGOS/ #722

20-07-3500-56100
UNIFORMS AND CLOTHING

12/31/17

12/21/17

01

UNIFORM/(7)TSHIRT/LOGOS /#609

20-07-3500-56100
UNIFORMS AND CLOTHING

12/31/17

12/21/17

01

SHIRT AND LOGO/ #609

20-07-3500-56100
UNIFORMS AND CLOTHING

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:

7831

867.00
867.00
867.00

WAIST UP IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

INVOICE TOTAL:
7830

70.87
70.87

VLG OF ROMEOVILLE FIRE ACADEMY

INVOICE TOTAL:
7829

70.87

12/21/17

01

(5) LOGOS/ #710

20-07-3500-56100
UNIFORMS AND CLOTHING

12/31/17
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:
TOTAL ALL INVOICES:

92.16
92.16
151.48
151.48
45.90
45.90
75.00
75.00
364.54
525,235.38
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ADMN
1147

ADMINISTRATIVE CONSULTING
01/14/18

01

2018 ANNUAL GRANT CONSULTANT

01-03-2000-54610
20180046
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

8,000.00

33-07-3100-54920
CLEANING SERVICES

4,761.00

8,000.00
8,000.00

ADVCLEAN ADVANCED CLEANING SYSTEMS
11846

01/01/18

01

JAN 2018 CLEANING SERVICE

20180022

02/13/18

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

4,761.00
4,761.00

AED PROS AED PROFESSIONALS
59298

AETNA
619953

02/01/18

01

PULSE OX CABLES/ CUFFS

01-04-2400-56230
20180132
02/13/18
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,600.36
1,600.36

AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC.
01/10/18

01

ADIP DRIER/T-335 REFUSE TRUCK

02

CORE CHARGE

03
04

2 FILTERS
2 HYD FITTING

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

20180063
SUPPL

02/13/18

01/17/18

01

OIL FILTER AND SPIN ON/ MP

302.69
400.00

SUPPL
85.09
SUPPL
41.18
SUPPL
INVOICE TOTAL:

620284

1,600.36

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

828.96
196.26
196.26

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:51
ID:
AP441000.WOW

City of Rolling Meadows
DETAIL BOARD REPORT
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AETNA

AETNA TRUCK PARTS INC.

620616

01/24/18

01

OIL SPIN ONS FUEL LINE/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

AIRONE

95.53
95.53
1,120.75

AIR ONE EQUIPMENT, INC.

129536

01/24/18

01

HELMET PASSPORTS

01-04-2400-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

129766

01/31/18

01

VP FUELS

01-04-2400-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

122.05
122.05
69.00
69.00
191.05

AMERMESS AMERICAN MESSAGING
U1316408SA

01/01/18

01

FD PAGERS

04-03-2170-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

ANDEREL

44.60
44.60
44.60

ANDERSON ELEVATOR

217510

01/01/18

01

2018 MNTHLY ELEVATOR INSPECTIO

02

JANUARY 2018

33-07-3100-54610
20180079
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
** COMMENT **
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

400.00

400.00
400.00

ANDERLOC ANDERSON LOCK
0963864

01/10/18

01

KEY TAGS/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

28.42
28.42
28.42

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:51
ID:
AP441000.WOW

City of Rolling Meadows
DETAIL BOARD REPORT
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ANDRES

ANDRES MEDICAL BILLING LTD

143017

02/02/18

01

JANUARY 2018 COLLECTIONS

01-12-1350-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

ASSTS

01/11/18

01

4 LEAK DETECTION-2 OAK CREEK

20-07-3500-54610
20180062
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

01/24/18

01

APSW MEMBERSHIP DUES 2018

01-03-2000-54630
DUES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

01/30/18

01

TRAINING EXPENSES

01-03-2130-54250
TRAVEL AND LODGING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

86826

60.00
60.00
60.00

45.72
45.72
45.72

BOB ROHRMAN'S SCHAUMBURG FORD
01/03/18

01

CONVERTER/GASKET FOR C190/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

86855

659.50
659.50

BRETT J. BAWDEN

011518-011918 REIM

ROHRMAN

659.50

ASSOC OF POLICE SOCIAL WORKERS

2018 APSW/NIEVES

BAWDEN

2,447.63
2,447.63

ASSOCIATED TECHNICAL SERVICES

29608

APSW

2,447.63

01/03/18

01

(9)NUT AND GASKET/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

243.86
243.86
32.24
32.24

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:51
ID:
AP441000.WOW

City of Rolling Meadows
DETAIL BOARD REPORT
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ROHRMAN

BOB ROHRMAN'S SCHAUMBURG FORD

86909

01/06/18

01

BUMPER/(2)REFLECTOR C187/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

87115

01/16/18

01

JET KIT FOR T30/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

87116

02/06/18

01

JET KIT STOCK/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

BODYBU

01/11/18

01

172813-01/2014 EXPLORER

23-02-1300-54145
REIMBURSABLE REPAIRS - CS

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

44997

01/18/18

01

SLACK ADJUSTER AND PINS/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18

01/19/18

01

BRAKE CHAMBER/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

SOTZENB
10

12.16
12.16
12.16
12.16
541.16

4,151.75
4,151.75
4,151.75

BRAKE ALIGN PARTS & SERVICES

INVOICE TOTAL:
44998

240.74

BODY BUILDERS AUTOMOTIVE

IRMA 172813-01

BRAKE

240.74

145.74
145.74
82.80
82.80
228.54

BRITTANI SOTZEN
01/16/18

01

CITY MARKET GRAPHIC

01-01-7500-59810
FARMERS & FOOD TRUCKS

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

60.00
60.00
60.00

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:51
ID:
AP441000.WOW

City of Rolling Meadows
DETAIL BOARD REPORT
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------B&CC

BUILDING & CODE CONSULTANT INC

RM2018-001

01/16/18

01

PLMBG INSP 1/15-2/14/18

01-07-8600-54610
20180069
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

4,485.00
4,485.00
4,485.00

CHIPARTS CHICAGO PARTS & SOUND
30IC054100

01/12/18

01

(12)SPARK PLUGS/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

30IC054729

01/16/18

01

(3) BRAKE PADS/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

30IC055027

01/17/18

01

VALVE FOR C182 AND STOCK/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

BURKEC
141149

141152

141153

141154

46.56
46.56
150.66
150.66
57.90
57.90
255.12

CHRISTOPHER B. BURKE
01/12/18

01/12/18

01/12/18

01/12/18

01

01

01

01

FIRE STATION SURVEY

1921 ALGONQUIN REVIEW

5160 DUPONT REVIEW

2765 ALGONQUIN REVIEW

83-07-3100-54610
20171149
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

4,820.00

01-07-8600-54610
20180058
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

538.00

01-07-8600-54610
20180059
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

627.00

01-07-8600-54610
20180060
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

330.00

4,820.00

538.00

627.00

330.00

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:51
ID:
AP441000.WOW

City of Rolling Meadows
DETAIL BOARD REPORT
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BURKEC
141155

CHRISTOPHER B. BURKE
01/12/18

01

5101 DUPONT NPDES

01-07-8600-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

141156

01/12/18

01

4590 FAIRFAX NPDES

01-07-8600-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

141157

01/12/18

01

4500 FAIRFAX NPDES

01-07-8600-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

CITYRM
JAN 2018

90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
6,585.00

CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS
02/01/18

01

JAN 2018-UB PUBLIC WORKS

02

JAN 2018-UB FIRE STN 16

03

JAN 2018-UB MUSEUM

04

JAN 2018-UB OLD PW

05

JAN 2018-UB CITY HALL

06

JAN 2018-UB FIRE STN 15

07

JAN 2018-UB WOODS PARK WEST

08

JAN 2018-UB 4405 SYCAMORE

01-07-3000-54290
UTILITIES
01-07-3000-54290
UTILITIES
01-10-1180-54290
UTILITIES
01-07-3000-54290
UTILITIES
01-07-3000-54290
UTILITIES
01-07-3000-54290
UTILITIES
01-07-3000-54290
UTILITIES
01-07-3000-54290
UTILITIES

02/13/18

COLLEGE OF DUPAGE

409.61
217.23
7.53
119.06
258.27
197.80
228.84
14.75

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:
COLLDP

90.00

1,453.09
1,453.09

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:51
ID:
AP441000.WOW

City of Rolling Meadows
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COLLDP

COLLEGE OF DUPAGE

8719

COMCAST

01/24/18

01

FORENSIC CONF/BEALS/RAT

01-03-2140-53110
20180136
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

01/22/18

01

CABLE SERVICE 1/1-1/31/PW

01-07-3000-54290
UTILITIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

8771 011818-021718

01/11/18

01

CAMERAS 3240 KIRCHOFF

04-03-2170-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

8771 020118-022818

01/22/18

01

CABLE SVC 8771101240017034

04-03-2170-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

8771 10124-0001400

01/25/18

01

CABLE TELEVISION SERVICE

02

02/01/18-02/28/18

33-07-3100-54290
UTILITIES
** COMMENT **

02/13/18

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

01

MUSEUM 12/29/17-1/31/18

01-10-1180-54290
UTILITIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

01221801

8.42
8.42
159.35
159.35
75.90
75.90
8.42

8.42
252.09

COMED

27200393016 1229-131 02/05/18

CREEKSP

400.00
400.00

COMCAST

001400/JANUARY2018

COMED1

400.00

73.83
73.83
73.83

CREEKSIDE PRINTING
01/22/18

01

UTILITY BILL ENVELOPES

20-02-1200-54270
20180095
02/13/18
PRINTING AND DUPLICATING
INVOICE TOTAL:

1,865.92
1,865.92

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:51
ID:
AP441000.WOW

City of Rolling Meadows
DETAIL BOARD REPORT
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CREEKSP

CREEKSIDE PRINTING

01231804

01/23/18

01311804

01/31/18

01311805

CUMBER

01/31/18

01

01

WINDOW ENVELOPES

Q1 2018 BUSINESS NEWSLETTER

01

JAN 2018 UTILITY BILLS

02

JAN 2018 UTILITY BILLS

20-02-1200-54270
20180099
02/13/18
PRINTING AND DUPLICATING
INVOICE TOTAL:

2,158.66

01-01-1160-54270
20180134
02/13/18
PRINTING AND DUPLICATING
INVOICE TOTAL:

1,597.00

20-02-1200-54610
20180133
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
16-02-1200-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

551.69

01/09/18

01

LOCK ASSEMBLY T335/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

44391

01/10/18

01

IGNITION SWITCH T335/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

105327

155.61
707.30
6,328.88

65.86
65.86
22.92
22.92
88.78

CUTLER
01/09/18

01

SHIRTS JEANS SOCKS/#724

20-07-3500-56100
UNIFORMS AND CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

105328

1,597.00

CUMBERLAND SERVICENTER INC.

44383

CUTLER

2,158.66

01/09/18

01

GLOVES & JACKET/#609

20-07-3500-56100
UNIFORMS AND CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

202.91
202.91
165.58
165.58

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:51
ID:
AP441000.WOW

City of Rolling Meadows
DETAIL BOARD REPORT
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CUTLER

CUTLER

105664

01/19/18

01

(6) SAFETY EQUIPMENT/#808

20-07-5000-56100
UNIFORMS AND CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

106016

01/29/18

01

SAFETY SUPPLIES/CLOTHING/ #212

01-07-3300-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

ELLIS

224.04
224.04
287.90
287.90
880.43

DAVID C. ELLIS

2018 EQUIP REIM

01/28/18

01

EQUIPMENT REIMBURSEMENT

01-03-2130-56230
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

150.00
150.00
150.00

DAVIDPAI DAVID PAIGE
2018-TASTE THE TOWN

01/26/18

01

MUSIC-TASTE THE TOWN 3/3/18

01-01-7500-59812
COMMUNITY EVENTS

20180055

02/13/18

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:
DELL

450.00
450.00

DELL MARKETING L.P.

10217975643

01/15/18

01

REPLACEMENT MONITORS

01-06-1500-56215
COMPUTER SUPPLIES

20180041

02/13/18

INVOICE TOTAL:
10219275182

01/21/18

01

DUAL MONITOR STAND-IT

01-06-1500-56215
COMPUTER SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

DYNDES

450.00

DYNAMIC DESIGN

1,678.25
1,678.25
99.99
99.99
1,778.24

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:51
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DYNDES

DYNAMIC DESIGN

2018 SAEZ

01/03/18

01

SOFTWARE SUBSCRIPTION2017/2018

01-03-2000-54610
20180045
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

595.00

01-01-1165-54640
20180043
02/13/18
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

3,746.25

595.00
595.00

EARTHCHA EARTHCHANNEL COMMUNICATIONS IN
7156

FEDEX

07/18/17

01

2018-VIDEO STREAM/ARCHIVE SVC

FEDERAL EXPRESS CORP

6-065-84879

01/24/18

01

POSTAGE

02

POSTAGE

20-02-1200-54310
POSTAGE
16-02-1200-54310
POSTAGE

20180102

02/13/18

350.57
350.57

GALLS LLC

009101911

01/10/18

01

TRAFFIC SAFETY VESTS

01-03-2130-56230
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

GARVEYS

273.44
77.13

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:
GALLS

3,746.25
3,746.25

225.89
225.89
225.89

GARVEY'S OFFICE PRODUCTS INC

CM170674 CR

01/19/18

01

SUPPLIY RETURN/PINV1468003

01-03-2000-56210
OFFICE SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

CM170675 CR

01/19/18

01

SUPPLY RETURN/PINV1465106

01-03-2000-56210
OFFICE SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

-8.21
-8.21
-12.06
-12.06

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:51
ID:
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GARVEYS

GARVEY'S OFFICE PRODUCTS INC

PINV1464292

01/08/18

01

MISC OFFICE SUPPLIES/PW ADMIN

01-07-3000-56210
OFFICE SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

PINV1464576

01/09/18

01

MISC OFFICE SUPPLIES/PW ADMIN

01-07-3000-56210
OFFICE SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

PINV1465106

01/09/18

01

SUPPLIES

01-03-2000-56210
OFFICE SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

PINV1465605

01/10/18

01

SUPPLIES

01-03-2000-56210
OFFICE SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

PINV1468003

01/12/18

01

SUPPLIES

01-03-2000-56210
OFFICE SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

PINV1471266

01/18/18

01

SUPPLIES

01-03-2000-56210
OFFICE SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

PINV1474184

01/24/18

01

SUPPLIES

01-03-2000-56230
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

PINV1479583

02/01/18

01

OFFICE SUPPLIES

01-04-2000-56210
OFFICE SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

GRAINGER GRAINGER

146.68
146.68
15.36
15.36
226.11
226.11
10.12
10.12
52.25
52.25
90.33
90.33
53.00
53.00
49.70
49.70
623.28

DATE: 02/06/18
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ID:
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GRAINGER GRAINGER
9662432930

01/09/18

01

(8) BATTERIES/WATER DEPT

20-07-3500-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

9665176856

01/11/18

01

KEY CABINET/FACILITIES

33-07-3100-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

9678982332

01/24/18

01

(4)GROUND BARS/ WATER DEPT

20-07-3500-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

GRIVAS

1/15/18

SHERWIN
70514

01/08/18

01

1921 ALGONQUIN REVIEW 2

103.89
103.89
59.88
59.88
228.15

01-07-8600-54610
20180067
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,111.00

01-07-3000-54617
20180083
02/13/18
SENIOR SNOW PLOW SERVICES
** COMMENT **
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,000.00

1,111.00
1,111.00

GUNGER BROTHERS
01/18/18

01

25 SENIOR DRIVEWAY PLOWING

02

PLOW DATE: 1/15/18

1,000.00
1,000.00

HANSON HARDWARE INC
01/03/18

01

SHOP SUPPLIES/STREET DEPT

61-07-4300-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

70556

64.38

GRIVAS KRAUSE ASSOCIATES LTD

1921ALGO1

GUNGER

64.38

01/08/18

01

CLEANING SUPPLIES/STREET DEPT

61-07-4300-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

29.57
29.57
28.15
28.15
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SHERWIN

HANSON HARDWARE INC

70581

01/11/18

01

(8) KEYS/FACILITIES

33-07-3100-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

70593

01/11/18

01

(5) DRYWALL REPAIR/FACILITIES

33-07-3100-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

70599

01/12/18

01

(18) KEYS/FACILITIES

33-07-3100-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

70639

01/18/18

01

(2) PUTTY KNIFE/FACILITIES

33-07-3100-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

70669

01/22/18

01

(7) KEYS/ FACILITIES #508

33-07-3100-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

70689

01/24/18

01

PAINT SUPPLIES/ #506

61-07-4300-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

70705

01/25/18

01

(1) SCREW/ #212

61-07-4300-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

HENNING

19.92
19.92
14.57
14.57
8.49
8.49
7.98
7.98
23.93
23.93
64.54
64.54
5.29
5.29
202.44

HENNING BROTHERS INC.

0000405205

01/08/18

01

(8) KEYS/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

23.50
23.50
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HENNING

HENNING BROTHERS INC.

0000405225

01/09/18

01

(1) KEY/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

IAEI

2.65
2.65
26.15

IAEI

7077082-18

12/18/17

01

IAEI 2018 MEMBERSHIP - KEITH

01-07-8600-54630
DUES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

120.00
120.00
120.00

ILTOOLSV ILLINOIS TOOL SERVICE
53259

INTRBAT
50104266

01/18/18

01

REPAIRED (3) 3/4" IMPACT GUNS

14-07-3200-54640
20180064
02/13/18
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

333.00

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

104.30

333.00
333.00

INTERSTATE BATTERY
01/11/18

01

BATTERY FOR C180/ MOTOR POOL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

104.30
104.30

ITUABSOR ITU ABSORB TECH INC
6928093

01/04/18

01

WEEKLY TOWEL SERVICE/ MP

02

UNIFORM RENTALS/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES
14-07-3200-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

02/13/18

47.79
INVOICE TOTAL:

6932158

01/11/18

01

WEEKLY TOWEL SERVICE/ MP

14-07-3200-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

54.48

02/13/18

102.27
26.10
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ITUABSOR ITU ABSORB TECH INC
6932158

01/11/18

02

UNIFORM RENTALS/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

6936149

01/18/18

01

WEEKLY TOWEL SERVICE/ MP

02

UNIFORM RENTALS/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES
14-07-3200-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

02/13/18

47.79
73.89
68.12
47.79

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

115.91
292.07

JGUNIFOR J. G. UNIFORMS, INC.
30799

01/05/18

01

UNIFORMS/SNAER

01-03-2130-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

31169

01/12/18

01

UNIFORMS/SIRCHER

01-03-2130-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

31718

01/25/18

01

UNIFORMS/SIRCHER

01-03-2130-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

31769

01/26/18

01

UNIFORMS/SCAR

01-03-2130-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

31770

01/26/18

01

UNIFORMS/CROSSING GUARDS

01-03-2130-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

20180131

02/13/18

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:
JCLICHT

JC LICHT LLC

56.95
56.95
45.85
45.85
13.35
13.35
90.00
90.00
1,579.94
1,579.94
1,786.09
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------JCLICHT

JC LICHT LLC

64026847

01/19/18

01

(2)PAINT(4)ROLLERS/ WATER DEPT

20-07-3500-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

95.98
95.98
95.98

KARDSINC KARDS INC
001873

KELLYPR

01/19/18

01

AMBULANCE MAINTENANCE - DECALS

01-04-2400-56230
20180104
02/13/18
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

02/06/18

01

KELLY REYNOLDS 2018 MEMBERSHIP

01-07-8600-54630
DUES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

01/17/18

75.00
75.00

01

25 SENIOR DRIVEWAY PLOWING

02

PLOW DATE: 1/15/18

01-07-3000-54617
20180085
02/13/18
SENIOR SNOW PLOW SERVICES
** COMMENT **
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,000.00

1,000.00
1,000.00

MASTER HITCH

17640

01/12/18

01

A FRAME TOP WIND JACK/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

MCMAID

75.00

MARCO DUGO LANDSCAPING, INC.

20973

MASTERH

1,977.72
1,977.72

KELLY P REYNOLDS & ASSO, INC

22018

MARCO

1,977.72

MCMAID

47.35
47.35
47.35
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MCMAID

MCMAID

JANUARY 4, 2018

01/04/18

01

CLEANING SERVICE/MUSEUM

01-10-1180-54290
UTILITIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

101.00
101.00
101.00

MCMASCAR MCMASTER-CARR SUPPLY CO.
54476295

01/18/18

01

(10) WATER PACK/STREET DEPT

61-07-4300-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

55209084

01/29/18

01

(8)BROOM AND BRACE/ WATER DEPT

20-07-3500-56230
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

MEDTRON

69.00
69.00
173.02
173.02
242.02

PHYSIO-CONTROL INC

418004084

01/03/18

01

LIFEPACK TRANSMISSION PLAN

01-04-2400-54610
20180047
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

417.84

14-07-3200-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

107.00

417.84
417.84

MIKESTOW MIKE'S TOWING/AUTO & TRUCK
1061041

01/02/18

01

(3)SINGLE AXLE SAFETY LANE/ MP

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

107.00
107.00

MINPRESS MINUTEMAN PRESS
38867

12/29/17

01

CDD LETTERHEAD

01-07-3200-54270
20180070
02/13/18
PRINTING AND DUPLICATING
INVOICE TOTAL:

1,062.56
1,062.56
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MINPRESS MINUTEMAN PRESS
38895

01/16/18

01

WATER METER FORMS

01-07-3200-54270
PRINTING AND DUPLICATING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

38908

38934

01/24/18

02/01/18

01

01

COURT FOLDER LABELS

BUSINESS CARDS/NIEVES

01-03-2000-54270
20180093
02/13/18
PRINTING AND DUPLICATING
INVOICE TOTAL:
01-03-2000-54270
PRINTING AND DUPLICATING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

MOHAWK
2583818

57748

51.06
384.38
384.38
68.00
68.00
1,566.00

MOHAWK STAMP COMPANY
01/04/18

01

DATE STAMP

01-07-3200-56210
OFFICE SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

MORGRAW

51.06

45.10
45.10
45.10

MORTON GROVE AUTOMOTIVE WEST
01/02/18

01

ALTERNATOR FOR T325/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

155.00
155.00
155.00

MUNICODE MUNICIPAL CODE CORPORATION
00301850

12/30/17

01

CITY CODE SUPPLEMENT #31

01-01-1140-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

MURRAY

MURRAY & TRETTEL, INC.

3,238.09
3,238.09
3,238.09
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MURRAY

MURRAY & TRETTEL, INC.

0118-54

NEMERT

01/30/18

SNOW & ICE WARNING SERVICE

04-03-2170-54610
20180084
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,197.50

01-03-2130-53110
20180135
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

255.00

1,197.50
1,197.50

NORTH EAST MULTI-REGIONAL

230754

NWCOMH

01

01/26/18

01

TRAINING/BAWDEN

255.00
255.00

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

E180068

01/22/18

01

ANNUAL WEBSITE SUPPORT FEE

01-04-2400-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

40.00
40.00
40.00

NOTARYPU NOTARY PUBLIC ASSOCIATION
CIEZAK-2018

01/26/18

01

NOTARY PUBLIC-CIEZAK

01-01-1130-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

NOTARY_FEE

02/06/18

01

NOTARY FEE - PACKAGE A

01-04-2000-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

OMNI1
67164

54.00
54.00
54.00
54.00
108.00

OMNI-1 ELECTRONICS INC
01/02/18

01

CENTRAL STATION MONITORING

20-07-3500-54610
20180021
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

02/13/18

525.00
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------OMNI1

OMNI-1 ELECTRONICS INC

67164

PBACOBR

01/02/18

02

MARCH TO MAY 2018

** COMMENT **

20180021
02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

PBA, INC/COBRA MANAGER

130104

02/06/18

01

COBRA FEE DEC-JAN 2018

01-01-1130-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

POSEY

525.00
525.00

50.00
50.00
50.00

POSEY LAW GROUP LLC

RM-118

01/31/18

01

JANUARY ADJUDICATION HEARINGS

01-01-1175-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,575.00
1,575.00
1,575.00

PRESNETW PRESIDIO NETWORKED SOLUTIONS
6013418000372

R&M
430

431

01/09/18

01

SAN ANNL MAINT CONTRACT

01-06-1500-54610
20180053
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

10,050.05

01-01-1160-54610
20180097
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:

2,450.00

01-01-1160-54610
20180105
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

2,615.00

10,050.05
10,050.05

R & M COMMUNICATIONS
01/23/18

01/30/18

01

01

Q1 BUSINESS NEWSLETTER

FEB 2018-E-NEWS & VIEWS

2,450.00

2,615.00
5,065.00
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------REDWING

RED WING SHOE STORE

28345

01/29/18

01

SAFETY BOOTS/ #720

20-07-3500-56100
UNIFORMS AND CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

169.99
169.99
169.99

BOOSTERS RMHS BOOSTERS
2018 JAZZ-COLOR

01/26/18

01

JAZZ IN MDWS AD-COLOR AD FEE

01-01-7500-59810
FARMERS & FOOD TRUCKS

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

ROGAN'S

25.00
25.00
25.00

ROGAN'S SHOES

333710

01/29/18

01

SAFTY BOOTS/ #609

20-07-3500-56100
UNIFORMS AND CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

131.75
131.75
131.75

RUSHTRUC RUSH TRUCK CENTER
3009099388

01/12/18

01

VALVE/SUSPENSION/ADAPTOR/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

3009145921

01/17/18

01

ELBOW T315/ ADAPTER/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

3009157794

01/18/18

01

(2)CONNECTOR T315/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

WEATHER

RYAN ZIMMERMAN

169.59
169.59
44.59
44.59
35.16
35.16
249.34

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:52
ID:
AP441000.WOW

City of Rolling Meadows
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------WEATHER

RYAN ZIMMERMAN

1104

SENSUS

01/03/18

WEATHER BY REQUEST

02

FEB-APRIL 2018

01-07-3000-54610
20180066
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
** COMMENT **
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

562.50

20-02-1200-54610
20180039
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

1,949.94

25-25-7725-60006
EQUIPMENT - IT

5,577.40

01/05/18

01

2018-METER S/W

MAINTENANCE

1,949.94
1,949.94

SHI

B07625793

01/15/18

01

SAN HARD DRIVE UPGRADES

20180044

02/13/18

INVOICE TOTAL:
B07675696

01/24/18

01

DOCUMENT SCANNER FOR ERP

25-25-7725-60006
EQUIPMENT - IT

20180098

02/13/18

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:
SIRCHIE

562.50
562.50

SENSUS USA INC

ZA18000282

SHI

01

5,577.40
1,507.13
1,507.13
7,084.53

SIRCHIE FINGER PRINT LABS

0332874-IN

01/20/18

01

EVIDENCE SUPPLIES

01-03-2140-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

84.36
84.36
84.36

SPRINGAL SPRING-ALIGN OF PALATINE, INC.
108619

01/12/18

01

UBOLT FOR T309/ MOTOR POOL

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

37.11
37.11
37.11

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:52
ID:
AP441000.WOW

City of Rolling Meadows
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------STAPLES

STAPLES BUSINESS ADVANTAGE

3365509646

STEINER

01/30/18

01

SUUPLIES/RECORDS

01-03-2130-54640
20180096
02/13/18
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTEN
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

287.99
287.99
287.99

STEINER ELECTRIC CO.

S005928223.001

01/05/18

01

6 GASKETS/WATER

02

6 COVER/WATER

03
04

6 CONDUIT BODY/WATER
250 FT CABLE/WATER

20-07-3500-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
20-07-3500-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
20-07-3500-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
20-07-3500-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

20180065
SUPPL

02/13/18

13.92
SUPPL
41.88
SUPPL
184.93
SUPPL
INVOICE TOTAL:

S005928223.002

S005949205.001

01/05/18

01/29/18

01

01

100 GROUND CLAMPS/WATER

(12)GASKETS AND COVERS/ WATER

20-07-3500-57280
20180065
02/13/18
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL
INVOICE TOTAL:
20-07-3500-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

SUBACC

SUBURBAN ACCENTS INC.

25971

01/08/18

01

(5) CITY LOGOS/STREET DEPT

61-07-4300-56220
OPERATING SUPPLIES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

TERMINAL TERMINAL SUPPLY CO.

10.74

251.47
614.42
614.42
24.24
24.24
890.13

111.25
111.25
111.25

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:52
ID:
AP441000.WOW
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TERMINAL TERMINAL SUPPLY CO.
82314-00

01/15/18

01

(200)SSA CONNECTORS/ MP

14-07-3200-57280
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPL

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

149.94
149.94
149.94

THIRDML1 THIRD MILLENNIUM ASSOCIATES
21700

02/02/18

01

VEH STICKER ANNL S/W MAINT FEE

61-02-1200-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

995.00
995.00
995.00

THOMPSES THOMPSON ELEVATOR INSPECTION
18-0062

TODUNIF
152080

01/12/18

01

SEMI-ANNUAL ELEVATOR INSP

01-07-8600-54610
20180092
02/13/18
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

01/16/18

01

NEW HIRE NAMETAG

01-04-2400-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

02/13/18

01/30/18

01

NEW HIRE RESPONDER JACKET

01-04-2400-56100
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

20180106

02/13/18

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:
TRADS

3,397.00
3,397.00

TODAY'S UNIFORMS

INVOICE TOTAL:
152795

3,397.00

18.00
18.00
368.95
368.95
386.95

TRANS UNION RISK & ALTERNATIVE

757660 010118-013118 02/01/18

01

SEARCHES

01-03-2140-54610
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

110.75
110.75
110.75

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:52
ID:
AP441000.WOW
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TYLER

TYLER TECHNOLOGIES INC.

045-213020

01/26/18

01

IMPLEMENTATN 1/11-18/18

17R47

25-25-7725-60006
EQUIPMENT - IT

20171061

02/13/18

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

4,855.00
4,855.00
4,855.00

UPNETWOR UNITE PRIVATE NETWORKS
SI-18-000133

01/01/18

01

2018-JAN/FEB FIBER FEE IT CTRT

25-25-7725-60006
EQUIPMENT - IT

20180042

02/13/18

INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

8,990.00
8,990.00
8,990.00

VERIZON1 VERIZON WIRELESS
9799963748

01/15/18

01

JAN 2018-FIRE

02

JAN 2018-POLICE

03

JAN 2018-PW SCADA

04-03-2170-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
04-03-2170-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
20-07-3500-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

20180054

02/13/18

703.95
478.49
INVOICE TOTAL:

9800164239

01/19/18

01

JAN 2018-ADMIN

02

JAN 2018-FIRE

03

JAN 2018-CDD

04

JAN 2018-POLICE

05

JAN 2018-PW ADMIN/FACILITIES

06

JAN 2018-PW STREETS/FORESTRY

04-03-2170-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
04-03-2170-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
01-07-8600-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
04-03-2170-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
01-07-3000-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
01-07-3300-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

376.93

20180100

02/13/18

1,559.37
337.55
354.06
254.04
907.75
265.82
204.82

DATE: 02/06/18
TIME: 15:02:52
ID:
AP441000.WOW
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INVOICES DUE ON/BEFORE 02/13/2018
INVOICE #
INVOICE ITEM
VENDOR #
DATE
# DESCRIPTION
ACCOUNT #
P.O. #
DUE DATE
ITEM AMT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VERIZON1 VERIZON WIRELESS
9800164239

01/19/18

07

JAN 2018-PW REFUSE

08

JAN 2018-PW VEHICLE MAINTENANC

09

JAN 2018-PW WATER OPS/SCADA

16-07-5600-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
14-07-3200-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
20-07-3500-54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

20180100

02/13/18

63.51
446.86
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:

WAISTUP
7851

01/09/18

01

HEAT PRESS/#724

20-07-3500-56100
UNIFORMS AND CLOTHING

02/13/18

01/11/18

01

HEAT PRESS/#609

20-07-3500-56100
UNIFORMS AND CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:

7861

2,897.92
4,457.29

WAIST UP IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

INVOICE TOTAL:
7860

63.51

01/11/18

01

(12) SHIRTS & LOGOS/#808

20-07-5000-56100
UNIFORMS AND CLOTHING

02/13/18
INVOICE TOTAL:
VENDOR TOTAL:
TOTAL ALL INVOICES:

24.00
24.00
11.00
11.00
128.28
128.28
163.28
121,287.88

Council Action Summary – February 13, 2018
Agenda Location: Consent Resolutions
D) Fund Balance Reserves from the General Fund’s Ambulance Fees
Attachments:
•

Resolution – Commitment of Fund Balance from the General Fund’s Ambulance Fees

Background: At the January 23, 2018 City Council approved an Ordinance on 1st Reading for
fee structure changes for Ambulance Billing Fees. The City Council approved an Amendment to
this Ordinance to include a commitment from the new revenues in the amount of $175,000 for
road improvements.
Based on discussions with the Ambulance Billing vendor, insurance companies and the City’s
Auditors, the City should adopt a separate Resolution and not an amendment to an Ordinance.
This “clean” Ordinance is required for a variety of reasons. The City’s Auditors’ suggestion is to
show this commitment of funds from the General Fund (#01) for road improvements in the Local
Road Fund (#61). The attached Resolution accomplishes this item. The commitment of funds is
set for FY 2019 and would be included as part of the FY 2019 Budget. In addition, this
commitment would be reviewed each year by the City Council prior to the formulation of each
year’s proposed budget.
Previous Council Action:
•
•

January 16, 2018 – Committee-of-the-Whole Meeting – City Council Discussion.
January 23, 2018 – City Council Meeting – Ordinance Approved on 1st Reading –
Amending Chapter 42 Fire Protection and Prevention and Appendix B Rates, Fees,
Finance and Penalties for Ambulance Transport Fees.

Recommendation: First time Staff heard about the diversion of revenues was at the January
23rd City Council Meeting. Staff recommends not passing this Resolution due to the General
Fund revenue uncertainty (mostly by the State of Illinois) and allow Staff to budget as it seems
appropriate.

Resolution No. 18-R-10
A RESOLUTION COMMITTING RESERVE FUNDS FROM THE GENERAL FUND’S
AMBULANCE FEES FOR FISCAL YEAR (FY) 2019
WHEREAS, the City recognizes the importance and need to prepare and provide reserves for
the City’s road improvement projects;
WHEREAS, the City Council commits an amount of funds from the General Fund’s Ambulance
Fees in amount not to exceed $175,000 for the FY 2019 Budget (Depending on additional funds
received with an increased Ambulance Fee in FY 2018);
WHEREAS, the City adopted the Governmental Accounting Standards Board #54 requirements
and a Fund Balance Policy for the General Fund; and
WHEREAS, the City Council shall review this commitment of reserves from the General Fund
Balance on an annual basis.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Rolling
Meadows, Illinois, that the following General Fund Balance reserves is committed in the amount
of $175,000 for the FY 2019 Budget by the City of Rolling Meadows, subject to future revisions,
and revenue collected.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
(2/3rds vote of the corporate authorities required)
Passed this 13th day of February 13.
Approved this 13th day of February 13.
____________________________________________
Len Prejna, Mayor
ATTEST:

__________________________________
Ginny Cotugno, Deputy City Clerk

Council Action Summary – February 13, 2018

Agenda Location:

Consent Resolution

E) Resolution – Approve 2018 Wage Increase for City Manager

Attachment:
•

Resolution

Background:
The attached Resolution will give the City Manager a salary increase in the amount of 3% for
2018 and a one-time bonus of $2,500.

Recommendation:

Adopt the Resolution.

Resolution No. 18-R-11

A RESOLUTION TO INCREASE
THE CITY MANAGER’S SALARY

WHEREAS, the City Manager’s Employment Agreement sets forth the City Manager’s
salary; and
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined that the City Manager’s salary should be
increased.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Rolling
Meadows, Illinois that the City Manager shall receive a salary increase of 3%, effective
retroactively as of January 1, 2018 and a one-time bonus of $2,500.

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Passed and approved this 13th day of February 2018

__________________________________________
Len Prejna, Mayor

ATTEST:
_____________________________________
Ginny Cotugno, Deputy City Clerk

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – February 13, 2018
Consent Agenda - Resolution
F) Resolution for Approval of FY 2018 Motor Fuel Tax Appropriations for Public Works
Street Maintenance Operations
Attachments:
• Resolution
• Resolution for Maintenance of Streets and Highways, IDOT Bureau of Local
Roads Form 14230
• Municipal Estimate of Maintenance Costs, IDOT Bureau of Local Roads Form
14231
Summary / Background:
The proposed resolution allocates $600,000 from the City’s Motor Fuel Tax fund, of which
$600,000 will be utilized for this year’s street resurfacing project. The expenditures eligible for
reimbursement from the City’s allotment of MFT funds are defined on the attached Municipal
Estimate of Maintenance Costs, which must be filed with IDOT. The City’s FY2017 budget
allocates a total of $1,000,000 for the annual street resurfacing project, of which $400,000 will
come from the Local Road Fund (61). The City is required to adopt a resolution each year in
order to expend money from the MFT account. The City anticipates receiving a total of
$600,000 in revenues for the MFT fund during Fiscal Year 2018.
The required documents are nearing completion for submission to IDOT for approval to allow for
a project letting for the local street program in late February or early March. The project is
expected to start in mid-April and includes resurfacing, curb repair, and drainage improvements
along the streets listed below:
Street
RESURFACE STREETS
Dawngate Lane
Dawngate Court
Shady Court
Edgar Street
Tall Oaks Lane
Woodcliff Lane
Richnee Court
Angeline Court
Rywick Court
Sunset Court
Alexandria Court
Amaarja Court
Balmoral Court
Stacy Court

Limits

Length (Feet)

All
All
All
All
Woodcliff to California
All
All
All
All
All

2,178
308
260
274
955
639
250
125
300
340

All
All
All
All

286
525
376
702

Total

8.548 ft. (1.61 miles)

NOTE: The four courts shown below the grey line are included in the project limits to encourage
favorable pricing. However, if the prices do not come in favorable enough to do them all, those
in the best condition will be removed from the contract and proposed for the 2019 program.

Staff is working with the City Engineer to coordinate the public letting (bid opening) for no later
than March 6, 2016 to take advantage of the competitive bidding environment and the
economies of scale opportunities.
Additionally, in an effort to take advantage of economies of scale, the Salt Creek Rural Park
District is partnering with the City in the repaving in the entrance of their Twin Lakes Park
facility. Given that their project is not too large, the City can absorb their quantities and
recognize savings in shared line items. In this partnering effort both agencies can potential
realize savings. Both agencies have separate engineering contracts and will contract separately
with the contractor, so there will be no Intergovernmental Agreement required.
The 2018 project schedule of activities is expected to follow the timeline provided below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design Engineering, IDOT Docs.
IDOT Review and Approval
Advertising
Bid Opening
Council Approval of Contract
Construction

Completion Mid-January
Mid-January to Early February
Mid-February
Late-February to Early-March
March 13
Mid-April to Mid-June

Previous Council Action:
• 11/28/17 Resolution No. 17-R-134 – Approval of the 2018 City Budget, which includes
funding for the proposed projects (MFT Fund – $600,000)
Recommendation:
Staff requests that the City Council approve the Resolution as submitted.

Resolution 18-R-12

2018 MOTOR FUEL TAX APPROPRIATION
SECTION 18-00000-00-GM THROUGH SECTION 18-00000-03-GM
Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows,
Illinois, that there is hereby appropriated the sum of $600,000 of Motor Fuel Tax Funds for the
purposes of maintaining streets and highways within the City limits, under applicable provision
of the Illinois Highway Code from January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018, Section Numbers 1800000-00-GM through 18-00000-03-GM.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that only those streets, highways and operations listed
and described on the Municipal Estimate of Maintenance Costs included and made part of the
resolution as Exhibit A, including supplemental or revised estimates approved in conjunction
with this resolution are eligible for maintenance with Motor Fuel Tax funds during the period as
specified above; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Clerk shall, as soon as practical after the close
of the period as given, submit to the Department of Transportation, on forms furnished by said
department, a certified statement showing expenditures from and balances remaining in the
account(s) for this period; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Clerk shall immediately transmit four certified
copies of this resolution to the District Office of the Department of Transportation at
Schaumburg, Illinois.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 13th day of February, 2018.

_________________________
Len Prejna, Mayor
ATTEST:
______________________________
Ginny Cotugno, Deputy City Clerk

Resolution for Maintenance of
Streets and Highways by Municipality
Under the Illinois Highway Code
BE IT RESOLVED, by the

Mayor and City Council

of the

(Council or President and Board of Trustees)

City

of

Rolling Meadows

(City, Town or Village)

appropriated the sum of

, Illinois, that there is hereby
(Name)

$600,000.00

of Motor Fuel Tax funds for the purpose of maintaining

streets and highways under the applicable provisions of the Illinois Highway Code from

January 1, 2018
(Date)

to

December 31, 2018

.

(Date)

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that only those streets, highways, and operations as listed and described on the
approved Municipal Estimate of Maintenance Costs, including supplemental or revised estimates approved in connection
with this resolution, are eligible for maintenance with Motor Fuel Tax funds during the period as specified above.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Clerk shall, as soon a practicable after the close of the period as given above,
submit to the Department of Transportation, on forms furnished by said Department , a certified statement showing
expenditures from and balances remaining in the account(s) for this period; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Clerk shall immediately transmit two certified copies of this
resolution to the district office of the Department of Transportation, at
Schaumburg

I,

Ginny Cotungo

Clerk in and for the

, Illinois.

City
(City, Town or Village)

of

Rolling Meadows

, County of

Cook

hereby certify the foregoing to be a true, perfect and complete copy of a resolution adopted by
the

Mayor and City Council

at a meeting on

February 13, 2018

(Council or President and Board of Trustees)

Date

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal this

(SEAL)

day of

City

.

Clerk

(City, Town or Village)

Approved

Regional Engineer

Department of Transportation

Date

Printed 2/9/2018

BLR 14230 (Rev. 07/15/13)

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – February 13, 2018
Consent Agenda: Resolution
G) A Resolution to Approve the Submittal of a Grant Application for Algonquin
Road/New Wilke Road Phase 1 Preliminary Engineering Costs
Attachments:
• Proposed Resolution
• “Invest in Cook” grant application information
Background: You are being asked to approve a resolution that would authorize the City
to prepare and submit a grant application to Cook County Department of Transportation
and Highways for the “Invest in Cook” program. This is the second year of this grant
funding program.
Back in 2004-2006, the City of Rolling Meadows and the Village of Arlington Heights
submitted a request for Federal Surface Transportation Program grant funding for
capacity improvements to the Algonquin Road/New Wilke Road intersection. The grant
application was approved, with $2.5 million being made available for final design
engineering (50%) and construction (80%) costs. Phase 1 (preliminary engineering) costs
must be borne by the local sponsoring agency (the Village and the City). From 20092014, the City of Rolling Meadows focused its efforts on the reconstruction of the Golf
Road/New Wilke Road intersection, and on New Wilke Road reconstruction.
With so many years having passed, IDOT staff would like to see this proposed project
move forward, or risk loss of the federal funds.
The “Invest in Cook” grant program began in 2017. It would appear to be an appropriate
infrastructure project to be favorably considered for funding assistance by Cook County,
as this intersection is used by over 40,000 vehicles per day, and is located and sponsored
by two municipalities. The City and the Village co-sponsored a grant application
submittal in 2017, but was unsuccessful in getting funding approved.
The estimated cost of providing Phase 1 engineering services for this project is $175,000$200,000. The cost to the City and the Village is expected to be $0-$40,000 each,
depending on the grant terms and conditions, if approved.
Should the City choose to support this recommended grant funding application, it is
strongly encouraged that contacts be made with Cook County Commissioners that serve
the Rolling Meadows and Arlington Heights areas to garner support for the project.
Previous Council Action:
• 3/14/2017 – Resolution 17-R-27 authorized the submittal of a grant application
for this project
Recommendation: To approve the proposed Resolution.

Resolution No. 18-R-13
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE APPLICATION FOR 2018
COOK COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND
HIGHWAYS GRANT “INVEST IN COOK” PROGRAM
WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows has, in accordance with procedures
established by Cook County for the 2018 Call for Projects for a grant program (“Invest in
Cook”) to fund various transportation and highway projects throughout Cook County, and
has a significant interest in seeing roadway improvements made to the Algonquin Road
(IL-62)/New Wilke Road intersection;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of
Rolling Meadows, Illinois, as follows:
SECTION ONE:

The City staff is authorized to submit an application for

Cook County Department of Transportation and Highways fund for Year 2018 “Invest in
Cook” program in the estimated amount of up to $175,000-$200,000 for the following
project:
Project

Cook County Funds

Algonquin Road/New Wilke Road
intersection improvements

$175,000-$200,000
Phase 1 Engineering
Design

SECTION TWO:

Matching Funds
Up to $40,000 City
– per 2018 Budget
and up to $40,000
– Village of
Arlington Heights

Total
$175,000$200,000

That the City of Rolling Meadows hereby certifies that local

funds as set out within its application will be made available upon the approval of the
project by the County of Cook, Illinois, or a prorated share thereof, as deemed necessary.
SECTION THREE: The Mayor and the City Clerk are hereby authorized to sign
the application and various forms contained therein, make all required submissions, and

take all necessary actions to make application for the funds requested in Section One of
this Resolution. Copies of the applications are on file with the City Clerk.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 13th day of February, 2018.

__________________________________________
Len Prejna, Mayor
ATTEST:

_____________________________________
Ginny Cotugno, Deputy City Clerk

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – FEBRUARY 13, 2018
Agenda Location: Consent Resolutions

H) Resolution to Award a 3-Year Contract Extension for Landscape Services Downtown Kirchoff Road and Other Sites
Attachments:
• Resolution
• Proposal
Background: You are being asked to approve a resolution that would authorize a 3-year
contract extension for landscape maintenance for 2018, 2019 and 2020 to Beary
Landscape Management. After bidding out the City’s landscape maintenance in early
2015, Beary Landscape Maintenance was awarded a 1-year contract with the option of 2
additional years if the work was performed successfully to the City’s expectations. Beary
Landscape Management performed the landscape maintenance to the City’s expectations
and due to the quality of work and very few complaints, staff recommended the contract
extension for 2 additional years.
Barry Landscape has been performing the landscape maintenance for the last 3 years with
very few complaints. Barry has always handled any complaint or additional work in a
very timely manner and staff has been very satisfied with their work.
Staff has requested that Barry extend the yearly cutting by 2 additional weeks with
upgraded service to be provided to several sites due to the plantings that were done in
2017. The basic price for services increased by 3% from the previous contract.
Year
2018
2019
2020

Total
$53,411
$55,013
$56,662

Previous Council Action:
•
•
•

3/24/15: Resolution 15-R-20 Awarded contract for Landscape Maintenance to Beary
Landscape Management for 2015
12/22/15: Resolution 15-R-122 Award 2-year Contract Extension
11/28/17: Resolution 17-R-134 Approval of FY2018 Operating Budget

Recommendation: To approve the Resolution as presented.

RESOLUTION NO. 18-R-14

A RESOLUTION TO AWARD A 3-YEAR EXTENSION FOR LANDSCAPE
SERVICE FOR 2018, 2019 & 2020

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of
Rolling Meadows, Illinois, that a contract be awarded to Beary Landscape Maintenance
located at 1308 Rand Road, Des Plaines, Illinois 60016, for landscape maintenance
services, “A” and “B” sites, in the amount of $55,013.00 for 2018, $55,013.00 for 2019,
and $56,662.00 for the 2020 growing seasons, as per the proposal submitted.
Funds shall be derived from the designated accounts in the General Fund, Local
Roads and the Water Fund as budgeted.

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 13th day of February 2018.

____________________________
Len Prejna, Mayor
ATTEST:
________________________________
Ginny Cotugno, Deputy City Clerk

January 25, 2018
City of Rolling Meadows
Department of Public Works
3900 Berdnick Street
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
Don Wenzel
Don
Please see the pricing for 2018 thru 2020 for the contracted landscape maintenance. The contract price reflects only a
3% increase from the last contract.
This letter is to give pricing in order to extend the current contract thru 2020. It also includes services you requested to
be included in the contract, such as added locations and added services. This pricing reflects an increase in the budgets
of 16 services for B sites and 30 services for A sites. They are as follows:

2018 Season

2019 Season

2020 Season

$44,586.00

$45,923.00

$47,300.00

$1946.00

$2004.00

$2064.00

$3323.00

$3422.00

$3525.00

$1081.00

$1114.00

$1147.00

$2475.00

$2550.00

$2626.00

$53,411.00

$55,013.00

$56,662.00

Description

Increase is per occurrence
per site
Added locations of Quentin
Pkwy (B site) and Creek
bike path (A site)
Additional two weeks of
service to include leaf clean
up to A & B sites
Three Holiday Creek
mowings
Upgrade of services to site
5 City Hall, site 14
Museum, and site 6
Gateway Park to include
trimming bed care and
mulch
Season totals for all
services

Brian Shelton
North Branch
1308 Rand Rd.
Des Plaines, IL 60016

Central Branch
4627 Elm Ave.
Brookfield, IL 60513
www.bearylandscaping.com

South Branch
15001 W 159th St.
Lockport, IL 60491

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – FEBRUARY 13, 2018
Agenda Location: Consent Resolutions
I)

Resolution to Award a Contract for Replacement and Upgrade of
Security System at 3900 Berdnick Street

Attachments:
• Resolution
• Proposals (Intrusion Alarm and Security Cameras)
Background: You are being asked to approve a resolution that would authorize the
approval of a contract for the replacement of the security system and the addition of
security cameras at the Combined Services Facility (Public Works North) at 3900
Berdnick Street.
The existing security system was installed when the building was constructed in 1998 and
has since become obsolete as the components of the system are no longer available for
making repairs. Staff was advised last year that the certain parts of the existing system
have had to be taken out of service due to the inability to get replacement parts and as
such, the project was budgeted for replacement in the FY2018 Operating Budget.
In addition to asking our security service vendor for a proposal to replace the all the
existing components of the security system, staff also asked the provider for a proposal to
add security cameras to the system. Staff feels that security cameras will add an
additional layer of protection as the cameras can be monitored by the 24-hour Police
Service Desk.
Staff is recommending that a contract be awarded to Convergint Technologies of One
Commerce Drive, Schaumburg, Illinois 60173 in the amount of $37,479.00 for the
proposed work. The Rolling Meadows Park District will be responsible for 34.7%
($13,005.00) of the cost of the project as their cost share agreement.
Convergint Technologies is an international leader in the security business and has
provided service to the City for several years.
Budgeting for this work is provided for in Building and Land Fund # 33.07.3100.60010.
Previous Council Action:
• 11/21/17: Approval of FY2018 Operating Budget, which provides funding of
$35,000 for the security system replacement.
Recommendation: To approve the Resolution as presented.

RESOLUTION NO. 18-R-15
A RESOLUTION TO AWARD A CONTRACT FOR SECURITY SYSTEM
REPLACEMENT AND UPGRADE FOR THE COMBINED SERVICES
FACILITY (PW NORTH) AT 3900 BERDNICK STREET

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and the City Council
of the City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois, that the proposal for the security system
replacement and installation of security system cameras at the Combined Services
Facility (PW North) located at 3900 Berdnick Street, from Convergint Technologies,
located at One Commerce Drive, Schaumburg, Illinois 60173 in the total amount of
$37,479.00, is hereby accepted and approved.

Funding for these services is provided from Building and Land Fund. (#33).

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 13th day of February 2018.

_____________________________
Len Prejna, Mayor
ATTEST:
_____________________________
Ginny Cotugno, Deputy City Clerk

Council Action Summary – February 13, 2018
Agenda Location: Consent Resolutions
J) IMRF Required Resolution
Attachments:
•

Resolution – IMRF Resolution Payments in Lieu of Healthcare

Background: On December 15, 2017, the Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund (IMRF) Board of
Directors adopted a resolution stating that municipalities must have a new Resolution on file that
cash payments in lieu of or related to healthcare benefits are still pensionable income.
Municipalities provide cash payments (known as a health insurance opt-out) as an alternative to
providing health insurance to employees.
The Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund (IMRF) is requiring that the employer’s governing body
adopt new resolutions stating that the payments related to healthcare benefits are still reported as
IMRF earnings. (Note: this is already the case for the City of Rolling Meadows, like most
municipalities with opt-outs, and employees are taxed on this payment in lieu of healthcare
benefits. The City’s Auditor examines this information each year.)
Previous Council Action:
None in recent years to IMRF – this is really updating items for IMRF.
Recommendation: Adopt the Resolution as proposed. This again is just updating paperwork
for IMRF and does not change anything the City does or has completed for years.

Resolution No. 18-R-16
A RESOLUTION PERTAINING TO IMRF RESOLUTION 2017-12-17 AS RELATED
TO HEALTH INSURANCE AS IMRF EARNINGS
WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows is an employer who is subject to the rules and
regulations of the Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund (IMRF);
WHEREAS, the standard member earnings reportable to the Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund
(IMRF) do not include the value of health insurance or cash payments in lieu of or related to
healthcare benefits;
WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows includes IMRF earnings on payments in lieu of or
related to healthcare benefits;
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows is authorized to include cash
payments made separately from salary and made in lieu of healthcare benefits as earnings
reportable to IMRF;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Rolling
Meadows, Illinois, does hereby elect to include earnings reportable to IMRF cash payments
made separately from salary and made in lieu of or related to healthcare effective February 13,
2018.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approve this 13th day of February 13, 2018.

____________________________________________
Len Prejna, Mayor
ATTEST:

__________________________________
Ginny Cotugno, Deputy City Clerk

SR1) TOPICS TO MENTION
February 13, 2018
1)

The City, SWANCC, and Elgin Recycling are conducting a holiday light,
extension cord, and wire recycling program again. Collection boxes are
located outside of City Hall. Items that are accepted include the
following items: mini-lights (or Italian lights), c7 lights, C9 lights, rope
lights, LED lights, extension cords, house wire, computer wire, etc….All
colors and lengths will be accepted. The City cannot accept garland, live
greens, wreaths, or other non-recyclables. The program runs through
February 16, 2018.

2)

The last day for regular voter registration, to vote in the April election is
February 20th. Early voting for the primary election begins March 5th.
Please check with Cook County for voting locations.

3)

Thursday, March 29th from 6:00 pm to 7:30 pm at the Rolling Meadows
Library there will be a meet and greet & seed swap for all gardeners and
those want to know more about community gardens.

4)

February 18th – Law Enforcement Torch Run – Polar Plunge for Special
Olympics (Illinois) – Twin Lakes (Palatine) starts around 12:00 pm
(noon) and ends at 3:00 pm. If you would like to donate or participate
please contact Chief Nowacki. This is a unique opportunity to support
Special Olympic athletes by taking a leap (or a big step) into the cold
water of Twin Lakes. (Note: The torch run is conducted in June).

5)

March 3rd – 17th Annual Dr. Seuss Celebration at the Library. For more
information, please visit the Library. They do need readers!

6)

March 3rd – Taste The Town – 6:00 pm to 9:00 pm in the Community
Center (3705 Pheasant Drive). Tickets cost $15.00 and can be purchased
at the Community Center or at the door (on the day of the event).

7)

A Blood Drive is scheduled for Tuesday, March 6th from 12:00 pm
(noon) to 6:00 pm at the Neuckranz Fire Station (2455 Plum Grove
Road). Walk-ins are welcome, but you can also register at 847-397-3352
to donate.

8)

March 8th – 11th Rolling Meadows Library Spring Book Sale. Please
contact the Library at 847-259-6050 for hours or visit www.rmlib.org

9)

Rotary St. Patrick’s Day Dinner is scheduled for Saturday, March 10th.
This is the 18th annual St. Patrick’s Day Dinner and Auction prepared by
the Rotary Club of Rolling Meadows and will take place from 6:00 pm to
10:00 pm at the Rolling Meadows Community Center (3705 Pheasant
Drive). For more information or to purchase tickets, contact Rolling
Meadows Park District Director Amy Charlesworth at 847-818-3220 or
Public Works Director Fred Vogt at 847-963-0500.

10)

Have you seen the February electronic “News & Views” or “e-News &
Views?” If not, visit, www.cityrm.org and click on News & Views tab.
This is the sister publication to the printed newsletter. Reminder that
residents will continue to receive printed versions of “News & Views” in
March, May, July, September and November. Future “e-News & Views”
will be loaded onto the City website April, June, August, October and
December.

11)

The Rolling Meadows Fire Department is offering home safety surveys
to the City’s Senior Citizens. This Senior Safety Program is for City
residents aged 65 and older. Trained Fire Department personnel will
perform a safety survey, provide guidance to minimize the risk of fire &
injury and install free smoke and carbon monoxide detectors to residents
who request this home program. This program is funded by a FEMA
Fire Prevention and Safety Grant. Seniors, who would like to participate,
please contact the Fire Department at 847-397-3352.

Staff Report – February 13, 2018

SR2) Rolling Meadows Community Garden Update

Background:
The following write-up is from Alderman Banger. Alderman Banger brought this idea of
a community garden before City Council in 2012. [Community gardens were first
established in 1917 at the start of World War I and referred to as “Victory Gardens.” The
United States National War Garden Commission was created to supplement the
dramatically decreased food production due to the war. Today they are built and used by
those interested in gardening, community involvement, and neighborhood improvement.]
The Rolling Meadows Garden started life in the spring of 2014 after being given the goahead by the City Council to make use of what was known as “Outlot 5”, a city-owned
piece of property located between Salt Creek and the parking lot behind the Meadows
shopping center.
It was originally laid out with sixteen plots available to people interested in gardening,
and within a few weeks of the start of the first season four more plots had to be added. In
the past few years the footprint of the garden has grown south and west and we now have
a total of thirty-two plots, with areas reserved within the boundaries for a compost bin
and a water tank provided by the City.
Gardeners pay $25 for the use of the 4’ x 8’ plot each season. In addition, they complete
and sign a waiver for liability provided by the City. The plots are topped off in the spring
with topsoil delivered by public works or, in the case of wet springs that delay topsoil
deliveries, bags of dirt hauled to the site in a certain 2005 Dodge Dakota. The makeup of
the gardeners is remarkably diverse in age, ethnicity, and where they’re travelling from.
In terms of age we have high schoolers to senior citizens. In terms of ethnicity, we have a
half dozen gardeners who hail from Mexico, a few from SE Asian countries, and several
people who came here from various European countries. A handful of gardeners travel to
the site from outside the City, either visiting the garden because it’s near a friend or
relative or because they work nearby. Gardeners are typically townhome/ condo/
apartment dwellers who don’t have access to a yard, or homeowners who have no
suitable sunny spot on their property. Horticultural skill levels range from novice to
master gardener, and garden plots’ purposes run the gamut from herb garden to salsa

garden to flower garden. There are two plots in the garden that were being used in a
therapeutic manner for folks with disabilities or in recovery from stroke.
The City has been instrumental in establishing and maintaining the garden plots. City
crews filled the in-place garden frames when topsoil was first delivered in 2014, and the
City has installed and replenished water in the large tank that sits front and center at the
site. Woodchips, a byproduct of city crews trimming or cutting down trees, are delivered
whenever they are needed to fill the pathways between the garden plots.
The slope running from the edge of the garden down to the creek has been regraded and
planted in a native prairie flower mix which drew words of praise from gardeners as well
as several walkers. This area continues to be improved by the City, which planted some
shrubs and trees near the garden’s west edge. Drainage from the shopping center parking
lot was vastly improved with the addition of a swale beside the garden’s north edge.
Plans for 2018 include possible installation of water faucets to wean us off of reliance on
refills of the tank, continued plantings of perennials around the borders of the garden, and
a possible ornamental fence with a gated entrance to keep pests out.
The next scheduled event will be a meet and greet & seed swap at the Rolling Meadows
Library on Thursday, March 29th from 6:00 pm – 7:30 pm.
The garden’s “opening day” each year coincides with the Rolling Meadows Garden
Club’s plant sale, which is May 12th this year.
Many thanks go to the City for providing water as well as topsoil and woodchips. My
children Bailey and Jackson were instrumental in helping to install the frames and build
the wire fence around the garden (which has subsequently been dismantled as we’ve
grown past the original footprint). My son has been willing (if not always cheerful) to
turn the compost pile each week during the gardening season. My daughter created the
Facebook page Rolling Meadows Community Garden and the website
www.rmcommunitygarden.com. My wife Laura has been the brains behind the
operation, keeping track of payments received and obtaining signed waivers from
participants. Finally, each year the gardeners turn out for a spring cleanup and fall
harvest party/cleanup, and many thanks to those who have spent a few hours weeding and
smoothing out woodchips.

Staff Comments:
Please visit the following web site for additional information (web site is maintained and
updated by Alderman Banger): www.rmcommunitygarden.com
Or
Facebook page: Rolling Meadows Community Garden.

Staff Report – February 13, 2018

SR3) Backyard Beekeeping Update

Background:
The following write-up is from Alderman Banger. Alderman Banger brought this idea of
backyard bee hives before City Council in 2015. It was not until July 12, 2016 that
Ordinance 16-20 (An Ordinance Amending Chapter 14, “Animal” of the Code of
Ordinances) was passed by the City Council.
After passage, residents could apply for permits to install up to two beehives in their
backyard, observing the law’s setbacks from the side and rear property lines.
For the 2016 season, in the City of Rolling Meadows, there was only resident (Alderman
Banger on Oak Lane) who completed the permit process and had a backyard bee hive.
For the 2017 season, in the City of Rolling Meadows, there were six hives registered on
five different properties: two at Alderman Banger’s backyard on Oak Lane, one on Forest
Avenue south of Euclid, one on Dove Street just south of Campbell, one on Oaksbury
Court, and one on Swan Court (just north of Campbell). All the hives were purchased,
maintained and watched over by Alderman Banger and his son. The four separate
backyard hosts had agreed to allow Alderman Banger to locate the hives on their
properties. Each resident did complete the City’s permit process and paid the permit fee
of $10.
The 2017 backyard beekeeping was a “qualified” success. At the peak of the summer,
five of the six hive locations had bee populations of around 80,000 (this is typical for a
hive located in a sheltered spot and surrounded by a diverse population of pollinator
plants). Each of these five hives thrived through the late summer, and the bees added
enough honey that the Bangers had to add one to two supers (additional boxes with honey
frames) to allow the bees to continue foraging and building wax to fill with honey and
pollen. In late August, the Banger family had an “open hive” event at their house on Oak
Lane which was well attended and very informative based on comments from several of
the attendees. Sadly, in October and continuing into early November the Bangers
discovered that the hives either were declining in health or had collapsed entirely.

(Although they had started treating for mites late in the summer, it appeared that the
Varroa destructor had lived up to its name and caused each of the Rolling Meadows
hives to die off. 100% mortality may sound severe, but with all the problems facing the
honeybee these days, it’s not unheard of in this environment).
Going into the 2018 season, the Bangers will have at least two new beekeepers,
individuals who started out as backyard hosts but enjoyed working with the bees so much
they bought their own gear and will purchase bees to restart the hive in the spring.
Alderman Banger does have one backyard host who is continuing into the new year so
the anticipated number of hives in the City for the spring will be five. The coalition of
Rolling Meadows beekeepers have a plan to deal with parasites early so the mites do not
compromise the health of the hive and they’re making a joint purchase of package bees
that have superior genetics that will also help them survive.
The residents and the Bangers appreciate the support of the Community & City Council
in this endeavor.
For pictures of the 2017 season, visit the Facebook page Banger Bees.
If you are interested in backyard beekeeping feel free to contact Alderman Banger via
email at robbangerjr@gmail.com.

Staff Comments:
There have been no issues on this program. All hive locations are in compliance. An
interesting note is that the honey collected from the different areas around the City have
slight color changes. Some of the collected honey has been sold at recent City Markets.

SR4)

AGENDA
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
February 20, 2018 – 7:30pm

1)
2)
3)
4)

Smart City Initiatives
Video Gaming
Natural Gas Tax
Sunset/Brookwood Sewers

